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FIR11facePREFACE

the purpose of this work is of course to fulfill thesis require-
ments but more important to me is a desire that those who read it may

gain a greater understanding of the mission in japan the membership of

the church seems to have shared the traditional american opinion that the
yarfarpar east is of little consequence in our affairs and have given the area

little attention missionaries have been and still are reluctant to go

there feelings of failure have persisted because of the early experiences

in badanojadanojapan however those who have seriously given their attention to
missionary labors in this land feel differently

most of the source materials are records articles and diaries
written by missionariesomisslionaries thus admittedly the work has largely been written
from the american pointnoint of view which is not the ideal situation

I1 first intended to cover the entire period 190119241901 194819551948195591948 1955195591924

and to include a record of servicemens activities but soon discovered
that this would be too long a work therefore emphasis has been placed on

the activities between 1901194190119241901igol 1I1941924 have attempted in the composition to
take a narrative approach rather than an entirely chronological approach

I1 wish to express here my appreciation to those who have given of

their time suggestions and use of materials in compiling this work much

of the research has been done in the church historians office and I1 wish

to especiallyneciallyes mention william A lund assistant historian and the librar-
ians who have helped me there also I1 am much indebted to mrs alma 0

taylor who so kindly allowed me to use her late husbands diary and photo-

graphs

lar elyelv4
91

im-portant

missi onar7r
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murray L nichols

FOREWORD TO THE SECOND PRINTING

one hundred and twentyfivetwenty copiesfive were printed the first time
and now enough requests have been received to warrant the printing of

another 140 copies with about half the total going directly to the northern
far yasteasttrast mission A number of typographical errors have been corrected
some minor changes have been made such as LDS in the title to the full
name of the church and the printing is on both sides of the sheet except

those being bound with hard covers for the university instead of one as

in the first copies this latter accounts for the page numbers of the

left hand sheets appearing on the inside

in order to give the reader a brief overview of the progress in
the yarparfar eastern area through 1957 a supplement containing such informa-

tion has been inserted after page 109

provo
12
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CHAPTER I1

PROLOGUE

differences
oh east is east and westvest is west and never the twain shall meetneet

these words of rudyard kipling are filled with meaning for those who know

something of the orient indeed the east and west have been two co-
mpletely different worlds and even now in 1957 the situation is little
changed though changing the basic philosophies of these two worlds are
so different the western peoples have discovered that nature could be

used to mans advantage and have pushed headlong into the scientific and

materialmateri whilealvalf the other side of the world has more or less resigned

itself as the victim of nature and its culture and religion have developed
along humanistic lines such a wide gap in emphasis of values has defied
understanding and each side long ago wrote the other off as barbarians

the two sides were hardly more than aware of each other until
portuguese and spanish shipsshilas began to go south around cape horn and east
to india and china in the first part of the sixteenth century here the
europeans discovered a source of lucrative trade and a wide open field
for christian missionaries but the foreign devils were held at bay for
another three hundred years by then western technical powerpowe hadhaa greatly
advanced and pushed on by demands at home for new products and wider
horizons these countries forced their way in during the nineteenthnineteenthcen
tury china in particular lost much of her border area to european powers

after a brief experience with the people with the big noses in
the sixteenth century japan forced out the foreigners having determined
that she would be better off withoutthemwithout them this policy of isolationism
was vigorously upheld with the exception of a small group of dutch near
nagasaki until commodore perry of the united states navy sailed into

rudyard kipling balladitballadbaliad of east and west poems and ballads
newhew york P F collier & son nd p 1

meetol

powerhad
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tokyo bay in 1853 leaving an ultimatum his demands included the opening
of certain ports for trade establishment of coaling stations and protec-
tion for shipwrecked sailorssauorssallorssatsal afterlors considering these things for some

months the japanese in the face of superiorsunerior force conceded to his de-

mands when he returned the following spring
rapid development

two forces were at work in japan the last of the old feudal lords
who may hebe called conservatives and a liberal element who saw the inev-
itability of change the latter eventually won out and the beginning of

the reign of the emperor meiji in 186 is usually considered the point of

radical change for the japanese people they had sat by in their island
retreat barely one hundred miles from the mainland at the nearest point
and had seen a large part of that land swallowed up by technical superior
ity and now that the inevitable had come they were smart enough to swim

with the current instead of against it japan sent delegations to all the
leading countries and students to their universities to learn the latest
scientific and technical developments she invited foreigners in to
teach build and develop her resources she was determined to get the
best of everything her army organization and many technical processes
were borrowed from germanyG herermany navy and electric railway system from eng-

land her educational system partly from america and many other reforms
were a mixture of what she thought was the best

but unfortunately almost the entire emphasis was upon the mate-
rial japan became proud of her material power and she had something of

which to be proud for within less than half a century she had changed

from a backward nation to take a place among the world powers japan did
not seek spiritual aid for she had her own religions though in keeping

with her policy of an open door to the west she allowed missionaries to
come in various mission societies felt that here was a great opportunity
to teach the softening influences of christianity

early LDS interest
that far eastern country attracted much attention throughout the

world during the last decades before 1900 she was becoming popular in
the world and among the interested spectators was the church of jesus
christ of latterdaylatter saintsday the gospel as taught by the church was to be

japanthe

1867

tabi lity

sunerior

cai
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rheythey expressed a great deal of interest in utah
and the manner in which it has been settled by the mormons
0 0

inalna

copening2opening

preached to all the world and still there were many places where mission-

aries had never been sentosent they were only awaiting the time when cond-
itions would permitnermit the work to be accomplishedaccomplishedoaccomplish the following statements
give evidence of early interest of the churchchurchy the first in 1895 s

the authorities of the church have of late had their
minds more or less exercised in regard to japan as a
country in which the gospel might at an early day be profi-
tably preachedpreachedoprea thechedo recent chinesejapanesechinese warjapanese has shown
among other things that japan has made wonderful strides
within a few years in the arts of civilization 0

nothing will hinder the rapidranidra advancementdidnid of this oriental
nation unless pride and conceit at this success in the late
war shall ruin the neoplepeopleokeoplene 1opleopie

later after the decision had been made to open a mission lorenzo
snow spoke his views in conference 0

this Is how the thought originated with me a long
time ago 0 0 0 A party of distinguished officials of the
japanese government visited salt lake enroute to washington
0 0

they expressed considerable wonderment as to why we
had not sent missionaries to japan that together with the
knowledge that they are a progressive people has remained
with me until the present time and while it may not be the
actuating motive in attempting to open a mission there now

it has probably had something to do with it 2

official japanese attitude
it was perhaps this group which prepared a report after returning

home in which favorable comment is made of the mormonscormonsMor theirmons country

habits and religion 3 in feeling out the attitude of the japanese govern-

ment towards opening a mission the same writer states that he had re-

cently conversed with saburo koya the japanese consul at san francisco
concerning conditions in his country koya made the remark that he be-

lieved japanjaranjadan would warmly welcome L D S missionaries among the people

that the public wastvauvas in favor of religious freedom and that the feeling

A future mission field editorial the contributor october9 189518959
ppe 764

opening of a mission in japan M deseret evening Newshews salt lake
city utah april 6 1901 p 90

A future mission field R opoOPo citocitpo

3
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theyexpressed
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I1 met him again in salt
lake city

a0

withwuh him were a number of japanese gentle-
men and one of our own officials from washingtonewashingonewashingtonWashiwashl theneonengone
latter marvelleemarvelledmarvel atled the familiarity that ito showed concern-
ing our faith and people 0

sidelisidell1 ahtpht

hilhit s

ebido1bido
opening of a mission in japan M op cit

develocevelo omentament hefe traveled extensively over the world observ-
ing the most modern methods in business industry the military etc

4

was encourpgd by government officials
an interesting sidelight in this connection concerns hirosumihirobumi ito

one of japans greatest statesmen beloved and respected alike by out-
siders as well as his own oe dledie ito was a key figure throughout the
latter part of the nineteenth century a period when japan made phenomenal

growth and development

and was instrumental in instituting reforms in his own country he re-
signed hisMs third premiership in june 1901 just two months before heber J
grant and his three companions first arrived in yokohama during his
travels he became acquainted with angus mo cannon of salt lake city in
1901 when interest was high concerning the new mission which was to be

opened cannon givsgivel the following account of their acquaintanceship

I1 have known count ito now prime minister ito for
a good many years I1 met him first in the spring of 1871181187
at ogden and traveled with him over the union pacific as
far as omaha ito had with him a number of japanese
students whom he was escorting to the united states and
europe to be educated count ito was a bright
earnest and interesting character who absorbed information
as a spongespong does water count ito exhibited a
lively interest in the mormon people the origin of their
faith and the struggles through which they passed he
asked me for a detailed statement of their history I1
eavegave it to him and he listened most attentively and
expressed a desire to learn more after we separated
I1 wrote home to my brother george cannon to for-
ward him a full list of books containing the principles
of mormonismMormoni in 10

he gave me

the most urgent kind of invitation to visit him in his
own home should I1 ever have occasion to gopo to japan

years later in 190919091 mr akimoto a resident of idaho who had con-

nections in the sugar industry made a visit to japan on business while

theretheret though not a church member as an admirer and friend he called at

bid

1ed
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jap nese g

0 1I met him a thirdth timerd in
ogden later he was then homeward bound 0
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mission headquarters there he visited at length with alma 0 taylor and

among other things told taylor a story which had been related to him by a

friend who held a high government position according to this official
when grant and his companions arrived in japan marquis ito proposed wel-
coming officially by public reception the mormon missionaries all
buddhist and shinto sects approved the suggestion but the christians were

unanimous in their opposition and said they could not accept an invitation
to such a reception this manifestation of ill will caused the marquis

to withdraw his proposal said tailor if true this is a point of great
value to our history for it shows that the japanese have from the first
been liberal in their attitude toward us this attitude has prevailed
even to the present hono record has been found of any missionary receiving
physical harm

first moves

movements were begun for actually opening a mission early in 1901

after snow had determined through gestionssuggestions observations and inquiry
Q

that the time was ripe for such a step the matter was presented
to the council of the twelve on february 14 and the suggestion that
heber J grant of the twelvenelveneive be placed in charge was met with approval

h
he cheerfully accentedaccepted

the

4

announcement to the people of utah vasWPSwas of much importance and

created a greatpreat deal of interest 5 for here was a new kind of mission

heretofore the missionary work of the church had been carried on almost

entirely among peoples who knew something of christianity and whose cus-

toms language and background were somewhat familiar but now missionar-
ies would be asked to go to what the west is pleased to call a heathen

ito was known as marquis in 1901 as prince in 1909
alma 0 taylor journalojournaljournalsJour octnalonaio 19 1909 taylor kept quite a co-

mplete account of his daily activities his journals are now in the
possession of his widow in salt lake city

deseret evening newshews february 14 1901 p 3

journal history february 12 1901 p 1 this is a scrapbook
type of history of the L D S church with occasional typewritten entries
it is located in the church historians office in salt lake city

deseret evening newshews op cit

1

ta iorbior P reat

supgest ionslons
3

9 round

3deseret
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ibid
reed smoot address april 5 1901 conference reports 190119041901

ppap
1904

5 6

ol01

durineduring the course of the conference comments were made about the
new mission john talortaylorta saidlor that it did not matter whether or not the
japanese were of the house of israel because the gospel in this dispensa-
tion would go to every nation kindrekindredwindred tonguecig and people tu and the foll-

owing is attributed to reed smootsmoots

brother heber J grant is called to open

ay4y

knowledgknowled PI1 e

6

nattonnation to pry open the lid of the mysterious orientoriento the whole idea had
an p r of romance mixed with apprehensionapprehensionoapprehensions but snow was optimistic M

have not thpohp least doubt that success will crown our efforts certainly
where other denominations have been successful we should have no occasion
for fear of failure ttl11iti

again at conference in aprilpriiA announcement was made and interest
created anewanewoaneio the deseret evenineeveninfeveline newhewsnewss of 9april 6 gave a full page seven

columns to items on jananjadan with biographical sketches of rantgrantG and the
two missionaries who hd accepted his ca 1 to accompanlaccompany him here grant

statedst thented9 undertaking hashp as good deal of the unknowniunlun quantity1quantityknown about

it it and when asked if he thought he could succeed replied

yes my reasons for so thinking are that the japanese
are a wonderfully progressive peoplene oforieorle course I1 know
nothing of them except what I1 have read and heard 0 of
the oriental races they are without doubt the most enter
prising and intelligent some authorities say that
when it comes to absorbing knowledge they eclipse any people
in the world today 0

the
door of the great eastern country and introduce the gos

teidelreltel to a new people and it is my belief that it Is only
the beginning for as sure as the lord has spoken the word
the gospelospelG must be preached to all the peoples on the
earth ittt rests upon this people to do that work before
the coming of the son of man 0 e

4

never having done any missionary work in the field himself som-
ething of the seriousness grant felt in undertaking the new work may be

bibidtibid
opening of a mission in japan
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sensed in his cholicechoice of missionary companions louisloudloulss A kelsch and horace
S ensign kelsch was a veteran of more than ten years of service in the
field having labored in the southern states the northwestern states
england germany and recently completed five years as president of the
northern states mission ensign had recently completecompletely thirtythreethirty
months

three
of missionary service in colorado two years of which he was

assisted by his wife for a time he had been grants personal secretary
but ve that up to accept an offer as general secretarySecret ofarypry the deseret
sunday school unionuniounto an office he WPSwas still holding when he received his
call to japan enslenensignenglen was also an accomplished musician a singer of note

2and
grantG

held
thoughtrantrpnt

the
at

positionnosiDosi

first
oftion

that
assistant

these
director

would

of
comprise
the

his
tabernacle

initial
choir

missionary force but something prompted him to choose a younger man to
complete his proudproungrouprou subsequently in may alaraalmaalnraiimallma 0 taylor received his
callcallocaliecailcali it was nine years before he was destined to return home having

accomplished a tremendous labor taylor was a very youneyoung man to receive
such an important call for he would not be nineteen years old until the
followingfolfoi augustloving but those who knewanew him best said that he was made of

the right metal w he was a young man of the most studious habits and a

thinker beyond his years e in 1899 at the age of seventeen he graduated
from the latter day saints college in salt lake city and went to chicago

to an embalming school where he graduated first in a large class at the
time of his call he was engaged in the undertaking business with his
father

farewell sentiments
at the end of may a benefit performance was planned to be held in

the tabernacle for the purpose of aiding the new mission and the follow-
ing news item appeared

many of the local musicians have consented to appear
and the concert is sure to be a successsuccessesuccessessuc thiscesse will be the

OOr ening of a mission in japan 11 opo-o cit
ibidoibid
deseret evening news majmay 11119ilg 1901looi19019 p 8
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initial bow of thete salt lake male chorus 0 c the
fourth act of faust will be sung by the tabernacle choir
0 0 e0 altogether a very entertaining program has been
prepared and the interest manifested e should insure
an overflowing househouseohousdo subscriptions amounting to 10
to 15 have already been received tickets will be on
sale at the leading main street storesostoresstorebo

it

1

seems of special moment that a few prominent japanese residents
of salt lake city took an interest in the plans of the church in their
native countryocountrycoun theytryo wondered if it might be proper to arrange a recep
tion in honor of the departing missionaries and proceeded to make plans
after being assured that it would be cordially accepted the affair was

held at the old lstalst ward meeting house which had been decorated to pro-
duce a jawnesejaineseja atmosphereopniseopnese the flags of the two nations were hung side
by side president of the church joseph F smith several members of the
quorum of the twelve and other church officials as well as the missionaries
were presentopresentcresentopre smithsento delivered the opening prayer songs were sung in
japanese and several japanese spoke and played instruments ice cream

and other refreshments were served hethe eveningevenings entertainment con-

cluded with general handshaking and expressions of good will on the part
of the japanese to the mormon elders who were about to leave for the
orient 2

A short time later a reception was given by the general board of

the Y M M 1I ao for the four missionaries who were soon to depart
the president of the church presided and such prominent church officials
as B 11II roberts J golden kimball rudgerbudger clawson rulon S wells reedheed
smoot be S hinckley and moses taylor were present on this occasion
snow remarked

when the lord first sent his elders in this genera-
tion very little was nown as to what their labors would
be and what they could accomplish they failed in some
respects but they did not fallfailfali in one thing they did

desereteseret evening newslews may 30 1901 po 1

american and japanese flags tt deseret evening newshews june 19 190119019igol
T lo10

journal history june 6 190119019 po 5
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a0 As to these brethren who will shortly leave for japan
the lord has not revealed to me that they will succeedsucceeds but

1he has shown me positively that it is their duty to goo

ag24

jectijeckioonlon

bibid4ibid

9

their duty apostle orson pratt and others were sent to
austria to open a mission there but by reason of the re-
jection of their testimony they did not succeed never-
theless they did their dutyodutyautyo 0 0 0 noahsoah preached one
hundred and twenty years 0 0 he did his duty but failed
&

late that night the four went to the station to board the train
probably one hundred or more people came to see them off for taylor lists
fiftyfourfifty offour them in his journal including edna earkerharker who later married
elbert D thomas and went with her husband on a mission to japan the
train left salt lake city at elslollslo pm and after a short stop in ogden

they sped on to portland where they spent a day and participated in a

street meeting with the missionaries there then on through seattle to
vancouver where they boarded an english ship the empress of india
at 53053 amoam on july 30th they sailed for the orientoorient

the japan mission as it was called all through the first mission
190119241.90119241901ioltoitol7901 was1924 opened at a time when the church was meeting much oppos-
ition particularly in regard to plural marriage it had only been a dec-

ade senees4nees thence issuing of the manfestosomanifestoMan many1
5festosO had been arrested and

1
P 8

mission to japan editorial deseret eveningleningL newsening july 24
1q01 p 4

taylor journal july 4 190119010

ibid july 243024 19010190130

statement issued by the church denouncing plural marriage

succeed1
go

missionaries leave
at last the day came july 4g when they were to leave this time

on the 54th anniversary of the cominecoming of the mormons to utah pioneers
were leaving instead of entering the salt lake valley an air of mystery

and excitement mingled with apprehension hung over those who were directly
and indirectly connected with this new venture A news item of that date
putrutdut the cause of these feelings into wordeswordsswordso they0 have a peculiar task
before them they go to a nation with whose language habits laws cus-

toms and opinions they are unfamiliar on these points they have every
p

thing to learn

com 1ong
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caused to serve terms in prison many still had more than one wife and

vigorously defended the doctrine the new missionaries were social out-
casts but they comforted themselves by meeting often singing the songs

of zion and being entertained by ensignsensign s solossolosecolose taylor says of the voy-
age on the empress of indians

when we first got on board the ship and announced that
we were mormonscormonsMor themons name spread like wildfire and in no
time we became the curios of the ship and the word mor
moni being considered in the world to mean everything that
is low and debased we were shunned as much as possible and
that feeling was generally indeed very cold toward us but
the lord wasvas with us to the extent that we were able to dis-
prove by our works that we were as the world thought us
to be we became the champion quoit players and it became
a saying that you cannot beat the mormons when they are
playing partners 0 so that by the time we left the ship
we had demanded recognition because of the ability which
codgod enabled us to display

taylor journal august 9 1901
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earlybarly on the morning of august 12 1901 the watressihnpresswftressIhn ofpress india

sailed into tokyo bay and dropped anchor two miles out from the wharf

atayloritaylor
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landing

here they were met by a smaller craft which brought doctors and officials
to make their routine check on all newcomers reporters also were at hand

lest some rival would beat them to the latest scoop again anchor was

drawn and the ship moved into the pier to unload and take a rest on

shore hundreds of riklshasrikishasrikis werehas waiting with their proprietors hawking

their services to passengers a large number of whom were europeansburopeanszuropeansyuroBuroZuro andpeans

americans many of the riklshasrikishasrikis werehas representative of hotels and lodging

houses with names painted on the vehicles the four missionaries moved

among the little tanned leathery skinned strangelycladstrangely nativesclad many

of whom spokespok just enough english to haggle over prices or state or ask
a destination and chose a group from the grand hotel in yokohamaYokotoko herehamabama

suddenly they were cast into a new world the people language customs

dress buildings and streets were all so different and imagine being pro-

pelled by a human taxi indeed they were strangers in a strange land

the virsfirstfirs day

after a comfortable night spent at the grand hotel which catered
to foreigners grant took a letter of introduction to the brandensteinbrandersteinBran teaderstein
company and here a mr becker and a mr averail gave them much advice about

a
getting a place to live and dealing with the people

also that morning they saw in the yokohama advertiser a short arti-
cle telling of their arrival the day before the following Is an excerpt

it Is reported that four mormon missionaries have arrived in japan they

taylor journal august 12 1901

id august 13 1901
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will find the native apparel better than their wares thus was revealed
the fact that the mormonscormonsMor weremons known in japan and the people were being
informedoinformedinform thisedo was only the beginning of such feelings and was followed
closely by many similar articles and kindred experiences the same day

while following the advice given them regarding a place to live the
missionaries excepting taylor were directed to a place where they found

suitable rooms but as they were about to accept them the landlord com-

mented we have been expecting some mormon preachers from utah 61 and upon

discovering that he was addressing himself to those very people exclaimed
oh 1 I1 cannot take you under any circumstances when asked if he would

lieile to knowenow the other side of the story which he had obviously heard he

replied that he did not and would not have anything to do with them or
0their money

though such feelings were depressing they felt thankful for the
prospect of persecution for it would be a means of gaining the ear of the
japanese keopledeopleoreople

that evening to finish out their first day in the new mission the
proprietor of the hotel having learned that ensign sang asked him to sing
to the guests this he readily agreed to doo taylor reportsreportssreport

e the parlor was prepared and horace sang his way into
the hearts of the guests and opened their eyes to the fact
that there was something in the mormon people which made
them truly interestinginterest thusingo we were favored of the lord
and won the respect of all e 0

03

afterward they enjoyed a number of conversations on the teachings
of the churchchurchy

further reactionactionBe

the following day august 14 kelsch visited a minister in order to

find where he could buy books on the japanese languageslanguageolanguagelangu heageo was coldly re-

ceived and told I1 cannot assist you in any way whatsoever the minister
betrayed the fact that he and his christian colleagues had united in an
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effort to keepweep them from preaching in japan the same afternoon grant

visited the editor of the japanja heraldpan in yokohama he was kindly re-
ceived and found them desirous of taking a story in the evening a re-
porter

re-
torter from the jliijiiijijlbijl shimnoshimpono newspapernewspaper of current affairs came and for
one and onehalfone hourshalf he was told of the church he left with pictures
a book of mormon and other materials the next day both newspapers pub-

lished articles the former in english and the latter in japanese
the lengthy article published by the jadanjanan herald on august 15 and

three editorials published by the same paper the next day gave the mor

mons favorable treatment and one of them condemned the action taken by a
proprietor in refusing the elders lodging the concluding statement was

it is perhaps not too much to expect that in order
to be perfectly frank and to save trouble to future
applicants for rooms advertisements emanating from hono 2
bluff beverly house should be worded after this fashion

lodgings to let but only to persons deemed by the letter
to hold correct opinions sono other applicant need apply
particulars to be had on the premises at no 2

bid august 14 1901
0
latanjapanlapangatan herald yokohama august 15 1901 japan mission scrapbook

19011qq1 lq07v1qq7 p 52 LDS historians office salt lake city utah
jaipanJai mailpan tokyo series of articles august I1 to september 13

1901 scrapbook 190119071907 ppoapo 788181

thy J

0
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the japanja mailpan took up the part of the lodging house proprietor
and that newspaper and the jananjapanjadanjapan heraldraldraid conducted a minor feud over the
affair the japan mail published a series of articles the tone of which

was unfavorable to the missionaries and dealt principally upon polygamy

bringing it up again and again as the reason for all condemnation of the
church they stated that it made no difference whether the missionaries
taught it or not the fact that they still believed in it and that grant

had more than one wife was sufficient reason to forbid them teaching

their doctrine it would they said retard japanese progress M and no

form of cruelty is more inhuman M etc this same paper also gave out the

advice that no man who controls a hotel or lodging house would be acting
properly towards his ordinary guests if he gave accommodations to mormonscormonsMormons 3

11blod
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many other newspapers of the larger cities published articles about the
coming of the new missionariesomissionarimissionary some were friendly more were unfriendly
and grant spent bytoyloy far the greater part of his time for the first few weeks

composingcormcorncomm articlescosing and answers for the same publications
the missionaries felt that hostility was being effected more by the

foreign element than by the japanese themselves this feeling was ex-

pressed in letters homehomes the missionaries think that they will be kindly
received by the japanese if not by the sectarian missionaries and in
one of the many editorials of japanese newspapernewspapers

the arrival of a salt lake oittocityoittrolty apostle with a number
of elders says the kobe chronicle has aroused some atten-
tion in japan though it seems to have caused far more
stir among the foreign newspapers than among the japanese
who naturally regard the establishment of one more sect in
japan with more or less indifferenceoindifference 0 A yokohama
foreign journal which may be taken as representing the
missionaries even went so far as to advocate that the preach-
ing of these missionaries should be officially forbidden
ittt is not very surprising perhaps that such intolerance
should be advocated by a foreign journal in touch with
missionaries already established in the country but we
certainly were surprised to see the japanja limestimestimelimeilmepan published
in tokyo and edited by a japanese taking up the same
attitude a day or two later 0 0 e it is to be hoped that
religious intolerance is not one of the innovations of
the west which is to be introduced into japan 0 0

but to
social reformers the prospect is not good stated one paper
and furtherfurthersfur duringtherstherl the last week many cartoons have appeared in the
papers certain persons noted for the ardourarbour of their sexual passions

our elders in japan deseret evening sewshewsnews september 5 190119011igol
p 4

2japan herald editorial august 31 1901 scrapbookscrasermSern 190119071901121 1901pbookbook
P
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at first the missionaries tried to explain the principle of polyg-
amy spending hours in conversation and in writing articles but it seemed

that it was infinitely incomprehensible to the japanese who associated it
with the concubinage practiced widely in their country and which social
leaders were attempting to discourageodiscouragcodiscouraged to0 such people those who prac-

tice concubinage mormonism must prove an ideal religion

amyspending

eveniAP
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so
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1I want most heartilheartilyheartel to commend your stand on the
question of the coming of mormon propagandists into japan
and unite with you in the hope 0
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suffer most in these pictures 0 0
M hono doubt the same editor a week

later again noted tt
& 46 notwithstanding the existence of concubinage we

think the mormon missionaries will find their efforts at proselyting in
japan will be received with stolid indifference 2 because of such mis-

understanding and inability to explain the principle rantgrantG later gave

firm instructions to not even discuss the subject
the group had been in japan but a short time when president grant

paidraidraldnaid a call to the american consul who though friendly told grant that
since his own religion was contrary he could not conscientiously wish him

success in his work but he would see that he was given all the rights and

privileges afforded to other sects in japan and to american citizensoitizenscitizencitizensetlitieti 3zens
some expressions such as the following came more directly from foreigners
to the japanese press though the author failed to sign his nameinames

0 that the statement
that official permission has at last been granted for the
propagation of the creed in japan is in error that
the mormons still hold the doctrine polygamy is not
denied and anyone who is familiar with the history of
the movement cannot doubt for an instant that their repre-
sentatives now in this land have any other purpose than
to inculcate this ruinous doctrine in japan

editorial august 3151 1901 scrapbook 190119071907 p 58
3 taylor journal august 279 1901

correspondence signed an american friend of japan M japan mail
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though the japanese appeared disinterested in religions as has

heelnbeen mentioned before they were intensely interested in material progress
and had made vast headway in a short time in their many writings concern-

ing the church during those first months at least one author unconsciously

voiced a truth the effect of which the missionaries were to encounter

many times and which was to cusecausecanse them many headaches 0 he was that very

fluent writer on the subject of mormonism whose editorials appeared in
the japanja hepan raidrald 0 it is the sentiment of the japanese that mormonism
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will hardly prosper however their wellknownknown integrity and business
energy will commend them to a large number of japanese peoplepeopled again
their program of industry and thrift however has very much to recommend

2it to certain sections of japan and more to the point A few may join
the church of latterdaylatter saintsday for the material advantages offered lu

preparation for proselyting
in order to formally propagate or proselyte in behalf of any religion

or sect the group had to make application to the department of home

affairsAf grantfairse learned this soon after entering the country and so filed
the application buthut the government it appeared had a difficult decision
to make it had been the practice since the beginning of the enlightened
meiji era nearly forty years before to grant religious freedom but here
was a religion so different so controversial that they wondered if they
would not be justified in withholding permission to preach and since
most of the foreign element was against it would it not be wise to incur
their favor rather than risk disfavor with good neighborsneigh besidesborsO they
were receiving requests from their own people to suppress this new sect
members of the japan womens reform and the tokyo womens reform societies
joined in addressing a request to the minister of home affairs recommend-

ing suppression of mormonism their reasons were outlined in detail and

included 1 1 polygamy theocratic absolutism 3 massacre of 136

immigrants by mormonscormonsMor 4mons attempt to induceind peopleuce to go to utah so

the officials bided their time putting off their decision and finally
sent the missionaries a rejection not because of radical objection but
because of compliancenoncompliancenon to form shortly a second application was

submitted and the desired permission was received

after the socalledso ejectionejectiontcalled from the missionary boarding house

which incident caused widespread publicity and unreliable rumors to reach
as far as salt lake city and which president grant had to correct by

1jadanjapanjedan herald september 28 1901 journal history p 4
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correspondence 11 they continued their search for more inexpensive lodging
this they found just four days after arriving in the foreign section of
yokohama at hono 25 bluff and engaged rooms for a month for 35 each

the landlady upon learning that she was entertaining the mormonscormonsMor andmons being

asked if she werevere not afraid of them replied that she was a little but

that their money was as good as anyoneanyones here they had a beautiful view

of the city and their five rooms were in a smaller building apart from

the main one where they could sing and pray without disturbance 2

grant had brought a number of letters of introduction and soon

they had many invitations to dinner or to visit also the publicity in
the press brought letters and visitors the first visitor was a japanese

laborer who knew some english he came he said to learn of their relig-
ion this man stayed half a day and translated two letters which express-

ed a friendly feeling but seemed to lack sincerity letters and callers
continued to come every day two callers came who said they had been in
salt lake city had been well treated by the mormons and wished to pay

their respects of the visitors taylor had this to savsayssay

I1 must confess that a majority of those which have
called to see us and claim to have desires to learn of
our religion have impressed me as fraudulent and abso-
lutely devoid of desire to assist us but on the contrary
that they are desirous of furthering their own ends

come from their pockets rather
than their heartsheart so

he felt that it was a waste of time to try to carry on conversation

with them for vervvery few could speak sufficient english to make conversa-

tion profitable aadasd ahatthatihat time could be better spent in studying the
language yet he says t felt to make a friend by kindness and

patience was preferable to making enemies because of lack of charity

august I1 18 1901
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ibidbid august 20 1901
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kanceotanceo he wrote on a post cardcards

I1 made friends of prespreso heber jo grant ensign keischkelsch
and alma 0 taylor when they made advent in yokohamaTo inkohama
1900 actuallyeactuall 190 3 mroamro taylor survived the other
threeothreethrees the then pink cheeked taylor 0 0 0 just turned of
twenty actually nineteeionineteenninete eio

vav2 hirolhiroielroi
continued to call and for a time he was engaged by the missionaries as a
languagelanlarian instructorguage translator interpreter or whatever was needed al-
though he served them well keeping their interests at heart he never
could be persuaded that the restored gospel was truetrucodruco he remained friendly
to the church and missionaries and as late as 1949 the writer while him-

self doing missionary work in osaka received correspondence from himhlin he

having learned of the church activities in osaka through a mutual acquain-
tance

at3t hiroihirolelroi to murray nicholsHi novembercholschois 9 1949 0

18

on the other hand there were callers who came earnestly seeking
something of a spiritual nature which they had not yet been able to find
and even though they proved to hebe sincere friends to the missionaries they
did not recognize the thing they were seekingseeklngo such a person was T hiroi
a teacher and preacherexpreacherex of the german evangelical church he first
called on august 25 and the missionaries were favorably impressed with
the spirit that he manlfestedomanifested after leaving he sent a postal express-
ing thanks for their hospitality and for what he had learned of this tay-
lor recorded his card made our hearts rejoice and we hope and pray that
god will enlighten this mans mind that he may see the truth tt

0 0 time Is indeed fleeting
I1T am 75 but healthy and ambitious stillostill when I1 was in
washington D C in 1919 your defunct sic president grant
called at my hotel twiceotwicetwicet he was a guest of senator smoot
of utah he was a splendid gentleman estimated me more
than I1 was worth

he commented about his friendship with lelo10 D so servicemen at that time
nd closed s

the japs have remained in mental vacuum since the
surrender and now is the best time for you to fill that
vacuum with your gospelsgospelogospel yours to hlroi3hiroi3
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A book to be written
among the early callers were a mr kikuchi and a mr nakazawa who

became the first two converts of the church in japan their story will be

told in a later chapterochapterchapterschap anothertero man gorosoro takahashi became a regular
guest for sunday dinner he was a writer of note and was regarded as a man

of influence among the better classesoclassesciasclas takahashiseso had written an article
forfoi a newspaper ridiculing the papers and ministers for attacking the mor-

mon missionaries on learning of this president grant invited the man

to dine with them and a friendship was bermiobegmiobegun they carried on lengthy
conversations and grant presented him with a book of mormon and other lit-
erature and pictures of salt lake citeecityecity takahashi suggested that he write
a book believing that it would be the means of doing the cause of the
church more good than anything that could be said in the newspapers he

agreed to advance the money for publication himself and be reimbursed by

palesosalesosales takahashi wrote out an agreement and2 work was begun

plans to move

the elders enjoyed their stay at hoohoc 25 bluffobluffaluffo they became ac-

quainted with the people in the boarding house most of whom were business
menomen most were friendly ensign having won them over with his singing in
the eveningsoeveningsevening these same people and others whom they visited through

letters of introduction advised them that it would take ten years to

learn the language and thought they were crazy to expect to be preaching

the gospel in a year3 after two weeks however it was decided that
tokyo would be a better city in which to begin workworkovork in tokyo there were

fewer foreigners a higher class of japanese a more religious sentiment
and better instructors in the languageslanguageolanguagelangu 4agegageo so preparations were made to
move as soon as their months engagement at afooefoo 25 was finished

retortreport to first presidency april 3 190219020 journal hi steryostoryo apoppoppap 4
50 typewritten

original agreement found in church historians office among miscel-
laneous paperspapersopaperno

taylorataylor3taylor letter printedorin inted deseret evening newshews september 12 1901
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sonesome nevsewnew experiences

the missionaries felt that the language was their most formidable
barrier they were in the midst of millions of people who needed the gos-

pel and their only communication was with foreigners or the few japanese
who could speak a little english nonehone of them understanding the gospel
it was quite unprofitablenrofitable to use them as a medium in such a situation
it was impossible to get close to those to whom they were preaching or to
know actually what they were hearingshearingohearingherringhea thisringo feeling was reflected in pu-
blications at home and in a number of letters from the missionaries to
their relatives who were much interested in the success of the mission
in capanojapanojapan

in

1

order to learn the language they hired a teacher to come and
give them daily lessonsolessonslesson for a short time reverend aoki a christian
preacher whom taylor later knew better when he labored in chiba city
south of tokyo came to teach themothem for several months hiroi who has

been mentioned before gave them lessonslessonselessondeless butonse the missionaries were not

satisfied that the proper progress was being made and grant wrote thethisthiethle

first presidency for advice as to the best procedure for missionary work

in this land after some weeks they received a reply which stated in
part that we should separate and go out among the japanese themselves to
learn their language and not depend upon the instruction which we would

receive from a teacher e

taylor further says

I1

0

rejoiced exceedingly that brother ensign and
myself had decided the day before to go out and live with
the people and itlt islsI1 an evidence to me now that we were
directed in our desires by the proper spiritspiritospirite I1 had felt
a little uncertain about our move and did not seem to be
fully satisfied with the contemplation of living in a
strictly japanese way but the word received from the first
presidency set my heart at rest and a peaceful influence
was with me the rest of the dayodaydavodav 53

progress in japanese mission M deseret evening newsnew decemberdecembodecerbo 7
1901 n 5 taylor to his father excerpts published in the deseret even-
ing newsonews
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111iliiiiorolhiroi ensign and taylor sought quarters in a na-

tive home but were not successful because the japanese could not under-

stand why a foreigner would want to so live and it seemed impossible to

convince them they were superstitious and feared some ulterior motiveomotivemotives
so they decided to rent rooms in a japanese hotelhotelehofele hiroi made all neces-

sary arrangements helped them move in and joined them at their first
meal after which he bade goodbye saying that he felt like he was leav-
ing two helpless babes to fight their way alone

I1

uau3

appertiappeti zing
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the elders who at the end of their monthmonths s stay in yokohama had

removed to tokyo and were living in the metropole hotel american style
accordingly hastened to seek a more strictly native environmentenvironments for
several months they had been living as most foreigners live in japan
their time spent in

0 0 observing the features of the country the people and
their sentiments toward religion 0 the relationship be
tween the foreigner and the native class distinctions

and in fact gaining a slight
knowledge of those things which would have an effect 0 0

upon our labor hereoherecereo 1

but the one thing which they felt to be of greatest value was the

fact that they had met and made many friends among botha foreigners1 and

natives of the higher classclasso many of these had expressed favorable senti-
ments concerning mormonism and in japan itlt is indeed helpful to have in-

fluential persons speak well of ones cause because the people so impli-
citly follow their leadersoleadersleaiea 2derso

with
41

the aid of

the people at the hotel did not speak a word of english and the
missionaries had to make their wants known by signs and what little japa-
nese they knew such a situation no doubt authored many unique experi-

ences says raylortaylorstaylor

the diet is not very appetizing for the reason
thathat itltI1 requires considerable time to become accustomed to

taylor some features of japaneseJp lifepanese 11 improvementnrovementim era april
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raw fish rice and vegetables spoiled in cooking 0

we enjoy the luxuries and inconveniences of the japanese
bath and sleeping on the floor 0 0 e pillow some
six inches in diameter and about a foot long and nearly
as hard as a block of woodowoodvood we take our shoes off when
we enter 0 0 0 and sit around on the floorofloorfloora

on

2

the first yastpastfast sunday morning after their move they did their
best to tell the people that they did not want any breakfastobreakfastbreakfasts but it was

no use the usual meal was brought anyway again using signs and very
inadequate japanese they tried to explain but the employees thinking
that they did not want the japanese food and striving to please went to
great pains to prepare a western meal of ham and geseggsggsoes and took it to the
elderselders1eiders roomsoroomsroomsb finally they broke down not wishing to offend those who

had tried so hard and ate the meal which was doubly delicious after days
0

of strictly native farefareocareo even2 though the sudden change of food and cus-
toms was at first somewhat unpleasant after about six months taylor again
wrote his sentiments for the improvement erateraserab

elder

0

ensign and I1 are still located in a native
hotel and I1 do not suppose that 1I 0 0 0 will return to
foreign style for some years this fact does not worry
me for I1 have become so accustomed to nearly all things
japanese that such a life is quite pleasant

for the two older missionaries japanese life was more difficult
though grant stayed two years and kelsch stayed a little more than a year

they never did go native the younger elders continually tried to get
them to eat japanese food but they just as carefully shied away once

they all four were invited to dinner at the home of a prominent japanese

and here taylor thought was the chance they had been looking for to
give them an initiation to native foodofoodfiodo but he was disappointed and grant

gave a sigh of relief when they found that their host had prepared a de-

licious western style mealomeal taylor recordrecords

taylor

0
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at first grant had no time to study the language as it was taken

areberbreber
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one thing that happened during the meal that pleased
me very much was the presentation of a strictly native dish
which unfortunately was served at the close of the meal be-
cause it was not ready beforeobefore the host apologized 0 0 0

I1 was sitting next to brother grant and watched to see how
it would affect him when he took the first mouthful 0 he
did not take a mouthful but only a nibble which was evi-
dently enough for himohimhino he put the cover on the bowl again
and said it came too late ehiehl at which I1 suggested the
addition of the words thank heaven to which he nodded
a hearty amen

up in writing traveling visiting and explaining to those who could un-

derstand bnglishoenglish keischkelsch found enough to keep him busy for a time tract
ing among the foreign residents a number of whom were ministers who were

unitedly opposed to their workovorko 3 later however they did spend time
studying the language but it seemed impossible to make any headwayhead

after
wayo

grant was released from his assignment he remarked in a conference
speech brother kelsch and 1I 1I am afraid have got too far along in
yearsvears to ever learn japanese and in reporting to the assembled first
presidency and quorum of the twelve he said 0

0 0 I1 cannot now even re
deat the alphabet 0

9 9
1

2

9

04

D
WJwaw5 this was a great disappointment to him as well

as failure to make a mark as far as baptisms were concerned and many

church members even now recall his remarks from later speeches in regard
to his feeling of failure in japan

aylortaylorarlorltaylorataylorlT journal february 13 190201902
ppresident grant became acquainted with an american dealer in silk

through one of his letters of introduction brought from homehomco this mannan
wanted him to go on a buying trip in the interiorointeriorinteriorsinter grantioroloro accepted andmad
spent nine days traveling southward in the area of kyoto then to kana-
zawa on the japan sea coast 0 here he got a good chance to see what japan
actually looked like which could not be had in the eastern citiescitieso he
was tremendously impressed by the picturesque villages and countryside
details may be found in his letter to the deseret evening newshews october
18 1901 and from taylors journaljournalojournalsJour

taylor3taylorataylor
nalonaio

journal may 20 190201902
neberheber J grant address october 4 1903 conference reports

1901190411011904919011101 Ppe190491904 7
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CHAPTERCHAPTBR III111ili

ACTIVE missionary WORK

greet ings and dedication
As an apostle and minister of the most high god I1

salute you and invite you to consider the important mes-
sage which we bear we do not come to you for the pur-
pose of trying to deprive you of any truth in which you
believe we bring you greater light more truth and
advanced knowledge we recognize you as the children
of our common rather 0 0 our mission is one of duty

we have been commanded by god to proclaim his word
and will to the world by his divine authority we
turn the divine key which opens the kingdom to the inhabi-
tants of japan we offer you blessings which are be-
yond price they are not of man nor do they come by the
power of man come to the light and truth
then shall your souls be filled with peace and love and
joy

and each in turn prayed next they sang gomecome come ye

saints and then grant offered the prayer dedicating the land of japan
2for the preaching of the gospel taylor records the feeling on this

occasion

grant address to the great and progressive nation of japan v

millennialmillenialMil starlenial september 26 1901 ppap 625627625 see627 appendix A for full
text of the message

greetings

0

1 0

0

0

19
1

thus went the address of president grant to the japanese people
soon after landing in yokohama which was published in several of the
leading newspapers at the same time they were printing so much in the con-

troversy over the mormonscormonsMor 11mons on september 1 a fast sunday and a little
more than two weeks after arriving the missionaries left their quarters
at no 25 bluff and went out into the woods about 11 oclock to hold a
prayer meeting after about a twentyminutetwenty walkminute they came to a secluded
grove on a hill lying to the south of yokohama between the foreign resi-
dences and the bay there they opened by singing we thank thee 0 godsod

for a prophet

troversy
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his tongue was loosened and the spirit rested
mightily upon him so much so that we felt the angels
of god were near for our hearts burned within us as
the words fell from his lipsolipslapso I1 never experienced such
a peaceful influence or heard such a powerful prayer
before every word penetrated into my very bones and
I1 could have wept for jovojoyojoyjov 1

after the dedicatory prayer and another song grant then read the
prayer offered by apostle orson hyde when upon the mount of olives in ded-

icating the land of palestine for the gathering and the home of the jewsojewsjelso
following this each of the four spoke sang again and had closing prayersprayeroprcayerpreayer 2

this became a hallowed spot to those early missionaries and they re-
turned on successive anniversaries to hold meetings and hebe refilled with
the spiritspiristirl manifested on that first occasion

the first members

the first man affected seriously by the gospel was hajime takazawabakazawaBakanak
a

zawaelzava

shinto priest who had been cast out of his congregation because of his
interest in the church from that point on he visited regularly with grant
and kelsch at the central hotel and lateritter after they moved at the metro

tolenoteroletoie coming almost daily in the afternoons and being taught with the aid
of the interpreterinter hiroiohirokohioreter contemplatingorol the strong possibility that he

might return for conference in april 1902 and having decided that nakazawa

was convinced of the truth of the gospel and ready for baptism grant made

plans to baptize him on saturday march 8 this decision however was

somewhat forced by nakazawa it was not desirable to have him baptized
too soon before they were sure he understood the gospelsgospelo the missionaries
tried to persuade him to wait but he said he believed every word 1

took brother keischkelschkelschs readyeady reference tw said grant and went over it
with him through an interpreter reference by reference and he swallowed

eveyevery one of themothem
the missionaries fasted and met at the metropole hotel before

ibid see appendix A for an outline of the dedicatory prayer
taylor journaljournals september 1 1901 0

grant address october 4 1903 conference reports 19011904190119041901
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I1 GRANT RIDING A RIKISHA THE METROPOLENETROPOLE

withvith hats kelschkeisch hiroielroi standing
taylor nakazawaNaka grantgramtzawazava

THE FIRST MISSION HOME

ikssaokt a

THE FIRST BAPTISM seated 1 to

HOTEL
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8 am intending to hold a meeting together but nakazawa came before
they had a chance to convene after prayer together they boarded a train
for omori a little village twenty minutes away on the tokyo bay upon

arriving at the beach they discovered the tide out and that they would
have to go some distance from shore to find water deep enough so they
hired a small fishing boat that happened along to take them out prayer
and singing were held on the boat then grant and his convert went over
the side in waist high water and the ordinance was performed As soon as
dry clothes were donned grant confirmed Nakanawanakazawazavia a member of the church
gave him the aaronic priesthood and in the same prayer ordained him an

elder in the higher priesthood upon returning to shore the tide was

further down and the boat rested upon the ground with still a stretch of
water between them and the steps of the small stone pier while wondering
just how they were going to bridge this hiroi announced that the boatmen
would carry them out whereupon they were carried out piggybackpig stylegyback

the baptism of nakazawayakaHaka waszawa a thrilling experience for the mission-
aries here was a man who had fearlessly opposed the teaching of shinto
to embrace what he believed to be the truth what a wonderful exampleexamoleexampleexam tooieolepie

set before his countrymen and how great would be the work that he could
do among them if he remained true and worthy here indeed was a tangible
beginning of what the elders sought in that farofffar landoff and their hearts
swelled with joy 1

A contemporary of nakazawaHaka waszawa saburo kikuchi who spoke english
fairly well and was something of a christian minister on march 10 he

came early to the metropole to seek baptism at the hands of grant before
his departure for the united states next day grant tells of this exper-

ience a few weeks later in general conference

but it seemed that with all the words of discourage
ment that brother kelsch and I1 could utter he was deter-
mined to be baptized he came to the hotel before I1 was
out of bed in the morning and insisted upon baptism when
I1 told him that he had better study more and get a better
comprehension of the gospel he said it is true I1 believe

entire account of baptism taken from taylors journal march 8

1902
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it I1 want to be baptized I1 can understand it better
after I1 have been baptized and confirmed a member of the
church I1 I1 knew this was true so I1 told him he would be
persecuted and he quoted the scripture blessed are ye
when men shall say all manner of evil against you falsely
for my sake I1 brother kelsch and I1 went on in this line
trying to discourage this man 1

they went on to explain about the great persecutions which members

of the church had undergone and that many had given their lives yet ex-

claimed kikuchiEi itkuchikuchl is true and if I1 die and am the first martyr in
japan it would be the best thing that could happen to japan M the elders
could not dissuade him and grant answered thats enough ill baptize
you 2

this time the six four missionaries interpreter and convert went

to a point in the bay near the mouth of the sumida river they held a

short meeting on shore then moved out as before to perform the ordinanceoordinanceordinancesordin
after

anceo

returning to the hotel kikuchi was confirmed and likewise ordained
an elder of the two men grant told the members at home w

the news of these first baptisms was met with great interest at
home where they watched closely for any news of progress so little was

known about the japanese the barriers seemed so different and so formid-

able when compared to missionary labor in other parts of the world it
had been thought by some that no headway could be made in japan many more

came asking for baptism who obviously had little understanding of the gos-

pel and were told to wait and study more we had no desire to baptize
and seal the holy ghost upon a person who would be likely to lose the

spirit and turn around and fight the church we had no desire whatever to

baptize people just to make a showing U said grantgranta

rant op cit april 5 1902 p 46

ibid
taylor journal march 10 1902

4grant OTopponsaps cit
bid

02

1

3
0 0 1I am

exceeding grateful to my heavenly father that he saw fit to impress with
his spirit a couple of men who I1 believe are honesthones to they may not prove

faithful but I1 believe they are honest today

grant5

lgrant

agrant ops
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seated 1 to r mary grant augusta grant mariemarle featherstone mary
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more missionaries
being desirous of returning for conference and giving the first

presidency a first hand report of the prospects of japan grant wrote and

received permission and left japan on march 11 1902 he was enthusiastic
concerning the future of japan as a mission field and soon returned bring-
ing with him his wife his daughter mary mrs ensign and a group of new

missionaries they landed in yokohama on july I1 he had emphasized the
need of young missionaries who could more speedily leamlearn the language

this new groutgroup besides the grants and mrs ensign consisted of elders
sanford hedges erastus jarvis fred caine john stoker joseph featherstone
and his wife marie featherstone had been called to germany and marie was

to wait but he readily consented to change his mission to japan and

after counseling with grant decided to get married and take marie along

thus on june 18 they were married in the salt lake temple and on the 26th

departed upon this new adventure the new single elders went that night
with taylor to the nawalnakaiyakal hotel where rooms had been prepared for them the
rest stayed in the metropole until they could make final settlement for
their new quarters a house in yotsuya next day

progress in japanese

the mission had been opened a year now and taylor had progressed
remarkably well in the language with ensign not far behind As early as
february five months after entering the country taylor made his first
speech in public to a group of students of this he says

I1 spoke my piece testimony laboriously prepared the
day before but it was the hardest effort that I1 had
ever made in my life I1 simply floundered for the words
and more than once was tempted to give it up but fought
it through to the last

this was the first speech of a mormon elder to the people of japan
in their own language nowhow taylor taught the new missionaries each day

and most of them too made good progress they continued a course of

joseph atherstonefeatherstonePe journal june 18 and 26 1902

haviortaylornavior journal july I1 and 23 1902
3 ibid february 8 1902

pres idency
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edledi hour only a rewfewrev were present the eight
elders were disappointed but to entertain those few they sang songs until
630 by then a few more had come and they began their meeting more and

more kept coming until they estimated about 500 present taylor gave his
address in japanese using his translated copy of grantsorantsgrants tract calnecaine foll-

owed him with a short talk in japanese and grant and ensign spoke in eng-

lish the meeting lasted about two hours

assignments outside of tokytokyotowy
on april 22 and 23 1903 the elders according to assignments pre-

viously received separated and launched upon a new chapter of their ad-

ventures atherstoneteatherstonepeatherstonefeatherstoneTePe and hedges crossed the bay by boat to nago in
chiba ken and were to return on sundays to help with meetings jarvis and

stoker were assigned to haoyetsunaoyetsuyaoHaoNao onyetsu the japan sea coast a days train
ride away and ensign and calnecaine left for saganonagano 200 miles northwest of

haviortaylornavior journal april 18 1903 millenialmillenlalmillennialMillenMilnii stariallallenial june 4 1903
PP 363366363 366

assignsassignm ntsants

29

study talking with callers visiting acquaintances and in general mixing

with the people as much as possible for the next year until april 1903

when the decision was made to send the missionaries out to begin actingtradingtr
and hold meetings

the jerstjlrstpirst publicpublicmeemeetingreeMee

meanwhile however an important milestone had been passed the

first public meeting to be held in japan meetings had been held in the
home of the missionaries but they felt that now they could successfully
attempt something on a larger scale with the help of kinza hirai another
friend who gave the church much assistance but who never joined they se-

cured the kinkidinki kan a large meeting hall in kanda grant had previously

tried to rent the YMOAYMCAthoi building in the same district but was refused on

account of his church affiliation he had also written a tract the first
in the mission introducing the church to the japanese this was printed
in english and handed out to those who came taylor had translated it into
japanese and had it corrected but had not yet gotten it printed

the meeting was scheduled and advertised to begin at 6 pm on

april 18 and at the appointedappoint f ew

taylor aprilrii
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tokyo in the direction of naoyetsuetaoyetsueleoETaoNao tayloryetsu remained at headquarters as
clerk and secretary after some two months when the elders paid a visit
to tokyo enslenensignensen and hedges changed places and the married missionaries
took their wives with them back to chiba where they had been living in a

japanese hotel one month of native food was all the ladies could manage

so they moved from the hotel to a home in hojo where they could do their
2

own cooking here the elders traded and began meetings the first in
hojorojo with fortyfiveforty presentfive and in yagonago where about one hundred attended
the first meeting of the work in saganonagano elder hedges wrote the city
of nagano has a population of forty thousand people and is the greatest
stronghold of buddhism and we have hard times to start a conversation

4the people are very peculiar in regard to christianity w

grant released
while all the missionaries in tokyo were on a visit to hojo grant

received news that a cablegram awaited him at the mission home he de-

parted immediately for tokyo and sent back a wire telling of his release
and the placing of ensign in charge of the mission all the missionaries
were called in for meetings and to bid the grants goodbye on september 1

they journeyed to yokohama and gathered at the spot in the woods where the

first four missionaries had met and held a dedicatory service just two years

before here they held a lengthy meeting w
0 6 0 all spoke and felt rich

outpourings of the spiritspirispirl M after which they ate lunch and took pictures

grant s feelingsre aboutelings the mission

grant was somewhat reluctant to leave japan for he had desired to
accomplish much more though he was happy at the prospect of returning
home thus far the results of his labors had been disappointing already
kikuchi had fallen away and nakazawanakaKaka waszawa not manifesting a good spirit

haviortaylor journal april 22 2321 1903
heatherleatherstone journal july 9 1903

bid july 26 29 1903

sanford VW hedges scenery and customs in japan improvement era
september 1903 ppap 817822817

feathersoneFeather
822

journalsone august 23 24 1903

taylor journal september 1 190319030
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I11 contain copies of correspondence from the mission
these are located in the church historians office
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of the two grant said after returning home

the two who were baptized first were quite promis-
ing

when I1 received my release I1 felt I1 could not
come home that I1 must stay at least six months more
0 0 0 and I1 began to realize it was a desire to be
able to come home and tell you I1 had done something
wonderful which prompted my wish to stay there longer
I1 disliked to have to tell you that I1 had been there
fifteen months since the last trip home and done
nothing then I1 thought I1 could come home and
perhaps go somewhere else at least I1 could do

grant op cit october 1903 p 13

haylortaylorhavior journal october 20 1903
Jgrant to the first presidency june 10 1903 copybook A p 60

copybooksgopy Abooks to

0 one of them could speak english sikuchlffikuchlSi
and

kuchtkuchl
read the bible ohl he believed it all ready to

give his life for it I1 found out afterwards that he
wanted to borrow some money from me to start a patent
medicine establishment the other man a shinto priest
&

oh 1

f rom

0 inside of a week after I1 first left japan he
wanted some money from the brethren and as soon as I1
got back there he wanted to borrow 1500 from me to
start a job printing office and when he didnt get it
his faith oozed outooutauto

kikuchi only attended one meeting after the missionaries moved

from the metropole to their new home for he was too busy selling some

new medicine he had discovered A year later as he often had taylor
sought him out and talked to him while he was administering his medicine
he told the missionary that he had no ill feelings but being kept busy

with his newly invented medicine he had to set aside religious duties for
2a time nakazawanawaSakanawt notzawazava having work and the missionaries desiring to help

him was allowed to live in a part of the mission headquarters until his
circumstances were improved and during this time grant wrote we have

found him telling falsehoods regarding his actions and think that his
professions are not at all sincere and that he would gladly turn against
us if he did not think there may be some financial advantage some time by

keeping friendly na10n3

continuing to the church members at home grant saidsaidtsald

1

turn

1 0

4
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something more profitable than sitting downclown in japan
perhaps I1 could move one stone if not more if I1

came hommedhorned

but grantG hadrant seen the mission through its days of floundering now

it was ready to begin a new phase the gospel had been introduced to
japan a tract had been written and published in both english and japan-
ese the bookhook by takahashi had been published in the native tongue telling
the truth about the church and the elders were progressing well with the
languageslanguageolanguagelangu konoageo doubt grant was like many another missionary who left the
field with little tangible evidence of success and had to wait many years

for the results of his labor to appear and even though he had such feel-
ings upon leaving japan he was firmly convinced that the day would come

when there will yet be a great and important work accomplished in that
land 112

rantgrant address op citcito october 4 1903 p 11
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CHAPTERCHUTER IV

literature AND ITS translation

at first the spoken language seemed to be the greatest barrier to
the spread of mormonism in japan and it was felt that once this gap be-
tween minds could be bridged the work would progress but even as the
missionaries made headway in the new tongue they realized that it would

take a long time for such an infinitely small number to tell the gospel
to fifty million people so as the elders began to reach the point where

they could do a little translating the importance of that work was felt
and more emphasis shifted to it
japanese heldhelpheid sought

taylor being the furthest advanced in the language made the first
translations during the summer of 1902 he prepared two songs for sunday

schools which were organized in october and november 1902 one in hojo and

one in tokyo after translating the hymns taylor sought help from rev

aoki a christian minister whom he had met in yokohama and whom he often
visited who lived in chiba where taylor was actingtradingtr failing to get
help here taylor took the hymns to nakazawa and together they worked out

a satisfactory translation this was shown to another japanese who was

not highly impressed the next day they were shown to still another native
acquaintance who said the language was vulgar and further remarked such
songs if published would be a laughing stock among the educated japan-
ese tt however upon hearing ensign sing one he concluded I1 forget the
vulgar words while listening to your rendition of the music

the missionaries in their desire to make correct translations
naturally submitted their translated copy to native critics and it was a
source of regret to them that there was no member who was capable and they
had to go outside the church they found that the language was quite

taylor journal october 262926 190329 the term vulganvulgarovulgar as used
here means nonliterarynon literary

re ldl SD
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the book mormons and mormonism written by goro takahashi in japan-
ese had been published on august 20 1902 and bookstores in all the areas
where the missionaries were working were contacted for sales copies were

loaned and in every way they tried to get itlt before the public three
hundred and sixtytwosixty copiestwo were distributed to the members of the house

r

of peers and eight more to officials connected with the houseohouseeousehousdo at2 first
takahashi had stated to grant that he would submit his manuscript to him

for correction but later decided not to because he felt that if the book

was his own creation without benefit of dictation from the cormonsmormonsMormons

af&f

2taylorataylor
3grantagrant bonfeconfe ren
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flexible and difficult even for the japanese themselves to come to any
agreements upon this led taylor to write later when he was working on

the book of mormonmormons

the more experience I1 have the more I1 learn that
personal likes and dislikes go a long ways with the
japanese when making criticisms of our effortsoeffortsfortsoef that
is a bun composition corrected by mr hirorihimori is de-
cidedly hirdishbirdishHir onedish corrected by mr yoshida is deci-
dedly yoshidaishyoshldaishYoshi anddaish if measured by the hiroi measuring
tape would have to be cut off here and stretched out
there and visa versaversaiversak again in many points I1 have as
many on my side as I1 can find to take the side of mromramro

elroihiroiehiroihirmie 1

takahashistakahashlosTakahash

it
would have a greater effect on the people grant speaking at general
conference in salt lakecityLake saidCity that this man has written a book that
I1 believe will do us a world of good tt taylor later said of the bookobooks

0 on the whole it is quite reliable 0 0 when he
has stated mormon doctrine he has kept pretty close
to some of our good writersowriterswri weterso are not responsible for
any of his opinions and the comparisons which he drawsodrawscrawso
we do not give or sell his book as a mormonmormon1mormontmormone product
but present it as the writing of a non mormon who writes
from the standpoint of what the mormonscormonsMor saymons of them-
selves and not what their enemies say of themthemethemo

maylortaylorita tolor stoker and seely sapporoSap juneporo 12 19061906 copybook B

p 3370
taylor journal march 24 1906i1906
grant address april 59 1902 conference reports 190119041901
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1904
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taylor to hedges andend fairbourn sendal september 25 1905
copybook B po 105
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the first tracts
early in march 1903 a tract was considered by the missionaries all

of whom had recently moved to the mission headquartersoheadquartersheadquarter the decision was

that it should have no particular reference to doctrine or history buttut
rather serve as an introduction to the church and the gospel and it was

to be authored by the mission presidentpresidentopresideniogresipresigresl finaldento reading and approval

occurred on march 19 this was the tract handed out in english at the

first public meeting on april 180 A few days later the japanese edition
was obtained from the printeroprinterprintersprintrin ontero june 15s taylor finished writing a

tract entitled oathouthouothourhou shaltshallshait have kono other godssods before me and submitted
a copy to the elders 9 who were then in the field for their suggestions
and ap rrovalo there were complaints that it was not simple enough to be

understood by such novices in christianity as were the japanese where-

upon he rewrote it entitling it the true and living godogod M this was

approved and he proceeded with the translation

ordinances
on october 8 1902 the baptismal prayer also translated by taylor

was first used in baptizing their third convert kenzo katookatoeatonatodatoo on may 22

1904 an acceptable translation of the sacrament prayers was completed and

first used on may 290 taylor had taken his own translation one made by
T hiroi two years before another made by takahashi a year before and

n
from the three made the final oneo

increased

2

emphasisem

at
chasisdhasis

a meeting in january 1904 all the missionaries without any

specific assignments were directed by ensign to begin translating the
Q

book of mormonomormonmormino however the9 real emphasis and beginning of concentrated
effort and organization in the work of translating can be dated from a
priesthood meeting held during the following julyojulyhulyo at this meeting fur-
ther mention was made of need for translated material ensign stated that
from now on they would devote their time principally to this workowork he

haylontaylor journal june 15 to july 10 190301903
bido may 22 and 29 190201902

missiongissioncission diary tokyo january 11 19040 located in the church
historians office salt lake city utahoutahitaho
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tt0 was to continue featherstone was to write and translate an
original tract on the life and mission of jesus christ stoker was to
translate edward H andersons brief histonehistoryhistonr of the church assigned to
jarvijarvis was george Q cannonscannon childs life of joseph smith11 and hedges
was to write a brief work on any subject he chose since it was excessively
hot in the cities the missionaries except taylor and ensign were to
spend their summer months in hojo but keep the sunday meetings going in
the two placesoplacesplacedo

in

1

a letter to the first presidency a few days later explaining
the action taken ensign stated 1 know that we need more literature I1

feel that we shall begin to accomplish something when the people have som-
ething to readreadoreade uau2

ap4pirstarst
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called taylor to devote his time to the translating of the book of mormon

caine who had begun on the tract my reasons for leaving the church of
england

in reply he received

we think you have made a careful selection in the
pamphlets and books you have decided to translate and we
advise in addition thereto that some original matter be
prepared by the brethren especially adapted to the people
of japans tracts that will make plain to them that there
is a god that jesus christ is the son of god that men
are eternal beings and that there are means by which they
can obtain eternal salvation and what the conditions are
by which they may be able to obtain it 4

and on the same subject a few weeks later vewe heartily approve of

all that you are doing in the translation and publication of tracts and

in the preparation of songs and hymns suitable for the worship of the

saints 0 0
w

fission diarydi july 16 19041904
0thorace2horacehorace S ensign to first presidency july 20 19041904 copybook A

po 34344
3310to borrow a comment from lloyd 0 ivie former missionary and

mission president it appears that inspiration was guiding at this point
0 for this was one of the most urgent needs material which had

been prepared for use in other missions had little meaning to the japan-
ese missionaries were constantly searching to discover a terminology to
convey proper concepts and understandingunderslandingo

first presidency to ensign august 6 1904 letters receivedreceBece 1903-
19120

1903-
1

ived
located in church historianshistorian office salt lake city utah
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church hymns

the two hymns mentioned earlier were at first written on large
sheets of paper and fastened up at the front of the room for the sunday
school meeting but taylor wishing to proceed with further translations
and get them written in the best possible manner sought out mrmre owadaovada a
japanese poet of renown owada at first revised the songs corrected by

nakazawa taylor could see little change it would be amusing he wrote
to show the two translations to some person fit to judge and see how they

compare after his call to translate the book of mormon and subsequent
assignment to leave chiba and labor in tokyo he continued his work in
translating and preparing songs for publication three poets including
owadaovada were engaged at different times to arrange the songs into verse and
ensign arranged music to fit the verse

much time was consumed in making visits to the homes of these poets
and discussing the songs and later in engaging a printer reading proofs
etc but finally on may 29 1905 the first copy of the first hymn book

came off the press it was entitled latterdaylatter saintsday psalmodypsalmo and was

bound in black cloth with gold lettering it contained sixtysixsixty songssix se-

lected from the L D S hymn book the sunday school song book and one

from the childrens friend they were selected to fill a particular mission
0

ary need such as sacrament meeting sunday school and general use part
of the preface reads as follows care has been taken to preserve as fully
as possible the meaning of the original this required in most cases that
the japanese verse be made longer than the english consequently the music

for the english verses had to be discarded and new tunes written for each
3

hymn

this hymn book answered the purpose for a time but as the music

furnished only the melody part it likely grew monotonous and led taylor
in 1908 to write the first presidency and ask them to have some one of

our musicians in zion write the lacking three parts to our songs in the
4

psalmody so that we can have some harmony in our singing

taylor journal december 8 1903

bid may 29 1905
preface psalmody of the japan mission may 1905 the difference

in title is no doubt in the translation
taylor journal march 9 1908
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A better hymn book was a point of concern and some two years later
jay C jensen a missionary with musical ability was assigned the task of

writing the other parts handwritten copies were begun by james scowcroft

finished by lloyd 0 ivie and sent to sapporoSap kofuporo and morioka early in
191119111igliigil 1

still there was need for a new published book of hymns and the
missionaries noting that other christian church hymns had been translated
to fit the original music felt that they could do the same H grantrantQ

ivins then president with the help of lester chipman and a mr shiono
set out to retranslate all the songs ivielvie states that when he was trans-
ferred to tokyo in early 1915 all but seventy had been translated and that
he did the restresto A professional japanese poet was engaged to fit the new

2translations to the meter of the music the new hymn book containing
220 songs taken from the songs of zion and the deseret sunday school song

book was published in january 1916 A short time later a cheaper copy

was printed which contained only the words

church history
john VW stoker to whom was given the assignment to translate rhethe

brief history of the church soon was called as senior missionary to open

up the work in hokkaido and there he did most of the translating of this
volume particularly difficult was the translation of certain words

peculiar to the church such as quorum stake ward priesthood godhead

etc and even though some of these words had been translated and used
by other churches their meaning was different in writing to the first
presidency after the book came off the press taylor commented

being a book in which nearly all of our mormon
terms are used it seemed that we would never get
through all the problems that came up for no words
in common use ever approached an equivalent for the
english meaning as we interpret it hence study
inquiry and experiment had to follow but these

lloyd 0 ivie to murray L nichols september 195619560
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words are not necessarily beyond the grasp of
the reading circle for new words are only a new
combination of old words 1

stoker hired a school teacher S okafuji who understood english
quite well to check his translation it was further checked by dr
kintaro oshima a professor in the agricultural college in sapporoSap whoporo

had attended the same university in germany as dr john A widstoeVidwid thenstoe
in the quorum of the twelve though oshima had not known widstoe he had

heard much about him and admired him greatly stoker did the last of the
work after returning to tokyo and the volume was published in august 190igo

the first book printed by the church in japan the delivery of the bookhook

from the printers was reported to the department of home affairs and per-
mission asked to distribute it the law of the land stated that if the
department does not issue an order forbidding the distribution within
three days of the time of printing the publisher is free to begin 2

further tracts
other tracts which were written translated corrected and published

from 190419091904 include1909 Is there a godsod and another explaining polygamy

y taylor the completion of my reasons for leaving the church of england

0 0 09 by caine the necessity of prayer and the latter day saints
by hedges faith by stoker the life and message of jesus christ by

featherstone and in the lineage of the godgodsgoasgoa and the lord of creation
by dr james talmage translated by taylor and ezra anderson feather
stone left japan before the translation was completed and it likely was

finished by caine or taylor the first presidency being aware of the
need for literature explaining the doctrines of the church asked talmage

to prepare some material for that purpose which he did the tract by

hedges entitled the latter day saints was similar to the one written
by grant but the missionaries had learned by experience that the latter
was too difficult for the japanese to understand the second tract was

written somewhat more simply and was to take the place of the other when

taylor to the first presidency september 3 190igo copybook C

po 153

haviortaylor journal august 30 190
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cgeorge2george Fr reynolds secretary to the first presidency to taylor
february 3 1906 letters received 190319121903

ivieivlelvie
1912

to murray nichols september 195619560
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the supply was gone concerning these labors the first presidency was

kept informed and were in complete harmony as evidenced by the following

the first presidency

after the reopening of the mission in 1948 a new translation of the
doctrine and covenants was undertaken

ibid august 13 1904 january 14 1905 april 15 1905 june 25
1905 march 22 1906 and june 26 1906

george

0 0 are pleased to know of
the arduous intelligent and faithful labors of yourself
and the other brethren engaged in the work of translating
the works of the church into the language of the people
of japan they feel that you have no need of being dis-
couraged buthut believe that you have every reason to feel
that the lord is with you in the work in which you are
engaged and that notwithstanding the difficulties and
peculiarities of the japanese tonguetongues 2

doctrine and covenants

the next major undertaking was that of the doctrine and covenants

translation in 1910 president elbert D thomas appointed and set apart
jojijoil shirai a member of the church in kofu to do the work shirai vol-
unteered to do the work for nothingnothings he was to begin on section 107

then do 20 89 and 119 he finished 10 and 20 in august and then went

on section by section and made a complete translation ivie gives the
following explanationexplanations

the doctrine and covenants by brother shirai was
completed it was in a box carefully kept in the inlaid
cabinet in the mission home I1 wrote asking for per-
mission to publish it 1921 but was told that they did
not feel the time was ripe I1 took the sections per-
forated them on the left margin and bound them with
string while on the right margin I1 pasted ears which
I1 numbered so that it would be usable for reference
but it was never taken out of the office

107

b

0 0 while I1
was teaching japanese in salt lake 0 0 0 1I inquired at
the church historians office but could find no trace of
it then I1 wrote jllltonchilton AJ robertsonbertsonBo in provo and
received reply that it was in the hands of the first
presidency 3

39 19031 12
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I1 am called home 11 the mission diary states that 850

copies came from the printer june 21 1915 a month before ivins returned
home

books in english used in the mission included one written by ivins
in 1914 and another printed in 1916 not being able at the time to get
appropriate material from salt lake city ivins wrote A life of christ for
jadanesejapaneseja studentsdanese which contained 155 pages and included fortysevenforty songsseven

and had it published this supply apparently had been exhuasted two years

later when stimpson had 1000 copies of william A mortonsmorionhorton from plowboy
4to prophet printed for use in english classesclascias

it
sesosese

is thought that other tracts and shorter writings were used in-
cluding more from the pen of dr talmage but at this writing sufficient
evidence has not been found upon which to base conclusions the work on

the book of mormon was the most important single labor this will be

dealt with separately in the next chapter

ivins to andrew jensen february 16 1915 copybook E p 36

vins to first presidency february 25 1913 copybook D p 497

mission diary 191319151913 june1915 21 1915 in the possession of HR

5grantrant ivins american fork utah
stimpson to historianshistorian office march 19 1920 pybookcopybookco H p 361

wlwi

plopio

3missionemission

arrprr ook

way of salva-
tion and published it in japanese a short time before he left the country
in 1912 in december 1914 ivie working in kofu published a book in
japanese containing sermons written by thomas

the translation of taimagetalmagetalmages articles of falthfaith was undertaken and

in 1913 president ivins in a letter to the first presidency stated
brother takahashi and I1 are beginning the correction of the translation

of brother talmages articles of faith we hope to be able to publish this
0

book before

1

publishthis
112
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CHAPTER V

translation aedAIDANDjidked publication OF THE BOOK OF MORMON

called to a special work

this labor the translation of the first booktook of the church into
such a difficult language as japanese if a suitable measuring stick could
be found would no doubt rate among the highest of L do S literary
achievements that a youth not yet nineteen should be chosen as was

alma oo00 taylor to undertake such an important work recalls the original
translation of the book of mormon from the plates taken from the hill
cumorah by the young prophet joseph smithsmiths very significant are words of

the blessings upon taylor by high church officials before he left for his
missionary assignment when lorenzo snow and joseph fo smith of the first
presidency and apostles george teasdale heber jo grant anthon H lund
and reed smoot laid their hands upon his head with lund speaking these
words among others were recorded

we bless you with the spirit of your calling that
it may rest upon you that it may enlighten your mind and
qualify you in every way for the performance of the
importantim dutiesoortant to which you are called 0 0 we bless
you that you may easily leamlearnleah that language that the
gift of tongues may rest upon you in such a degree that
the language may become easy to you that your memory
may be strong to remember and that you may know how to
construct that language so foreign to those that you
have heard here

then on the day taylor left salt lake city his father joseph E

taylor of the salt lake stake presidency also gave him a blessing and

statedstatedsstates
thou shaltshallshait be able to speak and converse and if

necessary preach the gospel in the open synagogue in
simplicity and plainness and in a manner that they

from a copy of the blessing found among taylors private papers
july 18 190101901igol
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cannot mi misunderstandsunderstandosunder thestando gift of tongues shall be
given thee 0 a0 and if thou wilt be humble before the
lord and seek for the blessings which god has promised
thee thou shaitshallshalt be able very speedily 9 and to thy own
astonishmentastonish notnent only to converse with the people but
to preach in simplicity and power and declare unto them
in their own tongue concerning this work 1

later in japan at a meeting of the missionaries grant made a
statement which highly impressed taylor and this he recorded in his
journaljournals

0 0 0 brother grantsrantarant said that he felteltfeiteit that I1 would be
the main instrument in the hands of the lord in trans-
lating the book of mormon and that I1 should be
assisted of the lord to learn this language speedilyospeedilyspeedilyo

0 while I1 had never thought seriously upon the prob-
ability of such a work coming to me yet I1 confess that
the remarks of apostle grant have started more serious
reflection upon this matter

and a month later taylor records the reception of a letter from
bishop empey his bishop in salt lake city in which empey states that it
had been promised to him that taylor would soon have the language given
to him by the gift of the holy ghostghosto again after the release of rantgrantG

and the meeting on the spot of dedication in yokohama all the missionar-
ies returned to mission headquarters in tokyo and grant gave each of them

a blessing before returning to the united statesstatesestatesel here he again blessed
taylor with a speedy knowledge of the language and power to translate it
for the good of the japanese peopleopeoplepeopled more than two years later ensign
wrote in regard to the priesthood meeting on july 16 1904 when the
translatingtranslatinp assignments were givengivens

I1 felt impressed to call elder taylor to this
special work feeling that it would be much sooner
accomplished if given to one person to do and acting
upon this impression called and set himpartsimpart to de-
vote his time talents and energies to this labor
making all other matters secondaryosecondarysecon thedarvodaryo spirit bore

fromtrom a copy of the blessing by his father found among taylors
private papers july 24 190 lo10

taylor journaljournalecournaleJour januarynalanalenaia 5 190201902
3 ibid february ioplop 190201902
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record to the brethren that this too was a proper move
and accordingcording to the testimony of elder taylor is in
fulfillment of a blessing pronounced upon his head by
apostle he ber jo grantfirant

the book of mormon was considered by the missionaries as the most

important church book which needed to be translated and put before the
japanese this awareness gave voice to a decision at a missionary meeting
on january 11 1904 mentioned in chapter IV to begin translation all
the elders were to devote time to the task translating any part they
wished and later parts could be gathered compared revised and finally
made into a complete work after six months it was seen that this plan
would not work and taylor was assigned to the labor his field of labor
had been changed from chiba back to tokyo where he usually traded and

visited a little each day besides the tedious work of translation

first translation
because the translating actually involved two steps that of chang-

ing the scripture to japanese and secondly putting the japanese into char-
acters 2 taylortaylordivideddivided the work first he made a draft into romaji

roman letters then he was free to concentrate on the proper characters
in the second phase though he had done a few pages between january and

july these he translated over again the work went slowly and on july 4

1905 taylor was appointed mission president from this point on outside
duties took more of his time so in order to speed the work he called
fred caine to assist him by putting the translated romaji into the japan-
ese esecharacterscharacters they checked and rechecked the translated script one

with the other
that first translation took a little less than two years and in

looking back over the manuscript taylor found that he had made advancement

in the languagewhichlanguage hewhich wrote made me laugh at some of my first con-

structions for this reason he decided to make a revision which in

ensign to the first presidency july 20 19041904 copybook A p 343
0

A knowledge of more than 200029000 characterscharactcharach wasers needed for this work
taylor began this translationtranslatitranslate when he had been in japan less than three
years fred caine had come about ten months later and it was he who did
most of the second phase of the workworkovork

taylor to the first presidency july 11 1906 copybook B p 36.36og06
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effect was a new translation and which took from may 1906 until december
190igo to complete the original copy was now so marked up that it was

necessary to have it recopied before asking a native to look it over 1

those acting as scribes for copying included yasubeiyosubei chiba a member

hachiro mori who became a member while thus engaged and one other the
copy was carefully proofread by caine and taylor caine then compared this
with the english copy which resulted in some changes and correction of omis

sionssionsosionko nowhowhovnov the translation was ready for a final criticism by a competent

native scholar which was deemed an absolute necessity because of the co-
mplications of the japanese written languascolanguagcolanguage

difficulties in language styletyle
thus far taylor had done his work in gembunitchi a mixture of

colloquial and written styles because he knew this better and because
this was nearer to the everyday spoken language and considered the best to
reach all classes at the same time many japanese who were consulted on

the subject insisted that it should be done in bunshobunshoubenshobun pureshoshonshou literary
style efforts had been begun to secure a competent critic more than a
year before in the person of kinza hirai who in many ways had befriended
the missionaries he declined the offer six months later he was

approached again and again he declined but suggested zenshiro noguchi of
kobe to do the worko taylor then made a trip to kobe 375 miles south of
tokyo to see noguchinogSog butuchi was not impressed for his countenance and attit-
ude suggested habits not in keeping with the teachings of the churchchurchocharcho

immediately upon returning from kobe taylor went to sendal 220

miles northwest of tokyo to meet entagentaG suzuki a newspaper man who had

befriended the missionaries there and who it was felt had the desired
capabilities taylor left as asample for each of them to correct a
copy of I1 nephi chapter 1 explaining what he wanted donedonea to his sur-
prise upon receiving them back in tokyo both had been done in bunshobenshobunsho

they agreed in their reasons for so doing they said that all efforts at
putting force and dignity into the translation in gembunitchi had

proved unsuccessful and for satisfaction they had to turn to bunshobenshobunsho

this brought up the serious question of having to change the entire

bidoibidoebido
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manuscript and subsequent considerations led to a decision for the change

taylor found that there were only two or three men in all japan who could
successfully write in gembunitchi t proving its difficulty while the
changing of his translation to bunshobenshobun wouldsho hebe comparatively easy and

there would be no necessity of going outside tokyo to find one who could
do it
A native critic engaged

on september 2 1907 a contract was signed with hikogorohirogoroHiro hiralhiraigoro

kinza hirais brother and a professor at basedawaseda university to do the
work the agreement contained thirteen articles concerning time wages

etc he was to break connections with the university but later was

allowed to devote a portion of his time to teaching in a letter to the
first presidency asking for funds taylor stated that the mission promised
to pay hiraihiral 1568 yen over a period of one year after his criticism
one more learned man was to read the script then it would be submitted to
several more ordinary people the estimate of the entire cost of critic-
isms was 2600 yen to 3000 yen 1300 to 150019500

shortly

1

after this an article appeared in the newspaper referring
to hirai in a slanderous nature taylor investigated and found the
charges had no foundation but discovered during the investigation that
hiraihiral had never severed connections with wasedabaseda university and had made

other misrepresentations consequently on march 31 1908 the agreement

was dissolved

other critics
now it was necessary to find someone else to do the work yujiro

tsubouchi and kinnosukekinnosukiKinno natsumesuki prominent writers were contacted but

were unable to give time to the criticism the latter suggested hiroharu
ikuta a recent graduate of the imperial university and author of several
books finding that ikuta had the time taylor had him revise some of the
manuscript as a sample of his work this he took to tsubouchi and others
without telling of his connection with ikuta and asked their opinion of

the work they were favorably impressed on july 29 1908 ikuta and

bid september 3 190igo copybook C ppap 154155154 155
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taylor signed an agreement in which ikuta was to receive 100 yen per month

for his labors and criticism was begun anew

in order to make the style of writing the same all the way through

it was necessary for ikuta to begin at the first and go over the work done

by hirai down to III111iti nephi chapter 4 ikuta began on august 1 and did
not finish this part until january 13 1909 the remainder was finished
on april 3 all this while taylor was reading his work and calling upon

him to consult a boutabout points which came up as a result of review taylor
had also spent a great amount of time in going to the home of hikogorohirogoroHiro

hirai
goro

for the same purpose the part which was criticized by hiralhirai having
been submitted to a double criticism the last part was now taken to kosa-
buro kawalkawai a writer and poet and his criticisms and suggestions consldconsidconald
ered several japanese were employed at different times to read the final
manuscript and make suggestions they also made a clean copy to be pre-
sented to the printers upon this calnecaine wrote the kana japanese phonetic
alphabet beside the characters after which he made a final reading of

the entire manuscript

nears corndietcorn loniondiet
the translation of the references as contained in the english copy

required considerable time taylor investigated every reference and

finding mistakes corrected them in his translation then devised a table
of abbreviations for names of the various books of the last days of the
work of translation taylor wrotewrotesprotes

for

comd12tion

10 0 june 10 1909 at 1230 just as the call for
dinner came I1 wrote the translation of the last refer-
ence and took a long deep breath of relief which so
naturally accompanies the culmination of all great labors
and my heart throbbed strongly under the indescribable
feelings of gratitude and joy which filled my soul but
from the closed books there protruded here and there
little slips of paper with a reminder that a question was
yet unsettled a criticism still unapproved a pencil mark
still unerased the last of these slips was thrown into
the waste paper basket july 24 8th anniversary of the day
I1 left home and the manuscript completed to the end 1

raylortaylor from his own account of the translation of the book of
mormon found among his personal papers

ath
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the translation was a tremendous task and taylor felt its weight
to him it was a very serious thing in which no effort should be spared to
ensure finiteiniteanite correctnessocorrectnesscorrect duringdaringnesso the entire time of five years he kept
in close contact with the officials in salt lake city asking them ques-

tions in regard to doctrine and keeping them informed of proprogressoprogressgressogresse they
wrote him on one occasion near the end of the workoworksvorko

0 0 we are dependingderendingrendingpendingtending entirely on your integrity and
ability to publish a correct translation of the book of
mormon in the japanese language and 0 0 you have our
entire confidence believing 0 that you have given
the work your very best thought and energy 0 0

and in this spirit therefore we say let the work of
printing be pushed as fast as you are able to oversee ito

mission prolonged

taylor lost no opportunity to check on the correctness of a trans-
lation as an example he sought out a professor of an agricultural school
to checkcheek on the names of plants and animals which are mentioned in the
book of mormonmormouohormonnormon his mission was a long one friends and loved ones at
home were wondering why he did not return and were writing the same to
him to the extent that he feared he might iebe called home before the book

of mormon translation and publication were completed in 190igo he wrote
to the first presidency insisting that he be left in the field until the
work was finished which he thought would take at least two more years
and included the statement M

010 0 some people in zion seem to be con-

cerned about my long stay in japanjapanocapano Muau2 again he wrote on the same subject
explaining his reasons for wanting to see the work through

I1 regret that none of the other elders are capable
of helping in this work but it takes years of hard
work and close study to be able to read japanese elder
caine and I1 are the only ones in this mission who can
read the characters and our ability to do this is not
anything to brag aboutoaboutabouts however both of us are well
enough acquainted with book of mormon translation to
read it correctly readingbeading and writing is one art and

irst presidency to taylor november 6 1908 letters received
190319121912
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buthut president taylor elder stoker and
myself are in a different position to the ordinary
missionary during the past three years we have been
engaged in translation work some of which is not yet
completedcompletedocomplecompie iftedo all of us should leave now the whole
responsibility of this translation and other missionary
work would fall on the shoulders of elders who have been
here only two years

wredtred ao caine to his mother published in the improvement era
october 1907 ppoapo 9959969959960995 9969960

1ibidbibid

appp
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speaking is another 0 0 most of the elders who have been
here for three years can speak fairly well

fred caine also found it necessary to explain to those at home why

he was staying in japan so loeplongslonp

A number of my friends writing from home seen to
think that I1 have been here long enough buttut I1 will ex-
plain to them some of the reasons that demand my longer
stayostayetayo this mission is different from most others and
in order to accomplish any amount of good it is neces-
sary for a missionary to stay here at least four or
five years 0 0

0 we feel that if the work were
given to someone who does not know so much about the
language as president taylor does it would sufferosuffersurfersiffero 0 0

we therefore feel that the only proper thing is for pres-
ident taylor to stay here until the book of mormon trans-
lation is published and we also feel that it is necessary
and proper for elder stoker and myself to remain here as
long as it is necessary for us to give president taylor
any assistance in this line no matter if it be two or
three yearskrears

9

book of mormon printed
printing and publication of the volume now that it was translated

was in itself a sizable tasktasko the last manuscript copy was sent to the
printers after several bids had been received in a few days some proof

sheets arrived and proof reading began in earnest 0 this was done by tay-
lor caine and mromramro namekawanameHame awawakawa helper employed for the purpose hamakawahamekawanamekawaHame

wouldw

kawawawawava

readou the 1proofld sheet aloud while the others followed with their own

second and third manuscripts the references were also checked for
most of the printing four proofs were required but some went to the fifth
and a few even to the sixth and seventh however toward the last there
was a decided improvement
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bouchtboupboughtboug ht

copicopleesles

yudinvudin seksewai womanfswomansWoWoma worldmansnfs re-

fused an ad for their magazine and the gokoo5okyogokyo methodist organ published

their paper without the advertisement after giving promises and taking the
manuscript and the manager of the methodist publishing house refused to

Q

sell the book of mormon or even take hand billsobillsbellso 3

vomaxoma

bibid2ibid

bibid4ibid
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on september 30 1909 proof reading was completed and on october 6

the first two bound copiescoples were taken out and filed with the home depart-
ment four days later 5000 copies of a pamphlet written by caine in-
troduction to the book of mormon tt which were to be handed out to those who

boughtboupht the book came off the presspressobresso the next day the first 1000 copies
of the book of mormon were delivered to mission headquarters

advertising
prior to this a great deal of work had been done and money expended

for advertising in leading publications throughout the country letters
had been sent to 323 bookstores outside of tokyo and 132 stores within the
cityocitycilyo they were offered 30 per cent off the price of 100 yen 50 if
they ordered fifty or more copies they were also allowed to place their
name and address in any one of the newspaper advertisements twice yortorforvor

orders of 100 or more they were given an equal number of cainesgainers pamphlet

and for 200 an additional 10 per cent discountodiscountdiscountsdisco
some

1unto

publications eagerly sought advertising copy others were re-

luctant on october 12 a card was received at headquarters from the
Y M C ao informing taylor that they had concluded not to allow the
book of mormon advertisement to appear in their magazine the pioneer

and had mailed back the manuscripts the yunpunyua in sekalsewal

7 the editor of the
shinjokalshinjokaishindoShinjoShIn newwalkalwaiJokai womans world returned the manuscript sent in for that
journal but accepted that for the swinjinshinjin sewnew mens magazine saying

that they are afraid that the feelings of the women will be wrought up

against them if the word mormon is19 published in large type in their
4

magazine but they are not afraid of hurting the feelings of the menmencmeno M

in telling the officials at home of these things taylor included
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two of the leading magazines in japan will contain in their october 1st
number one fullpagefull advertisementpage each 0 a 0 1I have arranged for four one

column advertisements in ten of the less influential papers one more im-

portant magazine will contain a full page advertisement in its november

issued and in another letter a few weeks later 0
0 every man and

woman in japan who reads the leading papers and magazines have had the book
0

of mormon advertisement placed before their eyes

officials presented copies

eighty specially leather bound copies were among the 5000 ordered
of these four were intended for the imperial household and as many as
were needed for heads of the different departments of government one

each was to go to the emperor and crown prince these were in deep cardinal
red and deep violet morocco with a specially drawn cover design of gold
and silver the copies for the empress and crown princess were in pure

white morocco with the same cover design in gold the rest of the eighty
were in plain morocco in his attempt to present the copies to the me-
mbers of the privy council taylor was directed to the generaleneralG secretary
kingoro kawamura and through him transmitted copies of the booklook to
thirty titled men who are members of the councilcouncils he lertleftleflerier eight copies
with a cabinet undersecretary to be given to the members of the cabinetcabinets
he desired an audience with the emperor in order to present the scriptures
in person but the closest he could get was to talk with kuriharakuribaraKur secre-
tary

ibara
to the imperial household department he informed taylor that there

would be no objection to his intentions but according to custom the books

must come through the american ambassador and the foreign officeofficer A few

days later he called on mr obrien the ambassador in question and left
the copies with him and received a promise that they would be forwarded

that day to the foreign office after taylor had left japan and was on

taylor to the first presidency september 27 1909 pybookcopybookco Ccac1

ppe 4524534524530452 4530453

bidoibidthid2 november 13 190919099 ppo 463
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lyoiyoivo the prospect for widespread distribution was promis-

ing and taylor informed the first presidency for two weeks after the
publication it looked as though we were going to sell out the edition in
about two months but he last week has been slowjo however in the month

past since the publication fully 650 copies have been sold a majority of

these going to the bookstores in tokyo 0

berbep inning

slowslov p

3josephajoseph
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a tour of korea and china a letter came to the mission headquarters
addressed to him bearing the following messagemessages

I1 beg to advise you that I1 have been informed by
count komura minister for foreign affairs under date
of loth instant that copies of the book of mormon trans-
lated into japanese by you were presented to their V

majesties the emperor and empress and to their imperial
highnesses the crown prince and princess as requested
by you and that their royal highnesses have commanded
that their appreciation of your courtesy be conveyed to
youb 1

A good beginning

the first few days after publication many small orders came in and

they were kept busy at headquarters wrapping and mallingmailingsmailing some were de-

livered personallyopersonallypersonal

9

informed

ethe

02
0

tt but six years later a

total of only 1500 copies had been sold3soldoj

milestones
A collosalcollocalcoll workosal had come to a close after five years and nine months

there had been four complete manuscripts written one in romaji and three
in the native characters the romaji manuscript totaled 2100 pageshpagesopages the

first character manuscript filled fourteen volumes and covered 2400 pages

the second twentyseventwenty volumesseven and 3600 dagesipagesipages and the third thirty
four volumes and more than 5000 pages with each successive copy wider
spaces had been left in the main part of the book without references
table of contents etc approximately 46000467000 characters had been written
the printed volume contained more than 900 pages in making the transla-
tion and reviews taylor read the english text five times his copy in

brien to taylor february 14 1910 copybook D po 82
haylortaylorhavior to the first presidency november 13 1909 copybook 9
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I1 con-
sider my physical and mental endurance almost a miracle

at any rate a direct answer to fervent appeals to god
for strength to hold out to the end 1

later after returning home he explained more of his experiences
during the translation it had aided in building a strong testimony as to
the divinity of the work and he compares his translation to that of the
book of mormon by joseph smithtsmiths0

I1 do again gratefully
acknowledge the goodness and graciousness of godG forod he
did pour out his holy spirit upon the workworkovork he did fill
my soul with his spirit and bore unmistakable witness to
me that the work in which I1 was then engaged was entirely
worthwhile and by the power of the holy ghost I1 was

taylor journal september 30 190901909

readitreadia

1taylorataylor
pfrom2from
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romaji twice and seven times after it was copied into the characters
critics readreed it seven timestimesotimeson scribes and critics had cost a total of
21772621770262177.26217726 yen printing and publication 26149726140972614.97 yen and advertising
158889 yen a grand total of 6381126381 yen12 or 31905631900563190

sentimensentimentssentiven
56

givingivingQ

Sen

expression
timen

to his feelings at the completion taylor saidsaidtsaidisald

it is a day I1 have hoped prayed and worked hard for
and I1 must acknowledge that the work has been so arduous
and confining requiring the concentration of all my
physical and mental power for such long stretches of
time that in taking a retrospective view

this burning of the bosom within when the transla-
tion is correct and the absence of the spirits burning
when the translation is erroneous are the witnesses
silent and faith giving which I1 learned to seek rather
than miraculous power perhaps my desires were right-
eous for god through his spirit did reveal the meaning
of his word to me and cause at times my bosom to bumburn
with peace and satisfaction and again at times to be
irritated with doubt and questionsquestionsequestioneequesti 2onse

and in an address apparently given many years laterolateri0

I1 feeling the burden of my calling and the import-
ance of this specific work I1 with my associates prayed
always and fasted often

from a copy of an address or article by taylor found among his
personal papers dated november 139log 191101911

1

on

13
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more than once permitted to sense the presence of some
of the prophets whose messages I1 was struggling to under-
stand and to translate several times in the course of
the translation I1 seemed not to read from the printed
page before my eyes but actually to hear from their own
lips the prophets1prophets words

0 our appreciation of your splendid achievement in
translating and publishing the book of mormon in japan-
ese is more than we can express in writingwritings 0 0 1 but
whether or not the japanese as a nation or as individuals
0D 10 should be found sufficiently honest in their
hearts to accept the book of mormon as a divine record
and to yield obedience to the requirements of the gospel
so plainly taught in it the future alone must determine
but ecauseec ofause your diligence that people now have
within their reach and in their own tongue the book
of all books best calculated to bless and interest themthems
and it remains for your fellow missionaries and those
who may follow after to do all they possibly can co-
nsistently to advocate it and circulate it as a means of
aiding them in spreading the gospel in japanjapans

from a copy of another address by taylor found among his papers
no date given

lpirsttirst presidency to taylor november 23 1909 found among
taylorsTayeayeav personallorstors paperspapersotaperspaperno

noteuotes items in this chapter not specifically documented are taken
from taylors personal account of the translationotranslations see appendix bo

f rom

9 0 1I was perfectly conscious
of their inspiration such is the witness to me by the
revelation of the holy ghostG regardinghost the authenticity
of the record and message contained in the book of mormon

the officials in salt lake city were ever aware of the magnitude of
the work of translation and the great amount of labor that was going into
it and had given their support and encouragementoencouragementencouragementsencourage inmento granting taylor his
release soon after the publication they included the following statements

1p ainlyainaly
becauseb
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CHAPTER VI

THROUGH THE YEARS

after the opening years the mission settled down to a more or less
routine existence relatively few incidents occurred of a different
nature and if other such prolific writers as taylor appeared their writ-
ings are presently unavailable thus after 1910 little material has been

found to give mission activities a cleardear continuity this chapter is an

attempt to bridge the entire period from the fragmentary mostly statis-
tical informationormationformation which is at hand

mission presidents 1901192419011921901

heber

1924

jo grant july 1901 september 1903

horace S ensign september 1903 july 1905

alma 0 taylor july 1905 january 1910

elbert D thomas january 1910 october 1912

H grant ivins october 1912 february 1915
HA

joseph he stimpson ipeteroaty 1915 march 1921

lloyd 0 ivie march 1921 july 1923

hilton A robertson july 1923 august 1924

grant of the quorum of the twelve was appointed president before
going to japan stimpson and ivie came home after filling missions and re-
turned as president the mission and presidency of the others were contin
uousobouso taylor spent nearly nine years in japan five of which he was

president the combined missions of stimpson were eleven and onehalfone

years
half

and of ivie a little over seven vearsyearsyearse

missionaries 190119241901

eightyeighteighty
1924

missionseight were filled during the period by seventythreeseventy

men

three
and thirteen women all the women were married except two the num-

ber of missionaries at any one time ranged from four in the beginning to

a peak of twenty in 1922 running about midway between these figures most

informationmatlon

J

H re atrmemmym

192
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of the timeo

areas of labor
As mentioned before the very first work was done in yokohama but

shortly headquarters were established in tokyo here activity was conce-
ntrated until apriatril 1903 when missionaries were first sent outside the
city to nagano naoyetsuhaoyetsuNaoHao andyetsu chiba in 1905 missionaries were sent to
hokkaido the northernmost island and the city of sendal in hokkaidoHok

sapporo
kaido

was chosen as the most likely place and work was here and in
smaller surrounding townsotowns in 190igo activity was begun in kofu south-
east of tokyo and for a number of years the missionaries enjoyed fair
success but in 1921 because of disinterest on the part of the people and

a reduction in the mission force it was closed osaka was opened in the

fallallfalifailaliail of 1911

only tokyo sapporo and osaka had continuous activity from the time
of first missionary labors until the close of the mission in 1924 sendal
was operative in 1924 but had been closed for a periodperiodsverlodveriod
converts

during the twentythreetwenty yearthree period one hundred sixtysixsixty baptismssix
were performed ranging all the way from a low of one in 1905 to fourteen
in 1908 one hundred nine were men and fiftysevenfifty wereseven women thirteen
of this number left the church during the period there were sixtyfoursixty
ordinations

four
to the priesthood all but three were to the aaronic priest

hoodohoodgoodo the first two members were ordained elders the day they were bap-

tized but the experience with these was such that according to records
only one other was ordained an elder and not until 1922

early progress
As has been stated in the summer of 1902 the second group of

missionaries arrived with grant took quarters in a japanese hotel and
were urged to learn as rapidly as possible all they could about the japan-
ese taylor being assigned to give them lessons daily in the language

after a week grant ensign and featherstone moved from the metropole hotel
to a home in yotsuya which was then referred to by the young elders as
grantGrants sviavi 11 e 0 A few months later all the elders moved to this addressoaddressandressoadd

by

resso
the following april grant felt that they were ready to move

t ime
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out from tokyo and begin active missionary work thus the assignments in
naganosagano naoyetsuNao andyetsu chiba eenokeneenaeno A month later all returned for a meeting
in tokyo and their improvement in japanese was quite noticeable

later in the summer ensign sent taylor out alone to labor in chiba
cilyocityocityolty nothot being able to find accommodations in a private home he again
took quarters in a hotel he traded daily and usually had visitors in
the evening he also at this time was doing some translating of tracts and

hymnsohymns the hotel however proved not too satisfactory though he had

been treated with every kindness possible he found that his friends were

hesitant to call on him there so he found it necessary to get more humble
2quarters and a place with a better nameonamecameo taylor had been disturbed here

until early morning hours by wild parties of soldiers and geisha girls
which seemed quite close with only thin paper partitions between the
roomsoroomsb 1 have learned M he said much about the character of the japan-
ese people while staying hereoherecereo 0 0 0 I1 now consider it no place for an

n
elder to stay

on vembernovemberntoETonio 9 after two months of labor in chiba taylor records
in his diary todays work finished my second tour of the city I1 have
now practically visited all the accessible homes in chiba twice here
too a little later taylor with the help of stoker who had returned
from his assignment in haoyetsunaoyetsuHaoNao heldyetsu several public meetings about the
second meeting which was to begin at 630 poP mmot taylor records that
there were hardly any present at the appointed time so they waited fifteen
minutes and began with about twentyfivetwenty peoplefive present 0 most of them

were students of a medical school in the neighborhood one laughed in the
middle of stokers prayer and five got up from the front row and left dur-
ing taylors address howevermhowever taylor further records it was a much

greater success than the first meetingsmeetingomeetingmee to5tingo

featherstonelfeatherstone journal june 4 190301903
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november 9 1903
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aap3apoarentlyapparently two songs were sung the name of the first is not re-
corded but the second was jesus once of humble birth M

taylorhtaylor journal op cit
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first sunday schools
in october 1903 a sunday school was established in hojo and in

november one in tokyo the one in hojo had an attendance of twentyseventwenty

and

seven
was divided into two classes in tokyo as numbers of children were

coming to their sunday evening meeting ensign decided to begin specialdeclais

sunday meetings for their benefit therefore on november 22 they were

called into a separate room told of the plans and invited to come at
9 am on the following sunday taylor was chosen as superintendent by

the appointed time about seventyfiveseventy werefive present a few more came making

more than eighty five and as taylor says some ten or twelve of those
0

had babies strapped to their backs aided by ensign and his musical

abilitiesabili taylormessMest writes further that

the little ones showed themselves very quick to
learn and we soon had them singing the first versej
I1 next attempted to tell them what we would teach them
if they would be sure and come every sunday morning
I1 spoke a little about jesus and where he was bom
all of which the majority grasped very quickly 4

in april ensign recorded the enrollment in tokyo as ninetythreeninety
and

three
that of the hojo sunday school as thirty three and explained that

we are teaching the children of the primary and
intermediate grades how to pray to believe in god and
jesus christ we rejoice exceedingly to see little
tots stand up and hear them repeat the simple prayers
that have been taught them last sunday I1 was very much
impressed in listening to several members of the inter-
mediate class relate incidents surrounding the birth of
christ they told the story in a remarkably clear way

the children are getting so they sing our sunday
school songs very well we have just translated love
at home 1 for the
children to learn the words of the first verse and the

ensign news from japan u juvenilejuveni ie instructor december 1 1903
ppap 7277287277280727 7287280

haylortaylorhavior journal novembervemberKo 29 1903
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0 0 it took just seven minutes
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music we had them the vordaworda written on a large
piece of paper two by three feet

the christmas program for 1905 was handled almost entirely by

japanese members and investigators taking the more difficult parts and

children doing the rest when statistics were compiled for the year it
was found that one sunday school member had been present fortynineforty ofnine the
fiftyonefifty meetingsone another had fortyeightforty markseight to her credit and many

had been there more than forty times more will be said of sunday schools
in the next chapter

disappointments

late one evening the occupants were about to retire at headquarters
and just as taylor entered the room where he and hedges slept he noticed
a movement in the curtains over a door at the far side immediately in-
vestigating he pulled the curtains aside and the lamplight shining through

the door into the dark room revealed the feet and legs of an intruder
calling out to the other missionaries he started after the thief as tay-

lor supposed him to be who in his haste and in the dark ran into a door
making a crash which directed his pursuer to him taylor managed to catch
him pinning his arms to his sides by this time others were coming with
a light and all were dumbfounded for their captive was none other than

their first convert upon search he was found to be carrying tools of

the professional burglar and the means of wrapping up and carrying off his
loot all the elders at headquarters assembled and after a brief discus-
sion they came to an agreement and excommunicated him on the spot they
then called the police and turned over the victim to them 2

A few months later a similar incident occurred in which another
early convert was involved he came in the evening seeking a nightsnight
lodging arose early the next morning and left taking what valuables he

could find later in the day he was apprehended investigations proved

that his ofoffensestensesrenses were more serious than supposed and he too was excomescom

municated3

ensign uthethewehe work in japan juvenile instructor april 15 1904
ppap 245247245 247

entire account taken from raylortaylortaylors journalJour decembernalt 1 1903
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naturallynatuBatu therallyraily parents and relatives of the missionaries in japan
were concerned as to their welfare church officials too showed their
concern by writing to ensign that they were leaving the matter in his
hands as to whether the missionaries should come home but there really
was no danger for the american government was in sympathy with japan
whom she felt was the underdog ensign wrote the following to the presi-
dent of the church about war preparations and sentiments of the people

thousands of young men have been called to muster
and all released soldiers who come under the emergency
callcall1calicailcalla have been notified to report

athe2the

bab9 pa

60

japanan and russia at war

for some time now in fact ever since the japanese had defeated
china in 1895 there had been growing ill feelings between japan and russia
who was concerned lest she have too strong a rival in her interests on the
eastyast asian mainland darlngdaringduring 1903 both sides were mobilizing and it appear
ed that openonen warfare might become an actuality in front of the mission
home was a huge compound where soldiers were being drilled daily and in
the mission diary of february 9 1904 is recorded preparations for war

are being effected hurriedly temporary barracks have been erected all
over tokyo and they are being filledilledbilled with recruits 11

last night we were unable to hold a meeting forror lack of
an audience it will be necessary for all of us to
move cautiously every foreigner will be suspected as
a russian 2

& 0 last saturday 0 when e mission-
aries were out walking ej were stopped by a police-
man who asked us what countrymen we were being told
that we were americans a pleased smile came over his
face for americans are greatly respected here3

again shortly after the war began ensign wrote we hear little
of the war in fact judging from the appearance of things and the

fission diary february 9 1904
2theehe missionaries in hokkaido were mistaken for russlanrussian spies and

were called upon to make explanations taylor to ensign salt lake city
october 4 1905 copybookco Bpybook p 116

ensign to joseph F smith salt lake city february 8 1904
copybookCop Abook p 2732730
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0 0 to go into
service again As vouyou may imagine at present it is
almost useless for us to attempt to talk gospel
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actions of the people one would never think that this country was at war

the excitement has entirely died down w

the japanese victorious turned to the western powers as arbitra-
tors the meetings were held in portsmouth lewnew hampshire with the united
states in an influential position president theodore roosevelt engineer-
ed a settlement which the victors thought favored russia too highly and
they were much displeased events which followed are told by taylor

& 0 the masses who inflamed by the strong articles
in the newspapers against the actions of the govern-
ment and her peace plenipotentuaries have been blow-
ing things up in general all over tokyo the police
have practically been overcome there is scarcely a
police box left all either burned or demolished
the homes of prominent government officials have been
attacked by rash mobs some christian churches have
been fired the office of the government newspaper
0 was attacked and partly demolished in fact
the situation becomes so dangerous that the city has
been placed and still is under martial law this
part of the town isls very aulet so we do not reelfeel the
least bit of alarm

these acts were strongly condemned by most and soon order was re-

stored again quoting from taylor the spirit of disappointment

has completely disappeared and the people are now celebrating the great
victory

th

i feel
4 to 10

6 0
A nevnewyew missionalmissionarymissionaMisrishis

on

slonasiona
april 6 1904 a son was bornbomhorn to marie and joseph feathers tone

the first mormonumormon born in japan he was a healthy tenpoundten fellowpound but

either the climate or the milk they were able to get for him did not agree

too well and he was colicycolica and irritable much of the time so for the

best of all concerned marie packed up and sailed for home on july 12

the services of a young woman who had been traveling in japan and was re-
turning home at the same time were secured to aid in earingcaring for the baby

sign to B Fr grant salt lake city april 11 19041904igoa pybookcopybookco Aook
p 308
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and as a traveling companion

an outstanding memhem ber
on july 8 1905 ensign was released and taylor took over the presi-

dency of the mission this necessitated some changes including the hiring
of a new cook since the only married couple in the field were leaving

it was thought best to hire an older woman so tsune kachlekachienachie was hired
and with her to the mission home she brought her fourteenyearfourteen oldyear daughter
ei this lady a member of the episcopal church for twenty years had

attended some of the latterdaylatter saintday meetings and continued her investi-
gations on the following september 26 she was baptized she became

one of the most faithful members in japan she helped in translations
talked to investigators spoke in meetings and taught in sunday school
she helped A bayray olpin later president of the university of utah conduct

the first mormon funeral in japan A great believer in the doctrine of

salvation for the dead she worked diligently in seeking out the genealogy
of her ancestors and even did the same for others finally in 1923 at
the age of seventy with assistance from the church and a blessing given
her by president lloyd 0 ivie she sailed for hawaii there to do aEL

long desired work in the temple at laielale she spent her last days working

for the dead and among the living of her countrymen

new fieldsyields of labor
ensign had been thinking for some time of opening some new fields

and just before receiving word of his release appointed hedges and fairb-
ourne to go to sendalsendel and stoker seely and chadwick to the northern
island of hokkaidoHok thiskaido latter group was given instructions to labor in
whatever11whatever district the spirit might point out the five missionaries

remained in tokyo for ensigns farewell then departed for their respective
fields on july 10

the sendal elders soon reported that they had been able to rent a

haylortaylorhavior journal july 18 190519050

ainealne2cainescaine to stoker seely and chadwick hokkaidoHok octoberkaido 3 1905
copybook B p 10

fission diary may 10 1923

taylor journal june 23 1905
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nineroomnine houseroom 62 mats with a nice garden rent was 18 yen 9 perpeir

month and they hired a maid for 2 yen and board the mission forwarded
money to furnish mission quarters for the new areas and taylor gave the
following instructions concerning furnishings

don deal in second hand goods headquarters was
furnished with second hand goods and we are broken down
somewhere all the time dont buy tables and chairs of
which you will soon be ashamed in being economical
remember that you must appear neat clean and respectable

dont injure yourselves and the work by foolish economy 2

the missionaries found sendal to be a stronghold of christianity
being represented by several denominations whose preachers had much to say

about the awful mormonscormonsMormons on one occasion the elders attended a lecture
Q

on mormonismmorHor andmonism hedges asked the privilege of replying but was refused
they soon had a thriving sunday school there however with an enrollment
of 125 which taylor said knocks the tokyo record all hollowtu in
1907 daniel woodland reported that the missionaries were making a few

friends and distributing literature however 0 he went on the people

are somewhat indifferent toward christianity and we find it very hard to
get into their homes the japanese question in america has caused some

animosity here
the missionaries on the northern island first settled in the city

of iwanaiiwanari and from there began to look around for the most likely place
to preach the gospel sapporoSap theporo largest city was selected as a promis-

ing field and according to a record provided by seely a sunday school
opened october 8 with twentyseventwenty presentseven only stoker was able to

taylor to stoker seely and chadwick hokkaidoHok septemberkaido 1905
copybook B p 97

bid
taylor to ensign salt lake city october 4 1905 copybook B

p 116

HTS
0

A CA

darrhedarrbe i P wottadWot editorsladtad tabled improvementIMro eravement october
1907 p 996 the japanese question refers to oriental immigration to
the western united states and will be given more explanation later
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jirljiri tatsuno lidaiidaildallda nakatsu nagoya

okazaki toyohashitoyohachiToy hayamatsuhamamatsuHamaohashi shizuokamatsu and numazu 2 much of the trip was

made where the only transportation was ricksha and as much as thirty six
miles was made in a single day with the same runner he crossed mountains
where it was necessary for two to push and one to pull the vehicle and

part of the time taylor got out and walked along with them in lidaiidaildailaallda he

records that he went to the nihon kirisutolrisutoKiri kyosaikyokaisuto japanesegiaria christianpanese

church to attend their meeting six natives were present and it required
that the preacher wait an hour to get that many

64

address them in japanese consequently only one adult class was held until
the other missionaries had better command of the language then the sunday

school was divided into two classes later a primary department and an all
boysoysigysi class was addedoaddedaddeso work was carried on with the help of early converts
mitsuo sakuma and toshichi sato in 1907 the sunday school was held fifty
one times with fiftyonefifty perone cent average attendance and an enrollment of
seventy ivefivelve 1

taylor again thinking of the possibility of opening new areas
made a tendayten journeyday through central honshu stopping in the following
citiesocitiess kawagoe kofu komisuwaKomi shiojirlshiShioshlsuwa dojirilojiri

he concludes it re-
minded me of many like audiences at our mission headquarters in tokyootokyo
As he traveled he stopped to investigate the progress of christian churches

in aca number of places in nagoya he found seven denominations represented
by sixteen churches in okazaki he found fiftyonefifty membersone in the epis-
copal church after seven or eight years work in hayamatsuhamamatsuHama aftermatsu twenty

years the catholics had 190 members and the methodists in the same time

had 72 in numazu the catholics had 233 the methodists 75 and the
japan episcopepiscopalepiscope church 65065

soon after his return taylor called a conference shifted9 the

missionaries and assigned fairbourn and stimpson to begin work in kofu

with stoker now a veteran missionary to assist them in getting started

justus B seely A mormon sunday school in sapporoSap japanporo
juvenile instructor april 1908 ppap 154155154

2
155

see map in appendix do
2

the entire account of the journey is taken from taylorlstaylorsTaylor journaljourjoun
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the first sunday school in kofu held on march olg was attended by a

large number of neighborhood children however no one came to a sched-

uled meeting in the afternoonaftemoone this meeting had been highly advertizedadvertised
the newspapers had written articles and announced meetings a hand bill
had been printed and one placed in each copy of the saturday morning paper

fifteen posters had been displayed and the immediate neighborhood informed
by personal visitsovisits taylorsTayeay lastlorOs sentence recorded in his journal for
that day reads 5 retired tired of disappointments and disgusted with the
people of kofu 2

taylor released
taylor his long labor on the book of mormon finished in 1909 soon

received word from the first presidency concerning his release the follow-
ing are excerpts from their letters

ID ae 0 we have in our minds thoughtsjrthoughtsthought ofsJ the accomplish-
ment of the important work undertaken by you the
translation and publication of the book of mormon 0 0

and now 0 010 we have great pleasure in tendering you
the release which we feeleel you so well deservedeserveodeserveddeserveoveq 0 0 we
have concluded to authorize and request you to turn over
the books and papers and business of the mission to who-
msoever of your associate brethren you may deem most
capable 0 0 in the understanding that he is to act as
president until your successor shall be appointed
your decision need notrotmot be influenced entirely by age
length of missionary service or ability to speak the
langhagenlanguagenlanguagelangu 0ageeagen 0 0 but let the elder chosen receive the
sustaining vote of his fellow missionaries 0 J

caine was given his release at the same time and permission was

granted at the request of taylor for the two of them before coming

home to make a trip into korea and china to determine the feasibility of
sending missionaries thereotheretherdo they were also advanced funds for the journey
they left tokyo a few days after the beginning of the new year 1910 and

after a little more than two months returned to tokyo where they were

ibid march 31311 1901907
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given a farewell party by missionaries members and friends enroute home

they stopped a few days in hawaii made themselves acquainted with the
hawaiian mission and did some preaching among the japanese thereotheretherdo upon

leaving the mission taylor wrote 2

the mission has certainly grown we are becoming
better known our name is being spoken more and more
each day the plodding work is leaving a trail behind
and the unresponsive soil is little by little changing
from barrenness to fertility and the flower that grows
here and there is an inspiration to the tillers heart
to work on until the plains and hills teem with the
fruits of faithful husbandryohusbandryehusbanhusband 11ryoryerve

they returned home on april 26 taylor had been away almost nine
years nd caine one year less an editorial in the improvementim eranrovement paid
them this tributetributes

whatever the harvest the names of these young men
willwiil always be honored for the part they have taken and
for the many years of labor they have spent in seeking
to found odsgodsG marvelous work and a wonder in the japan
ese nationnatiouonationattonatlonations

elbert

2

de thomas chosen as temporary president took over mission

affairs january 1 191001910 the first presidency gave him assurance by letter
of their entire satisfaction as to the choice made 3 and by further
correspondence dated april 23 he was confirmed as mission president by

those three officialsoofficial
openinig sakaosaka

most of the time during the first years there were not more than
eight or ten missionaries in the field and only four conferences were

kept open but by 1911 the number of missionaries had increased to fift-
een thomas felt that perhaps some of the more important areas were

being neglected so after a trip through southern japan he decided to es-

tablish a conference in osaka an industrial city of more than one million

tayloraylor messages from the missions improvement era february
1910 p 3700370
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onerzbonerz
intn 19l6g1916 during cprwpr17ar and a neriodferiod of rising prices the owner of the

building at mission headquarters informedlormied stimpsongstimpsonStimps thenong president that
the rent would be raised considerably for the next lease periodperiodeperiods desiring
the mission to have propertynnoDro ofpertypenty its own and thinking that itlt erhtnrhtm blebebie a

good idea to purchasenurchase instead of lease stimpson expressed his thoughts to
the first presidency the idea was favorably received and he was instruct-
ed to suggest and describe property that would suit their needsneedsoneedson so stimp-
son spent considerable time looking for a new site and at least twice he

found what lieheile thought was suitable described the property in detaildetelldetal withll11

maps and sent it to salt lake cilyocityo the church officials on several
occasions over a period of a year or more conferred at length with taylor

thomas the tokyotoktrotokiro american baseball team

aricesrrices

ahtpht

aa3a

67

people and sent three ssionariesmissionaries there in septemberSeptem theybero soon oundfoundaund a
home in tennojigTenno inamijig ku hired a cook and settled down to workowork A

branch was also established at onomichionomachiOn southomachi of osaka and part of the
timetine to missionaries resided thereotheretherdo

diversion in tokyo

the missionaries inir tokyo seeking a bitmt of recreation and exercise
as wellveilweli as a change fromfron the regular routine affiliated themselves with
nn american baseball team which was organized in the city the team was

made up of americans who had come to japan for various reasons and in a

typicaltydical lineup 11 explained thomas were a baptist an episcopalian a

presbyterianPresbyte amrian quaker a methodist 9 and a mormonmormon3mormonimormone missionary a IL so

army officer an attache of the american embassy and an american electrical
engineer M and he adds 9 all are the best of fellows M in the spring and

fall of 1911 the tesamleanleamteam played eighteen gameshgamesggamesdames winning nine losing eight
and tying oneoncooneo practice and playing was done on saturdayssaturdayosaturdaySatur opponentsdavodayo were

japanese students or club teams who were ideal sports and a pleasure to
playolay withoaithowi taMoth alsot2 they played the yokohama american team and sailors who

ereleeretwereveere on shore leaveleaveoleavea

about mission propertpronartpertdart

improvement erabra may
1912 ppap 663664o6636640663664663

21bid2im1
664

A building fund had been started in tokyo in 1910 but had been
discontinued in 1915 bcusebecpuse of lack of interestinteresteinterestedinte restoreste
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and thomas both of whom were residing there apparently they came to an

affirmative decision for stimpson in writing to the missionaries from

tokyo explains

it was their first presidencypresidency3 decision to build a
church and headquarters here if the title to land or a
long lease capcalmcald be secured inquiries show that foreigners
can lease land for 1000 years so I1 suppose that will be
long enough 1

just what happened later in regard to this is not clear except

that the mission owned no property in japan until 1948 perhaps further
negotiations in japan were not satisfactory or church officials felt that
the mission was not making the progress which warranted capital expend-
itures

first mormon funeral
tadashi okuda a young man baptized in tokyo by the missionaries in

february 1917 had met extreme opposition from his parents to his church
investigations consequently his father used his influence to place him

in a atempletempletempielatemple to live with the priests study buddhism and become one of
them okuda however was faithful to his christian convictions and cove-

nants because of this he received much persecution and not having been

in the best of health did not long survive his initiation into the temple

life his father showing him a final kindness yielded to his last wish

to allow the latterdaylatter saintday missionaries to come and administer to him

and conduct his funeral after the administration he passed away quietly
and without pain his last words being okyo wa dame buddhist funeral is

0
no good

yunfun

at the time olpin was the only missionary in tokyo who could

speak the language so he took to assist him tsune nachiehachie they held two

servicservices one at the hospital before cremation and one at the home after-
wards

the mission needs a boost
the missionaries felt for various reasons some of which have been

stimpson to all missionaries february 4 1918
2

A ravbayray olpin interview august 26 1956

stimpson to lee sapporoSap augustporo 2 1920 copybook HR p 448
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ivieivlelvie to the first presidency february 1 1921 copybook I1 popcs 26a
4they started for sapporo but were stopped by a blizzard at aomorioaomoritomorioalmori

hugh jo cannon theuthe land of china dedicated

ssso

my heart and soul is in this missionomissionemiss I1ionolono know there
are many good souls herehereocereo I1 love them I1 want their
salvation I1 pray for the support continually of the
church at home in this undertakingundertakingoundertakings I1 feel that even
in my generation people here will flock to our belief
by the thousandsothousandsthousand I1 want to see it succeededsucceed

apostle

y
03

mckayemckaysmckayvA visitS

pelpei lneine
mclaymcbay

athey4they
chup5hup 1h J

69

mentioned that the church at home did not appreciate the worth of the work

in japsuo the missionary force remained small in spite of repeated begging

for moreitioreo in 1920 when the number was down to eighteighty stimpson brotopwrotopwrotep
weuwenwe have so few missionariemissionariesmissionaries here in the mission at the present time that

the devil has to look elsewhere for a workshopworkshopoworkshopsworkshopo there were only two for
each conference sendal having been closed temporarily on account of the
shortagesshortageoshortageshort Aagegageo few weeks later three missionaries arrived the first to come

in two and a half years 0 rumorshumors were coming from home which reflected the
feeling that the members there had summarily marked off japan as a failurefailureofailuresfaifal
letters

lureolured
to missionaries included such statements asp no more missionaries

will be sent to jananjapanja ifnandan andgandaand the first presidency are contemplating clos
2ing the japan missionmissiouoMissio in answer lloyd oo00 ivie who took over the

presidency early in 192191921 countered with a description of his own feelingsofeelingssfeeling

for several years stimpson repeatedly and doggedly implored those
in salt lake city to send some official to japanjapancjapans preferably a generaleneralG

authority but others would do to help them in reorganizing their workworkpvorkworke

to make suggestions 9 and to take back to church headquarters an evalua-

tion of the needs of the mission finally in december 1920.1920 david oc

mckayemckay9mckay accompanied by hugh jo cannon
9 paid a visit to japanojapancapano they attend

4
ed meetings in all the conferences except sapporoSap andporo met with the

missionaries in two sessions of conferenceoconferenceconferences they also made a side trip
to pewingpeking where mckay dedicated the land of china to receive the teach-
ings of the restored gospelsgospelogospel mciaymckaymcgay5 said that the work ought to be

stimpson to mckay march 18 1920 copybook H po 35903590590
2

stimpson to grantorant june 10 1920 copybookCO HQ ppoppapoaplbookvbook 4194204194200419wig
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pushed and if it were to be continued there must be enough missionariesmissionarimissionary to
do it righto he further contemplated the idea of having a married man of
mature years in each conference even though he might now know the langu-
age so well 9 and have six or eight young missionaries to work under himohim
he also received impressions of the mission which he expressed rather

2vividly in such statements as it is gasping for breath and it is
like trying to run a sixty horsepower machine with a one horsepower motor

Q

0 0 0 the two visitors left the mission with a warm feeling in their
4hearts forfon the people and the mission

mckays visit gave the mission a needed shot in the almaim mission

aries attacked their assignments with renewed vigor and during 1922 almost
as many books of mormon were sold as had been sold in the previous ten
yearsoyearspearso the missionary force was enlarged and in june 1922 upon receiving
word that three couples were soon to come 5 ivie expressed his feelings in
a letter to a former missionarymissionarysmission

we

arys

feel that a new era is going to open for the japan
mission and that it will not be long till we shall stand
in a more favorable light before the people church members
in americaoamericalAmeri ecao 0 0 thus far they have hardly been aware of
the fact of the existence of this great landlanaiana and of the
wonderful opportunities among this people 0

disaster in tokyotoz
ernest bo woodward mission secretary on september 1 1923 was

engaged in his labors at mission headquarters when he recordedorecordedsrecordersrecordrecor

suddenly

0edoedsdedo

without warning the house gave a terrific
lurchlurchodurcho pictures crashed to the floor 0 0 0 the plaster
swayed then breaking loose crashed to the floorofloorfloora books
chairs in fact everything which could fall 9 tumbled to
the floor 0

stimpson to taylor salt lake city january igi 19211921s copybook I1
roPO loo100

ivie to edwin alienallenlilenkilenklien ogden february 23 1921 coj2ybookgoto I1Lbook poR 330030ooo
3
mission annual reporto 1921191igiigl poP 1910191iglo

4stimpson to all missionaries january 31 21 copybookpybookco io po 140lwoiwo
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O0itlt was almost im

possible to stand and the din of the earthquake was deafening the occu-

pants of the mission home thought it best to get outside before the build-
ing collapsed but changed their minds when they heard the heavy tile of

the roof crashing to the groundogroundgroundy As soon as the first quake ceased they
went out to view the damage but almost immediately another occurred then
another and another until they were impossible to countocountbounto 1

fire was an immediate result and soon the more crowded downtown

districts were a solid mass of flamesflameso the quake had disabled firefighti-
ng equipment and available water was exhausted within fifteen minutestminuteselnute30minu

the
tesotese

only recourse of the masses was to get away from the fire and theytheir
jammed every available open spotospot many thousands saved themselves bytoytovlov

crossing the moat into the spacious palace groundsgroundsoground but such places were

too few and too smallsmallosmail the people carried with them bundles of their
possessions which caught fire and in places they were so wedged together
that they could not fall when fire overtook them and left their standing

charred remains forty thousand people died thus in one small parkoparkperk
at the end of three days a downpour of rain extinguished the

mighty conflagrationconflagraticonflagrate but once proud tokyo lay in ruins 200000 people
had lost their lives and nearly a million and a half were homelessohomelesshome

the
lessoiesso

missionaries outside of tokyo hearing of the disaster and

belnebeingbeine unable to get news through a disabled communication system hastened
to return to mission headquarters to see how their colleagues and the
native members fared finding all the missionaries safe they then paired
off and set out to find members and investigators they had to walk for
no intercityinter cityeityelty transportation was availableoavailable all the members and investi-
gators were found not one had received a scratch and only two homes had

2beenbeerd destroyedodestroyeddestro
at

yedo

home the families of missionaries were particularly concerned

for local newspapers reported 500 foreigners killed among whom were fifty

ibidoibidebido on september first the meteorological observatory reported
356 shocks on the secondgsecondseconda 289 and on the third 17313

p2materialmaterial for the entire account taken from woodward opoldo citonp
ppoapo 1261330126 133o

oonglong
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Ameriamerl canso hotnot until september 11 did they receive direct information
fromfront japan that their sons and daughters were saresafeosafecafeo

deseret

1

evening
1

news september 6 11 1923
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lodelongLODL missionsomissionsMission these facts in regard to the mission coupled

with the knowledge that statistics showed very little progress in preach-
ing christianity in that landglanag were taken geriouslyseriously by the church members

at homeohomehimeo the extra long missions necessary to conquer the greater

taylor boutabout japan and the japan mission

191igligi

73

CHAPTER VII

JAPAN AS A MISSION FIELD

missionaries
A difficult fieldfieldofielda japan particularly in the very beginning

was a difficult fieldfields a few years later 9 in reflecting back taylor
wrotewrotesprotes

when the first company of elders arrived in yokohama
august 129 1901 they stood alone at the bottom of the
ladder 0 they knew no one everything was strange to
themothem the language they had was simply a jargon to the
natives 9 and the natives spoke with a jargon in returnreturuo
they had no book or pamphlet to take the place of their
speechlessnessspeechlessnessospeechless theynesSo knew nothing of the japanese char-
acter nothing of the laws of the country 9 and were
ignorant of the customs and manners of the peopleopeoplepeopled they
hardly knew how to proceed and when they did get started
everything was like an experimentoexperimentexperiments 1

the men at the head of the church were aware of this and continu-
ally sent encouragement to the missionariesomissionariessmission

0

0arlessariess

0 0 we fully appreciate the fact that you have diffi-
culties to encounter in the japanese mission that are
not met with in any other mission in the church and
therefore we send you a word of encouragement in all
that you are undertaking for the spread of truth in
that land in your work of translation and in the ma-
stering of the language as well as understanding the
peopled

iirorovement era
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difficulties were of direct concenioconcernconcegioconc boysenioenlo who had grown up together in the
same wards and had been called to different missions at the same time did
not return together after two or two and a half yearsoyearspearso the ones who went
to japan stayed on and onono friends and neighbors began to say where is
elder so and so when is he coming home even though parents had been
informed that the mission would be long its implications didnotdidnhdidiot seem to
dawn upon them until they began to see that their missionaries weren

coming homehomoohomco they became more concerned they were having to foot the bill
and this too was somewhat more than other missions besides they had

other sons who wanted to go on missions and there were circumstances which

could be taken care of for the space of an ordinary mission but which were

becomingbecominp too big to handle for such extended absencesoabsencesabsen soceso then they would

say something to their bishop or stake authorities and they in turn would

write to the first presidency or mission president asking about the re-
lease of a particular missionary they would write to the missionary 9

too making it more difficult for him to devote himself to his workowork
on the whole the missionaries in japan were devoted to their

workpworke they knew the native conditions and understood what it would take
to make the mission a success they felt that the people at home did not
understand the needs of the mission and wished they would be more patient
thus the concern at home was a source of concern in the mission espe-
cially to taylor who as president wished to see it succeedsucceeds he continu-
ally tried to sell the mission to the home folks but with disheartening

resultsresultseresul hetsotse wrote many letters which included statements such as the foll-

owing typical excerptexcerpts

werent

work

13

0

0 ID0 0 you do not seem to understand that three years in
this mission is only equivalent to a year or a year and
a half in other missionsomissionsmission the fact that elder chadwick
has been here for three years shows nothing to us who
understand what itU means to be a missionary in japan ex-
cept that he is just getting into a condition for real
good work the people generally in zion make this same
mistakemis theytakeo should know that five years is not a long
service in this vineyard 0 0 0

aylortaylor to bishop james voodwood northhorth ogden april 11ll 1908g1908 copybook
C po 247 c
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he tried desperately to make the length of the mission fivefire years
and as SOOsoon asss new missionaries got to the field he wrote the parents to

this effect also telling them the approximate cost of the mission how-

ever only one of the first elevenelever missionaries stayed that long because
of sicknessicknessbickness or conditions at homeohomehimeo this led taylor to write uthethe mission
though very young has been a cripple from birth due to the fact that a

majority of the missionaries who have come here have returned to america
before they learned enough about the language to do any real good workworko M

thethin fact that no approximate time had been agreed upon as the
mission term helped create an indefiniteness in regard to the mission
fieldafieldofeld whenW elberten dn thomas took over as mission presidentpresil hedent took
steps to improve the situationsitu taylorationo hdhad wanted and had worked hard to
make it five years or moreomore but thomas after years of difficulty in get-
ting and keeping missionaries thought it should be less and took his plea
to the first presidency who replied with for the present we rather favor
say 5 not more than four years service 0 0 we have come to this conclu-

sion after taking into consideration all the circumstances those at
home rasfascas well as in the missiogmissionjomissionmission Kjo this was pleasing to thomas who

felt that it was a step ahead for the mission and in answering the above

letter he replied

I1 was indeed very happy in reading of your decision
not to chanechangechang tilethetiietlle present system of sending missionaries
here and at the same time to discourage the tendency of
extra long missionsomissionsmission from every standpoint I1 know that
this decision is the best considering the people at home
and the other interests of the church and parents of
missionaries who are here it is easily understood that

n extra lonion mission has its ill111lilliiiiiili effectsoeffectseffect 0 0 0 the
present condition of the mission shows that missionaries
here can and do get into the work almost as quickly as
they do in any other foreign language missionemissionomiss ofloneionoione course
a two year missionary cannot translate booksbooksobooksh he will
not know many of the chinese characters but he will knowknox
the japanese pronouncing characters and in this waywayoxayxav
with

L

the help of his english bible and other books which
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are translated he will be able to do much good dont
let me be misunderstood the language is indeed hard
but we ought and believe we can receive the bless-
ings of the lord in learningarningarnina japanese aust as other
foreign missionaries 1

though nearly two years later thomas in writing to the father of
a missionary said that 0 a definite time for a mission ha

never been settled for japan 1

vav2 an examination of the records shows that
four years was the length of mission for most missionaries until the work

was discontinued in 1924

soon after the reopening of the mission in 1948 a decision was

made favoring threeyearthree missionsyear for men and twoyeartwo missionsyear for women

with somewhat less for nisei missionaries who are already familiar with
the language and has since operated on that basis

more missionaries heededneeded from the very beginning there was a
plea for more missionaries grant saw this need and brought back the
group with him on his second trip after these were settled and getting
along in the language he was further impressed with this need and wrote

to salt lake citescityscityolty
0 0 we should have more elders as this is a very
difficult language and there is no need of having two
who speak the language as companions

3

As the missionaries moved out into the different cities to begin

active proselyting they were overwhelmed by the great number of people to
whom the gospel must be preached and they never let those at home forget

4
the need for more missionaries in 1906 taylor after hearing rumors

that two more were coming wrote 1 hope the authorities will see fit to

thomesthomasrhomes to the first presidency march 15 1910 copybook D p 72
thomas to F VW billsellis ogden january 9 1912 copybook D p 3553559

grant3grantagrant to the first presidency june 10 1903 copybookpybookco A p 59

mention is made in the journal history under date of january 16
1901902igo p 4 of receiving letters from missionaries stating their feeling
that more should be called

W 76

9

11arning japaneseaust

has

for

9 9 eight or ten
more young men 9 9 1I suggest that you send them as
soon as possible and that they be under twenty years of
age as the younger they are the easier to get the
language 93

I
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double the number and then multiply the number by itself before the year
closesclosest and again in 19099 of

0 0 0 I1 have cried and begged for more help

till I1T am like the indian baby have concluded that its no useouse we

ought to be reinforced quarterly by two elderseldersaeiderselderia if it is impossible to
meet this requirement make it three semiannuallyosemiannuallysemiannual anythinglyoiyoivo less than
this is not satisfactory 9 but even a crumb once a year is better than noth

A few years later amasa clarky a missionary wrotcg we have only

eleven missionaries to preach the gospel to more than 56 millions of

peopleopeoplepeopled there are three of us laboring here in tokyo the fourth largest
city in the worldoworldworldon

603

in 19o1922igo190192 aldo stephens 9 another missionary had the following to
sayosays our0 force of missionaries is smallsmalle if each missionary could meet

and preach the gospel to 200 new people every day 9 100 each for the sis-
ters 5 without resting for sundays 9 these ten missionaries would finish

4their job in 105i yearsyearsopearso many years later in 1949 matthew cowleygowley in
visiting the reopened mission when there were twentyseventwenty missionariesseven

in the field said there was a need of 500 missionaries in japanojapancapano

apprehensipnsoA buthensionstensionshen thesions conditions of the mission 9 unfavorably
magnified in the minds of the home folks made many parents reluctant to

send and missionaries hesitant to go to the unknown orientoorient some calls
were changed after being issued and elders went to other missionsmos stor-
ies

soonssions
from home caused taylor to make these reflectionreflectionssreflections

it is evident that you are having a hard time to
find young men willing to come to japan on a missionomissionmissionemiss
I1

ionolono
regret this and I1 fear that the young men have an al

together wrong idea of the nature of the work over in
this landoland they perhaps look upon this field as not
only a long one but one accompanied with hard fruitless
laborolaborjaboro A greater mistake could not be madeomade the
mission is only long in comparisonocomparisoncomparisonscompari thesono work is only
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butbuioltlit

duagduare

said9saida justojust as the aver-
age man in life counts anyones success by the dollars
he has in the bank just so the average church man
counts every mission success by the number of baptisbaptisms
bothB theoth average man and the average church man are
wrong for success in neither case can be measured
that waywayewrynweyn 8gag2

more directly expressive of the feelings and perhaps extreme is
the followingsfollo manyvingowingo people think japan is an awful place to go I1 heard

of a good mother whose son was drafted into the armyamy in france savingsaying

I11 would just as leave have him called to japan on a mission im such

feelings 9 builtbulit up by the unwanted immigration of orientals and by world
war 119lly continued to exist and the mission faced the same situation when

it was reopened in 1948g1948 though closer contact and wider dissemination of

information between japan and the united states since the war has improved

opinions considerablyoconsiderably also missionaries may look forward to the pros-

pect of a somewhat shorter mission than in the old dacsodaysodaysdavs on the other
handghanda there were many missionaries and parents alike who wholeheartedly

accepted the calls and who labored with their might in the field and in
untiring support of sons and daughtersedaughtersodaugh

ability

terseterso

in language insufficientoinsufficient though great emphasis was

placed on the language a few year experience led to a realization that
other qualities besides ability in the tongue was essential for success

after more than eight years of missionary labors taylor included the

following in a letter to an official in salt lake oltycity

taylor

0

to reynolds august 24 1906 pybookcopybookco B p 4094099wog

stimpson to david 0 mckay march 18 1920 copybook H po 35935900590

jbido july 8 1920 copybook H po 43104010

jearosyearos
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hard to those who are seeking snaps

8

0 0 converts are
not the only kind of fruit grown on a mission treeotreecreeo
the elder himself when in full discharge of his duty
reaps fruits beyond compare nor is the field devoid
of convertsoconvertsconver wetso have seven members and another will
soon hebe baptizedobaptizedbapti therezedo is other green fruit in
sight 0 0 e

the same situation caused president stimpson to write in 19201920s

0 0 0 as president thomas once saidsald
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A woman or two if they are the right kindgkinda would
no doubt do much good and be a drawing card for many of
their sex but the young wife of a young elder is not the
right kindokindwindowind women who will not have babies women who
are not cowards and can go downtown or out of sight alone
women who think more of preaching the gospel and saving
the souls of their fellows then curios 9

gonawarechinawareonaware japan-
ese silks etcogetcor women who can love this people and feel
at home in japan with japanese for companions are what we
want if we have women herehercoherce jalsonjalsoj the ability to learn
enough japanese to talk a little can be addedaddedc

again 9 after the mission was seasoned a bit more and the needs could

aylor to seymour boBIDbioblo young salt lake city december 13 1909
copybookco Cpybook po 45o450475470
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some who have ability in the language destroy much
of the effectiveness of their work by failing in dili-
gence or by lacking in courage 0 0 0 another weakness
in a majority of elders who have come to japan and com-
mon alike in the collegebredcollege andbred unlearned is the ten-
dency to grieve the spirit by manifesting a contempt
both in words and sometimes acts for the people they
have come to instructoinstructinstructs this feeling of superiority cur
tails the degree of sympathy and love all elders should
both feel and liberally manifestmanifesto the lack then of
loving sympathy on the part of some of our workers de-
stroys much of the effectiveness of their otherwise
successful workworkevork
A few days later and just before leaving japan taylor in a fare-

well letter to his missionaries stated that no elder in japan can have a

successful mission s long as he indulges in unnecessary criticism of

the people and their customs and failsfalisfriis to see and love their good qual
ities2

women missionaries a early experience with women missionaries
was not favorable to taylor thus far they had had difficulty in acclimat-
ing themselves to the food and customs of the people and he felt that they

had not made a sufficient contribution to the workowork in a letter to salt
lake city soon after taking over the presidency of the mission he de-

scribes his sentimentsosentimentsssentimentsentiments
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I1 never saw anything like the feverish
anxiety of the young people to leamlearn englisheenglish we have some students call

4
who come for nothing but to practice their english but teaching in
english was discouraged as a means of reaching those who were truly inter-
ested in the gospel this sentiment was expressed by taylor many times to

the missionaries such as the following to joseph cutler 0
1 0 19

hono elder will make a success of his work until he teaches

even at the present time it is felt that lady missionaries should
be in the mission to work with native women investigators japanese women

are somewhat retiring and in anything beyond an initial contact they need
their own sex to draw them out

thonasthomas to joseph anderson salem idaho june 9 1911 copybook D

P 83

bid
ltgrantgranv to apostle matthias cowley may 12 1903 copybook L pipt 30300

nan1
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be more clearly seen thomas was of the definite opinion that women should
be among their missionary force personally tt he stated in a letter 1

believe there should be a married woman in each of our fields in japan that
the nature of the japanese people and our work among them almost demands

git N he went on further to explain that single girls should not be
sent that they should be content to live on the plainest foods and be sat-
isfied with the simplest comforts they should be willing to study hard
to learnleamleem japanese and be content in not seeing another foreign woman for
three or four years in short they must give themselves entirely to the
work one single girl was called though she stayed less thantham a year
because of illness A few wives continued to accompany their husbands to
japan and after david 0 mckays visit to the mission in 1920 several
couples weremiere called among the sixteen missionaries who were in the field
at the time of its closing were four couples

methodsmethodi

in the very beginning as has been described contact was made

through news publications and through visits made to the rooms of the

missionaries also meetings were held where english was spoken and those
who could understand were invited their experiences prompted grant to

write on one occasion M
0 0

we are
not here to teach english but to teach the gospel to the japanese lain their
own tongue

v80w
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turningfuming their attention to sunday school our work is
done almost entirely among the student class our sunday
schools are

ltaylorataylor

81

in japanesejapaneseoJapan 11eseo As soon as the elders could begin to speak the languagelangu
they

agesaget
moved to definite districts and began to proselyte public meetings

were held advertised by tracts handbills and visits in the neighborhood
then followupfollow visitsup were made to any who appeared interested

sunday schoolschools so about two years after the mission was opened
sunday school work was begun since it was believed that work among the
youth would in the long run be the most effective fortunately the japan-
ese government had declared sunday a day of rest although it had been done

for practical rather than religious reasons though this was not univers-
ally observed it was convenient for the establishing of meetings on that
day on the subject ensign had this to say

the lord has given me a testimony that by organizing
sunday schools or religion classes among the youth of this
nation that greater results will be obtained & 0 the
fathers and mothers of the rising generation have become
so thoroughly imbued with teachings of their forefathers
that to attempt to turn their thoughts to things of god

is almost an impossibilityimpossibilitye 0 0 but the youth are being
taught the language and customs of the world and
while they are being taught these things 0 we shall
endeavor to train them in matters spiritualospiritual2spiritualspiritualsspi

thomas

2ritualo

too felt that holding sunday schools was the most important

single method of proselytingoproselyting here in his own words he explains why

the system of the missionary work carried on in
japan by both greek and roman catholic churches is at
least in theory sunday school missionary work and their
success is considered I1 think the most lasting among
the christian churches hered 0 010 0 they do practically no
work at all among those older than children who are not
of their faith 0 the protestants generally are

0 0 popular with the children 0 0 our
experience teaches us that sunday school teaching develops
the missionary in the language better than any other one
meassomeansomeans parents are reachable through their children and
they become friends generally if not investigators the

taylor to cutler sapporoSap januaryporo 3 9 1908 copybookco Apybook p 30
ensign to george reynolds salt lake city october 19 1903
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hundred japanese children in their variously coloredcolore3colore&
costumescostumbcostume singing lustily if not harmoniously such songs

I1 p 1910191igloigiigl

ithomasbthomas

82

stories of the gospel are carried in interesting little
bits into the households by the childrenochildrenchildrenschilchii thedreno moral
ethical 9 manly 5 parent respecting part of our religion
fits japanese bushido spirit perfectly and while parents
do not care for the divine part of the gospel they
like their children to learn the other and have no o-
bjection to learning the divine if they wish 0 0 0

some years later stimpson after sending in the reports for 1919

found that there was a decrease in memberships and number of schools from

the year before and noted that this decrease had been going on for several
2yearsyearsovearspearso he wondered about the actual worth of sunday schools and to one

of the missionaries he wrote0wroteswrates

often

0

the question of the real good of our sunday
schools comes to dightolightolight we have the student from seven
to maybe twelve years of age andganda it seemsg lose them
foreveroforeverfo ofrevero course I1 do not think sunday school work
a failure but I1 have heard much said about the real
lasting effect that it does not have 0 0

3

probablygprobably however this was not the fault of the sunday school but
just a reflection of the japanese attitude of the timeotimetineo boys were taken

into the military at an early age and during those years an antiwesternanti
feeling

western
was developing girls after marriage were completely under the

domination of their husbandsohusbandshusband
david 0 mckay visiting japan in 1920 found the sunday schools an

effective educational deviceodevicedevicco after his return home he wrote

sixty minutes before the hour to begin the little
boys and girls began to gather at the house and what an
interesting little motley group they were 0 0 it was
a wonderfully interesting experience to hear those half

as jesus wants me for a sunbeam 90 and gloryoglory to god in
the highest and not one of them a christianochristian however
it was gratifying to note the same interest and joyous-
ness in their responsive souls that would be manifest a

thomas to george do pyper sunday school general secretary
december 209 1910 copybook D po 2290
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few hours later by their little white brethren and sis-
ters across the sea when we strangers to them found
our hearts filling with the same love for them that we
have for the children at home it was easy to understand
that christ included the little ones with yellow faces
when he said suffer the little children to come unto
me and forbid them not for of such is the kingdom of
heaven 11ll

he went on to explain that there was another program in the evening

for parents and friendsofriendsfriendfriendson about 175 were present all sat on the floor
there being only two chairs for the visitors and about the program mckay

remarked the sketch written by miss katoe morimoto two acts could not
2

have been rendered more skillfully 0 in zion

the worth of sunday schools was proved later when work was done

among the japanese youth in hawaii many of whom built strong convictions
of the truthfulness of the lo10 do se faith also since 194819481 sunday schools
and work among the young people for the reasons as stated by thomas

have been considered important

street meetingsmeeting As early as 1907 taylor and two other mission-
aries gathered crowds at a number of street corners with mandolin and

vocal music to announce their meetings in3 1911 moroni merriottherriott and

shosuke matsuki a member left sapporo on a trip through the country
going first to asahikawaAsa andhikawa thence to kahorukayorunayoru nearhear the latter place
they visited an ainu villascovillagcovillagevillag matsuki accompanied merriott to this point
and helped in holding meetings at the ainu village they were cordially
received and given a supper of wild duck in the evening they held an
open air meeting at which merriott first played selections on his violin
to attractattrtattert a crowd and about one hundred people gathered thomas in
his account stated that thishills was probably the first street meeting in
japan merriott continued from here alone to taikimuraTai thenkimura to yubaribubari

david 0 mckay christmas in tokyo juvenile instructor march
1921 ppap 113115113

jjl
115

3 taylor journal october 6 190o19001907
rhomasthomas the gospel preached for the first time to the ainu
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and back to sapporosamorosagoroSap aporo round trip of 800900800 miles900 making the way mostly

without purse or scriposcripscrico he traveled by rail stage coach horse jin
rickisharickiesharic boatkisha and foot stopping at country homes and fishermens vill-
ages and eating strictly native foodofoodfiodo

record

1

was found of a number of street meetings held between 1918

and 191 in 1919 they were carried on in all the conferences with a

total of 65 during that summer wrote pearl lee from sapporoSap

it

poro

is a peculiar experience to preach to an alien
company in an alien tongue on the streets of a foreign
cityocitycilyo lately we have had the added experience each
time of a buddhist priest holding forth on the opposite
corner with heatingbeating of drums and wild exhortations and
screeches against christ and his teachings and the for-
eigners who bearhear themo 2

she went on to explain that the missionaries were scared at first
but were able to hold their crowdgcrowde and added since these meetings 0 0 0

we find ourselves known everywhere 0 0 0
M

during the following summer stimpson in another letter to mckay

stated

one feature of the work here now is the street
meeting work that is being carried on vigorously
6 010 0 many people are attracted by the sight of a
foreigner standing on the street and speaking in the
native tongue so we never lack a crowd 0 0 0 some
listen through the whole meeting and buy our booksobooksbooksh
06 9 0 vewe never have less than 200300200 presentpresentepre300 4sentesento

again writing at the end of summer stimpson disclosed that forty
nine street meetings had been held during the season and that two persons
who had attended such meetings the year before had joined the church

without purse or scelpscrips because of the cost of the mission and

bide
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the reasons to
us who are here are 0 obviousbviousaviousbv buthutiouslous to the folks at home

it is not quite so clearclearo 0 a 0 preaching without purse
or scrip is only possible where missionaries are on the
moved 0 0 0 in japan transitory missionary work is abso-
lutely a waste of time as here it is not a matter of
preachingopreachingreaching the gospel 9

O0 but it is a matter of tearing
down a system of religion that is older than christ-
ianity and replacing it with the truthotruth our converts
are not made after a weeks investigation but come
only after oneg two three and sometimes four and five
years of hard study 9 during which time there is a co-
mplete change in thought conception and actionoaetionoactions

the practice has not been carried on since the reopening of the
mission due to the reasons stated and because of legal complicationsocomplication
missionaries were allowed to reenterre japanenter in 1981948 under specific SOAP

supreme commander for the allied powers regulations which stated that
missionaries must be selfsupportingself andsupporting not be a burden on the populace

mutual improvement associationsoassociationsAssociation in 1918 me lo10 A meetings were

being held in each conference this was an evening meeting in which there
was no separation into classes and the articles of faith was used as a

2study textotextsexto

investigators
the fact that the people of the two worlds 9 the eastbast and vestwest

have had such vastly different backgrounds in3 education culture and e-
mphasis of values has made it extremely difficult for the western mission-
ary to penetrate this shell with his brand of religion and philosophphilosophyophilosophy

thomas to joseph anderson salem idaho march 2 1911 copybook D

po 2492490

stimpson to general board of yo lo10 M lo10 A may 13 1918 godygopyoodygo
book
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the fact that other missions were traveling and laboring without purse
or script there was feeling among some parents of missionaries that this
should hebe practiced in japanojapancapano it was done on one or two occasions buthut in
general was not felt to hebe a wise practice again to quote thomas in
this respects

0 0 0 up until now and at the present time such a plan
has been and is thought to be unwise
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the missionaries also found it very difficult to determine by observation
and even by close association whether the candidate for baptism really
believed what he the missionary 9 was teaching or whether the candidate
had some other goal in mindemindo sometimes too late they found the latter to
be trueotruetrudo this difficulty in understanding was felt by the elders very

soon after landing in japan and led taylor to note in his journal he

japanese are such a peculiar people that the gift of discernment Is neces-

sary to be able to understand the spirit which prompts their actionsoactionsaction 1

another thing which he discovered and which later missionaries discovered
for themselves taylor describes in a letter to the first presidency

the japanese are very emotional and in hours when
they think or hear something that slightly appeals to
them they grow enthusiastic and determined to do great
thingsthingse when another thing appeals to them they forget
the first and grow passionate over their new ideaoideaideal so
we indfind it generally a good plan to ask those who come
to us with desires to be baptized and embrace the christ-
ian religion to continue their investigations e 0 be
foitakingfoiforfonfol so step2tepg2important

though

J a

most

taking

of the characteristics which they encountered in these
people they had experienced among their own people at home here some

were accentuated to a degree which caused the missionaries concern in
having to deal with them

mistrust of foreigners on the other hand also adding to dif
ficultiesficultiespfaculties was the fact that whiteskinnedwhite foreignersskinned were mistrusted to

a large degree this mistrust had been gradually built up as a result of

treatment of the whole far eastern area by commercial and military inter
ests of the more powerful western countries this imperialism had been
going on for a period that had grown into centuries further because of

their weakness these countries were taken advantage of many times around

political conference tablestablesytableso even though they were apparently independent

and representatives had been invited these people then it seems had
some ground for expecting ulterior motives when foreigners appeared in

taylor journal august 259 190101901
naviortaylor to the first presidency october 265 1905 copybookCopy Bhooktook p
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their midstomidstmidsts the japanese are a very hospitable people and the missionar-
ies always on an individual basis and with few exceptions in public were

excellently treated but a complete meeting of minds in intellectual dis-
cussions was something that seldom if ever occurred taylor felt these
truths very keenly when he was attempting to persuade the church that the
mission to japan needed to be a long oneoone on this subject he wrotewrotesprotes

it requires time and patience for the missionaries to
understand the japanese character and mold their methods
accordingly it requires time and determination to get
ability sufficient to clearly express christian principles
in a pagan tonguedtongueotongue 0 0 it requires time and sacrifice to
gain a correct knowledge of far eastern customs and adapt
ourselves to them sufficiently to assure the orientals
that our motives are good and our hearts sincere it
takes time for the pagan mind to grasp and the pagan heart
to feel the plan of salvation through christchristy

custom a powerful force custom too made it extremely diffi-
cult for the japanese to embrace such teachings of the church as absti-
nence from tea coffee tobacco and alcoholic beverages the japanese
are great consumers of tea it is the greatest breach of social courtesy
to fail to place it before the guest or for him to refuse this hospital

C
ity the same is true of drinking saicsalcsaip a beverage used extensively as
a social equalizer unlike america where persons abstaining from these
items are usually shown respect the japanese faces social ostricizationostracization
and even his job may be threatened further in such teachings as those
which endeavor to give women more rights and privileges and assign the

fathers certain obligations in the home the people feel that americanism

rather than christianity is being forced on them even for the mission-

aries it has been and is difficult to separate the two and they have not

always succeeded

members

many of the early members of the church in japan did not prove

falthfulofaithful the first two converts have been mentioned they seemed to have

taylor japan the ideal mission field 11 inrprovementimrovementimprovementImro branbraebretyvelvement june
191019109iglo ppap 7797857797850779
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more interest in worldly things than in religionsreligionoreligionrelirell thegiono third convert
finally left the church because he became so mixed up in his religious
ideasoideasidelso another parted because he felt that he could not be a true japan-
ese and embrace the mormon faithofaithfalthfaitha several others became disaffected for
various reasonsreasonsoreason

after his unique missionary experience grant stated in 1903 with
the two in mind whom he had baptized nearlyhearly all our converts are of

that kindokindwindohindowind they love us dearly they know we have the truth and they
want to be baptized right away but when we quit talking english to them

they lose their love of the gospelogospelgospels in 1904 taylor recorded there was

only one saint at our sacrament meeting it seems a very hard task to get
them togethertoge theirthero actions do not bespeak a strong faithofaithfalthfaitha we are con

2stantlyscantly concerned about themothem
As in the case of investigators custom also made it difficult for

members they found it easy to return to old gaysowaysowaysvays among the converts
of the first years were several young women who shortly were married to
husbands chosen by the parentsparentsebarentseparen neithertse husbands nor parents knew any-

thing of the bridesonbrides8brideso religion and they being completely subject to the
wishes of their husbands had little chance of continuing in their church

activitiesoactivities
but here and there were brighter raysoraysrajs kamlkaminami earllearli the first of her

sex to enter the church in japan was a young girl working as a cook in the
mission home at the timetimeo she remained very faithful and missionaries know

her now as sister suzuki who welcomes them in her little shop in yokohama

tsune kachlekachienachie has been mentioned earlier and tamano kumagai one of the
first members in sapporo

9 writing to a church publication in 1918 statedostatedsstates

it

0

is just ten years now since I1 received baptism
0 0 darinedaringduringdurine that time I1 have attended most of the churchychurchjchureo
meetings and taught a sunday school class 0 0 0 1I am very
thankful that god has seen fit to establish his church in
japan for in it some japanese have found satisfaction and
the way that leads to eternal lifeolifeilfedifeo I1 think the reason
there are not more who join is because this is the higher

rant address october 4 1903 conference reportsbeportsrebe 1901190401201119011201301portsnorts
P

0419040
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law and perhaps harder to obeyoobeyobejo sereheredere she mentions
specifically the word of wisdom but we are not dis-
couraged at the scarcity of members 0 a0

1

these ladies remained faithful through the years as did others
and two of them were a great help to the missionaries in reopening the
mission in 194801948

proemprogressprogm
As has been indicated for various reasons progress in the mission

was slowa this was commented upon and defended by those in the fieldfieldofielda en-

sign wrote in 19030

our work here is rather of an uphill nature 0 we

have a peculiar people among whom to labor 0 0 0 this
nation is bowed down with superstitions idolatry
filial piety and to a great extent with ignoranceignoranceo
vewe have made a few converts but the lord will have to
change the hearts of the people wonderfully before we

shall be able to show any great results 0 0 001
2

again in writing to joseph fo smith president of the church ensign

stated

up until the present time we have been able to
engage the people attentively in gospel conversations
but it seems that we have been unable to touch their
heareseheartsehearts vewe talk and talk and talk and those with whom
we converse tell us that they believe what we say but
it seems almost an impossibility to impress them with
the necessity of yielding obedience to the sameosamecameo 0 0 0

every sunday shows an increased attendance 0 0 0 but
that spirit of earnest and serious investigation is
lacking and tends to make our work a little difficult

taylor in 1906 in a letter to the mother of one of the missionar-

ies said that the japanese are not accepting our testimonies very fast
but we are ridding our garments of their blood and leaving the word of god

tamano kumagaiKu lettermagaimagal from a japanese convert Mu juvenile in
structorgstructorostruc apriltorgtoro 1918 p 1801800

ensign to president bartlett of the australian mission september
16 190319039 copybook A
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as their judgedjudge M1
and a year later to the first presidency he statedstatedsstates

we regret that we are not able to report more
baptisms than we do 0 0 e many have come to us and
said they believed and wanted to be added to the church
but they have not manifested an earnestness in contin-
uing their study of the gospelergospelegospel and although we have
done our best to keep them interested and teach them
more fully they have grown cold and are seldom seen
there are a very few who listen to the gospel and con-
fess belief without improper ulterior motives hence
we ask people to waitwaitovaltovaitovaltvait 0 hasty baptisms are almost
sure to result in early excommunicatexcommunicationscommunicationsexcommunicate lonso

such a condition continued to exist and the number of baptisms year-

ly remained about the same until 1924 this lack of progress contributed
to the closing of the early mission

taylor to mrsomrsarso justus seely sanpeteSan utahpete june 13 1906 copy-
book B p 34

taylor to the first presidency april 27 190igo copybook C ppap
77 780
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resseresso other members of congress objected to smoot because he was a mormon

apostle and believed to be in favor of polygampolygamyepolygamy the legal battle created
world wide attention taylor wrotewrotesprotes

some are trying to slander and create prejudice
against us mrs yajimatajima the head of the womengowomenllswomengs

reform society of japan visited america last vearoyearvear
0 010 she passed through salt lake city and got into

the hands of the unti

1thisathis
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CHAPTER VIII

THE PIRSTTIBST MISSION IS CLOSED

the spirit of opposition to mormonism which manifested itself from

the very beginning though perhaps not as pronounced continued on through

the years taylor records an incident in 1907 which has a familiar ring
a kind of thing which was not limited to the japan mission but something

with which lo10 D so missionaries everywhere had to contendocontend this was at
the time senator reed smoot of utah was fighting to keep his seat in cong-

resso

in 1921 christian missionaries working in karuizawaKaru excludedizawa the

latterdaylatter saintsday from their compilation of a yearbook of christian

this organization attacked the missionaries upon their arrival in
japan see page igo160igeiga

taylor to ensign april 1 1907 copybook C po 68 he probably
coined the phrase anti information bureaubureaumburbaum himselfohimselfhim

stimpson
selfoseiro

to all missionaries october 4 1920 copybookco Hpybook p 2662660

L S

he

2taylor 17 copyb ook p

3stimpson coj2ybook

ye

information bureausbureau8bureauu or som-
ething as bad and was terribly shocked by the things
she heard and awful postcards she sawsawosaxsaxosaxe 2

in october 1920 an international sunday school convention was held
in tokyootokyo stimpson desired to attend so went to the office and officials
to get the ticket necessary for a reserved section As a missionary he

was cordially received and was about to accomplish his purpose until some-

one asked him what church he represented upon hearing the reply cold-
ness replaced the cordiality and stimpsoncimpsontimpsonSf was refused a ticketticketotickett 3
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athis3thisthis law was passed in violation of a treaty negotiated in 1867186
allowing the chinese free immigration the law applied to orientalsorientalorientaleOrientalsais

t aIL
question of economics social acceptance and assimilation were not accom-
plished which in turn bred misunderstandings the chinese were clannish they

crowded together in unsanitary tenamentstenementstena spokements a strange language wore their
own native dress and their hair in a queue down their backs they were laborlabore

ers mostly without education superstitious and opium addictsaddict also as
32a minority group their very physical appearance was against thethemthother

sentiments against them grew agitated by rabble rousersusersrougersro rhoytheytheretherthorethero

were lynchingslynch murdersings and destruction of their property in 1882 a
TT 8 law3lawlawa was passed excluding immigrants for a period of ten vearsyears in
1894 the law was renewed for ten years and in 1904 it waswaisvaswetsweib continued withvith w

out modification limitation or condition 11 thus toward the end of the
century chinese immigration subsided just as immigration figures were

rising each year for the japanese
the japanese were different in many waysvays they brought more women

scrapbook pi 134
2trontromyron the lectures of dr S Y vuwu who has done research on the

subject dr wu lectured in the history department of brighambrigbav roungyoung untiuni
tensityversify from 1955 to 1957

ownnative

to

sp

92.9292920

missions in japan

orientalamericanoriental relationsamerican deteriorate
in addition to this there developed gradually a feeling of enmity totowvogveg

ward the elders because they were americans this was something which had

been growing for many years though then it was in its early stages and did
not become fully developeddey untileloped the outbreak of war between the two coutriostcount7l99

this feeling was largely promoted from the american side by actions
toward oriental immigrants to the vestwest coast chinese laborers were the first
to come from the yartarfar yastbasteast and the californians welcomed them for labor wa

scarce many worked in the gold mines and in 1869 the chinese coolie figured
prominently in the completion of the first transcontinentaltrans railwaycontinental

this avenue brought an influx of settlers from the ustlast and the
whites soon saw in the coolie a serious economic threat for their standards
were lower and they would work for far less but there was more thanbhan
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to establish homes they were more literate cleaner and more aggressive
they wore their hair short and adopted american dress in spite of these
differences their physical appearance was still oriental and the american

mind was already conditioned to the dangers of the uyellowyellow periloperilperllperli most

of the japanese turned to agriculture and because of their knowledge of in-
tensive farming they were able to surpass the americans which again pre-

sented what the americans thought was a serious economic threat As they

came in increasing numbers 9 single men coming to get a start then sending

back home for a bride the whites of the west coast became more alarmed and

even spread rumors that japan had plans to populate and take over the west

coast arcaoareaoarea
in 1906 the san francisco board of education attempted to segregate

japanese childrenchilchii thisdreno along with other acts of discrimination brought
strong protests from the japanese governmentsgovernmentogovermentgovernmentgovern atmento this time taylor tells
of the reaction in japan in a letter to a missionary who had returned
homethomeshomel the0 peopleD have been just a little displeased with the way their
countrymen in san francisco have been treated by the americans but I1 be-

lieve that thus far no spirit of retaliation has entered their heartsohearts
perhaps it was still too soon after the russojapaneserussobusso warjapanese 1904 05

a period of high projapanesepro andjapanese proamericanpro feelingsamerican for local issues
to make such a difference more than a year later again from the pen of
taylor only a slight change on the part of the japanese is detected A

great deal is said about war between japan and americaamericaoamericalimeriAmeri wecao have noticed
nothing that indicates a warlikewar spiritlike on the japanese side the papers

strongly condemn all the foolish rumors afloatafloato however this people have
2felt keenly the insults thrust upon their countrymen in america 0 0

to ease the situation president roosevelt in 1907 entered into
the socalledso gentlemenscalled agreement with japan an agreement not made

public at the timeome by which she agreed to refuse laborers passports to
the united states and to exercise strict control over those going to con-

tingent areasareasoareano only officials tourists business and professional men

taylor to william fairbournyairPair crescentbourn utah october 28 190619069
copybook B pe 46o460456450

taylor to first presidency january 22 1908 copybookpybookco C po 2192190
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students japanese already in the country 9 dependent parents and children
under twenty were issued passportsopassportspassport this was reasonably effective in con

trolling immigration and served to save embarrassment for a proud nation
but agitation on the question continued it became a political foot-

ball and on its basis elections were won and lostolostbosto A series of antialienanti
land

alien
laws were passed in the western united states beginning with arizona

in 1912 they were not openly worded as devices against orientalsorientaleOrient butals it
was clearly their intentointentintenzo in general they declared that no alien who was

not eligible for citizenship could own land and could only lease it for a
short periodoperiodperiods under old laws of the united states only free whites were

eligible for citizenship and after 1864 persons of african descent were

addedaddedoaddeso california passed such laws in 1913 1920 and 1923 washington
nebraska and texas in 1921 and oregon and idaho in 1923

all the while japan was strongly protesting declaring these laws to
be in violation of existing treaties and indeed they were for on february
21 191119119 a trade agreement had been signed in washington which in part de-

clared

the subjects or citizens of each of the high con
actingtradingtr parties shall have liberty to lease land
for residential and commercial purposes and generally to
do anything incident to or necessary for trade upon the
same terms as native subjects or citizensocitizenscitizen 0 the sub-
jects or citizens 0 0 0 shall receive 0 0 0 the most con-
stant protection and security for the persons and property
and shall enjoy in this respect the same rights and privi-
leges as or may be granted to native subjects or citizens
0 0 0

americans in japan continued to be treated as any other alien before
the law and as one writer sayssayssdayss

to adopt a less just and equal attitude is to sow
the seeds of resentment and bitterness and is clearly
against public policy and the american idealoidealideala 0 0

moreovermore byover seeming to imply some inferiority on the
part of races eligible to naturalization this

excerpts from article I1 treaty of commerce and navigation

94

9

3

219

1

19

ers relatingRelareltreit tovipatipA the foreign relationslationsBe of the united states
19111211igliigil washington 1918 apoppoppap 315 3163l6e
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japan 0 paperspanerspers
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discrimination humiliates and antagonizes nations whose
friendship and cooperation we need and desire

but even the land laws would not suffice and political clamor to
put an end to immigration for those ineligible for citizenship contin-
ued the western states mentioned with california in a leading position
took the issue to washington and a bill was introduced in march 1924 dur-
ing the first session of the 68th congress president coolidge wanted
time to negotiate further with japan but congress was in a hurry and with
disregard of treaty rights and japanese feelings passed the immigration

2law denying admission on even a quota basis to all races ineligible for
citizenship and permitting only the entrance of officials tourists stu-
dents ministers seamen while their ships were in port merchants legally
resident japanese returning from visits to japan and a few other minor
classiflcationsoclassifications

0 months that followed the work
was pushed forward by all the missionaries against
ever increasing opposition from the japanese people
attendance at our meetings dropped and continued to
do so until only a few of the faithful members ever
showed up around the church wherever we went we were
greeted by stony silence or with insults and arguments
concerning international conditions

signed by the president on may 24 1924
a
paimerpalmerpalmen p 46

1

3

2positionoppositionposition2 feitjeltfeltyelt by the mission

it would have been strange indeed had there not been repercussions
in japan ernest bo woodward one of the last missionaries in the old
mission who spent the last months in tokyo gives this accountaccounts

during the

B

0 0 As time went
on the bitterness became more intense and the atten-
dance at meetings smaller in our actingtradingtr we met
with opposition and insult on every hand we all be-
came discouraged and it reflected in our work warn-
ings were pinned to our doors telling us to get out of
the country children called us selojinseiojinselofinSeloSeioseioselo bakaibakaljin crazy
foreigners and once in a while we heard the word

chikushotchikushoChiku beastshoshot or brute and it didnt make us feel

ulbertalbertnibert W palmer orientals in american life hewnew yorkyorkstork friendship
press 1934 p 49

2signed

9 po
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very good the lady missionaries never left the
mission home without escort for it was not deemed
safe

nationwide agitation was in evidence the iet passed resolutions of pro-

test placards were put up in public places exhorting the people to hate
everything american and to boycott american churches and missionary insti-
tutions

it seems however that in osaka antiamericananti feelingamerican was much less
4severe and missionary work continued to go forwardforwand until the lastlastslastelasto

the closing
in the midst of these difficulties a telegram came to the mission

headquarters from heber je grantorant by then president of the church stating
have decided to withdraw all missionaries from japan temporarily

arrange return immediatelyoimmediatelyImmediatelyo
the next few weeks were spent in arranging passage making the

rounds of tokyo bookstores to dispose of literature selling mission home

furnishings making last visits to friends etc an entry in the mission
diary the day before the last missionary departed reads the day was

spent in roping trunks in sending them off to yokohama in paying bills
in receiving bills and in every way preparing for tomorrow when we will
all leave japan for our homes in america the literature in the japan-
ese language along with diaries some records and letters were brought

to the hawaiian mission there to be used among the japanese or to await

woodward A foreword included in the japanese mission quarterly
e7dqzt39reportsjReport 194919490 these are located in the church historians office

f

this was soon after a report of two japanese being killed in
america from mission diary june 23 1924 0

passing events improvement yraerabra august 1941924 p 1013

hilton A robertson interview july 19 1957

mission diary june 27 1924

bido august 6 19241924e

0 0
1

recorded in the mission diary at about the same time is an incident
which occurred while two elders and a lady missionary were riding a street
car in downtown tokyo they were impudently insulted by a japanese and

0
among his words were you must go back to your country or be killed

miss
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the day the japan mission would be active againoagaizo many records however

were brought to salt lake city and deposited in the library of the church
historian

hilton ao robertsonbobertsoug who had taken over the mission presidency in
july 1923g1923 and who directed the closing of the mission had the following
to say in generaleneralG conference after returning to america

e 0 we have had 137 baptisms1 in that length of time
twentythreetwenty yearsvearsthree some of the members have apostaacosta
tizedsized from the churchgchurchchurchy some of them have been cut off
and many of them have been indifferent to the message
which the missionaries have revealed to them the
missionaries were united in the feeling that the japan-
ese had had a fair chance of hearing the gospelospelG under
the limited number of elders which we had present the
first presidency felt that inasmuch as the people were
anxious in other parts of the worldgworldy that it might be
more feasible to withdraw the missionaries from that
land and take them to other parts where the people were
better prepared to receive the message of truth

hotnot all of those who have accepted the gospel have
gone back on it11 we have at least a dozen saints who
could be called suchsuche those people are very desirous
of continuing with the workworkovork their hearts are in it
just as yours and mine areareoabreo they want to see the work
proeresprogresprogress so they want to do all they possibly can but
you can realize as did the missionaries in that land
that the thousands of dollars which were being expended
could be better utilized in other lands and the mission-
aries must be withdrawn until that people is better pre-
pared to receive the gospelsgospelogospel I1 hope that some time in
the future the people of that land will prepare them-
selves to accept the gospel 0 2.2

that dozen saints mentioned by robert son were disappointed and un-

happy in seeing the missionaries leave japanjapanocapano T katsura a faithful and

active member whose home is in osaka saidsald he felt sad and lonely as
though he had lost a brother or sister and perhaps because he could not

then envision an improvement in circumstances did not believe that the
missionaries would ever come backbackobacke but3 katsura remained faithful through

the intervening years and rejoiced to see them return

perhaps a misprint records9 show
2robertson

166 baptismsbaptismsobaptis
Kobertsonrobertson

mso

address october 5 1924 conference reports 192219241922
ppeppap

1924
122125122

T

125

katsura to murray nichols september 8 195601956
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CHAPTER IX

EPILOGUE

were the story discontinued here the reader would not gain a true
perspective of the mission in capanojapanojapan the closing in 1924 was only the end

of an introductory phase and gives little indication of any further possi
b illieslilies at present the picture is quite different this last section
will briefly bridge the years between 192419551924195501924 1955o1955

the members alone
during september and october of 1924 fujikafujiya narakaraeara of tokyo met with

his fellow members of that city and in november they effected a mutual im-

provement associationassociationeassociations the group began publication of a pamphlet which

they named shuro the palm and which was to have ten issues a veareyear by

means of this organ the church officials in salt lake city were kept in-
formed of activities and conditions in japanjapanocapano

in february 1926 nareiferanara in tokyo tsuruichi katsura in osaka and
tamano kumagai in sapporo received letters from alma oo00 taylor inquiring as
to their needs and activitiesoactivities the membersmembersymemberrymem afterbersy receipt of these letters
and discussion of their contentsgcontentscontent forwardedsg a petition to taylor in june
1926 requesting the reopening of the mission

duringuring the summer of that year frankilnfranklinfranklifrankiinfrankil soon harrisS then president
of brigham young university 9 on a trip around the world stopped in japan
to attend the pan pacific conference on arts and sciencesosciencesScien heceso was author-
ized by the first presidency of the church to contact the members there
and to aid them in establishing mutual improvement associationsoassociationsAssociation this he

did in sapporoSap tokyoporo and osakaosakaoosawa

at the invitation of harris 9 a young man named takeo fujiwara went

to utah in 1927 to attend brigham young university he carried with him

greetings from his fellow church members to the authorities in salt lake

yorfor an account of fujiwara at brigham young university see the
improvementim eraeracbraorovement september 193391933 po 6546540
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city and their renewed request that the mission be reopenedoreopenedreo

in
penedo

december 1927 narakara was appointed presiding elder in japanojapancapano from

then until october 1933 9 just prior to leaving for manchuria he held this
position meeting occasionally with the members in tokyo and on at least
one occasion november 1928 making a trip to osaka to meet with members

thereotheretherdo also during this period maude may babcock of the university of

utah brought a group of students to japan july 1928 she contacted nara

and the members in tokyo held a party in her honor

fujiwara who returned to japan from the united states in september

1934 was appointed to succeed narakara as presiding elderoeldereider he made immediate

efforts to strengthen the remaining organization and revive interest by

holding a meeting in tokyo october 2 in sapporo october 14 and in osaka

november 30 fujiwarasFujiwara activities were halted however by sickness and

his untimely death the following year the meetings of the mutual improve-

ment associations gradually took on the form of cottage meetings and these
finally ceasedceasedeceasere

work in hawaii
As those few remaining organizations in japan weakened and died

efforts were being made to interest the japanese in hawaii to the gospel
messagedmessageomessagemess nearlyhearlyageo half the population of the islands at that time was japan-
ese or of japanese ancestry tsune nachiehaehieg who went there to live in
1923 and do temple work was active among her kinsmen she kept alive the
spirit of the japan mission both in teaching the gospel and in keeping con-

tact with the members in japanjapanocapano

the work in hawaii was organized under the hawaiian mission and was

done mostly among native people though some others had become interested
2including a few japaneseoJapan largelyeseo through the efforts of mrsmrsoarso nachie and

the information for the account to this point was taken from a
foreword to the first quarterly report of the japanese mission 194919490 this
was in turn taken mostly from a record kept by fujikafujiya aaraonaraonarasara

Eae2e wesley smithsmithp first japanese convert to the church tt improve-
ment erabrayra december 191919199 pa 17o170177 according to smithsmithy president of the
hawaiian mission the first japanese to enter the church was a mr toko
toko was born in tokyo in 18491849s migrated to hawaii at the age of seventeen
and married a native hawaiian in l89o1890187918991870 he joined the church in 1892 and
in 191991919 at the age of seventy was still a faithful membermemberemembered

ensign to calnecaine april 7 19041904 copybook A po 303 another early
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mam3imissionariesssionaries arrived to assist on october 210 by the end of 19381938s

fifteen more missionaries had arrived and among their number was chiye
terazawa the first of japanese ancestry to fill a full time missionmissiouomissio by

this time four districts had been opened in honolulu and work begun on the
3

islands of hawaii and kauaikauaiokakaio

the following sunday they attended sunday school in the mission
home at 1560 south beretaniberetaniaperetaniaberetiniBerBereier streetetanitania about thirtyfivethirty membersfive and investi-
gators were presentopresentcresentopre thesento meeting was conducted by elwood christiansen
also a returned missionary from japan the records of japanese members

were transferred from the stake to the new mission sacrament meetings

fast and testimony meetings and cottage meetings were begunbeguug and the first
2three

in january 1939 work was begun in maulomaulmaut that summer robertsonbertsonKo made

japanese member was a mroamro katsunumakatsuumaKatsu whouma was raised in utah and later moved
to hataliehawaliehawaii he graduated from both the brigham youndtoungyoung college and the agri-
cultural college at logan utah in 1904 he made a visit to japan and
called at the mission headquarters in tokyotokyoo

foreword to first quarterly report 9 1949 0

robertsonkobertsonKo reportrobertsonbertson of9 the mission president mission annual re
poltportdolt n 1937 pe 34603460460 the missionaries names were melvyn A weenig preston
do thomasothomaspthomasrhomas and roy W spearospear

bibid3ibid 19389WP P 3360

orpanizedani eedzed
H L

L christiansenchristiansenoChristian this group had increased to about
thirty members when heber jo grantrant and jo reuben clark of the first presi-
dency went to hawaii to organize the oahu stakestakooshakoo in 1935 the japanese
were organized as a separate unit in the stake under clissold first coun-

selor in the stake presidencyo
the need was seen however for more active and widespread organiza-

tion among the japanese people and early in 1937 the japanese mission was

reopened with headquarters in honoluluhonoluluoHonolu chosenluo to head the mission was

hilton ac robertson who as mission president in japan had directed the
closing in 192401924

on february 24 robertson arrived in honolulu with his wife and two

daughters
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a few japanese members who had joined the church at laie a sunday school
class was organized in the kalihi branch honolulu in june 1934g1934 under
the direction of castle ho murphy 5 mission president assisted by edward lo10

clissold and elwood lo10
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a visit to japan to contact the members while there he baptized eighteighty
mostly children in the families of older membersmembersomembertomem ofberso the labors in hawaii
robertson notednotedsnoseds work is most effective among the younger generation
whose thinking has undergone a transition and they are not satisfied with
the religious philosophy of their parents also the greatest handicap

is the lack of proper meeting facilitiesfacilitieso
robertson was succeeded by jay co jensen in august 1940 jensenJen be-

came

scien

ill and died in january 1943 and clissoldOlis tooksold over as acting presi
dentdento at this time because of the war 9 the elders were called home ser-
iously handicapping the mission but the work was carried on with the aid

32of local members 9 chief of whom was ko ikegami

clissold being at the time active in the navy was sent on a

mission to san francisco in april 1944 and while there made a trip to
salt lake city where he was officially set apart as president of the
mission in may however he was sent on duty outside hawaii and castle ho

murphy of the hawaiian mission took over management of the japanese mission

affairs until melvyn ao weenig arrived as mission president in february
1946

the worth of work among the japanese was amply demonstrated by the
mission in hawaii work was done largely among young people who were a
generation or more removed from the traditions of their fathers and were

thus more susceptible to changeehangeo they were and are faithful in their
attendance and activities and sincere in their investigations the writer
upon arriving in honolulu in 1948 enroute to japan worked for six weeks
among them he heard many of them bear fervent testimonies to the truth-
fulness of the le do so message 9 some who had been attending church meet-

ings as long as six and eight years but whose parents had never let them

join he thought then that japan certainly must be a wonderful place to
do missionary workwri otherork outsiders have had this same experience which

made a deep and lasting impression upon them peter nelsennelsonneisen hansenhanseup in the
united states army in the phillipinesphilliplphillipaPhilli atpinestinespl theonesines beginning of world war II1111

was captured and remained a prisoner of the japanese for nearly four vearsyearsveers 0

libidolibiddbid 193919399 poP 3040
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duringdaring that time the suffering experienced by american prisoners was in-
describably severe yet hansen almost immediately after the war went to

fill a full missionary term in the central pacific mission and later didaid the
same in japan said he tt1 have no hate in my heart toward the japanese
my desire is to help them I1 want to lift them up to the heights I1 found

in that little japanese sunday school I1 visited in hawaii before the warwarewarswanvan 11

reopening of the mission in jadanjapan

clissoldcllssoldclissolds duties took him to japan with the occupation forces in
september 1945 at that time he placed a notice in the papers inviting all
the members in the area to visit him at his quarters in the dal ichi hotel
in tokyo several saw the notice and came other contacts were made by

nisei 7 members from the islands who were also in the occupation forces
they called upon the japanese members and invited them to attend meetings

3held by the servicemen

back in the mission in hawaii the name of which had now been changed

from the japanese mission to the central pacific mission in expectation of

renewing the work in japan proper missionaries and officials alike were

looking forward with great anticipation to that day at the end of 1946

weenig expressed a need for more missionaries and stated we have great
aspirations to fulfill the destiny of the central pacific mission here in

4
the islands and prepare ourselves to establish a mission in japan M the
destiny of which he spoke was stated by J reuben clark more than ten years
before during the organization of the oahu stake in speaking to the few

japanese members and investigators he said that hawaii would be the spear-
head of the church in the pacific and from it the gospel would be preached
to the whole pacific basin 05

in the spring of 1947 weenig and clissold were requested to go to
japan to make a survey with the idea in mind of reopening the missionmis

wendell

slongsiong

J ashton A spirit of love the instructor april 1947
P 1751759

2denotes americans of japanese ancestry
3 foreword to first quarterly report 1949
4

melvyn A weenig report of mission president w mission annual
reportsre 1946ports p 97997
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letters were sent to the war department in washington D C for permis-
sion to enter the country but such a permit was refused on the grounds

that the church had not been active in japan immediately prior to the war

there was a provision however for sending one representative missionary
in such casescasesocaneso subsequently clissold was appointed president of the japan-
ese mission in october 1941947 and given permission to apply for entry

upon receiving permission from the war department to enter japan
clissold proceeded on his mission and arrived in tokyo in march 1948 he

immediately began a search for quarters which would house missionary oper-

ations but this proved a very difficult tasktaskotaske tokyo had so recently been

the victim of terrific bombings together with the confiscation of much of

her real estate for the use of the occupation that there seemed nothing
to be found after several days of searching all over tokyo without re-
sults he went to visit a former acquaintance who assured him that he

faced a difficult task he was however able to find and obtain with
some complicated negotiating a substantial structure which had been
bombed and burned outooutauto he engaged japanese contracting firms to completely
renovate the building and grounds the last work was done very signifysignifi

2cantly on thanksgiving day november 25

among the servicemen and civilians of the japanese occupation were

hundreds of members of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

they did a tremendous missionary labor both among the japanese and in
their own ranksranksorankko their activities and accomplishments merit attention and

study far beyond the scope of this present workworko encouraged by the ser-
vicemen and with the hope that the mission might be reopened in the not
too distant future fujimafujiyarujiya yarakaranarayera and his wife who was not yet a member

opened a sunday school in their tworoomtwo apartmentroom later because so

many childrenchildr came they divided the group and held two meetings at differ-
ent times one of these was continued even after a mission sunday school
was organizedorganzedorgan

bidoibidthid

zed

2see appendix 8G for a detailed account of the purchase of the first
mission property by edward lo10 clissolde
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amidbmid growth

the fourteen missionaries in japan have been thrilled from the day

of their arrival with the reception extended to them and the response to
2their message

104

misslonarlesmisslomrles
the first missionaries to follow clissold and who arrived in the

mission home in june were paul C andrus now president of the mission f
H ted and raymond price brothers wayne mcdaniel and konjikoojlkooji okauchi

these with the exception of okauchi had all been doing missionary work

for some time in the hawaiian islands while preparations were being made

for their entrance into japan the next seven missionaries were all of
japanese descent six being from the islands and one from canada here
already were fruits from the japanese mission in hawaii established a

little more than ten years and the beginning of a fulfillment of the pre-

diction made by clark in 1935 though at first their language was not
perfect and they too had things to learn about the old country they 9
vrewerewrevere able shortly to communicate freely and carry on active missionary
workvorkworke they gave the mission a tremendous boost from the start in contrast
to the opening of the mission in 1901 these first seven nisei missionar-
ies were tomiko shirota bessie okimoto kenji akagi jeanne iwaasaiwamasa from

canada elyoshi11yoshi yoshiiyoshllyosell kojin goyagova and kimiaki sakata
in the years that followed many more missionaries were called from

hawaii and in addition to hiselniseinisel came those of chinese korean hawaiian
portuguese and other extractions truly representative of the islands also
missionaries from the american mainland continued to arrive periodically in
the mission until a peak of eightyseveneighty wasseven reached in 1950 this number

declined after the beginning of hostilities in korea but after the war

gradually built up again to a similar number by the time the area was in-
cluded in the northern yartarpar east mission in 1955

ba pld

wrote clissold eight months after the mission had been
reopened he went on to tell of the first baptisms one month after his

see page 102

edwrrdedwardedvard L clissold mission head reports japanese mission bap-
tisms deseret news december 15 1948 church section p 80
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yujifujilvalyaova naraharaeara and his wife in october two missionaries

yorfor an account of motoko karatskaras sunday school work prior to the re-
opening of the mission see the instructorInstruct decemberdecembers 195019501 back covercoverebovere

22clissoldclissold opopcitoacito
matthew cowley address sept 30 1949 conference reports 1948-

1949
1948-

19499
1248-

1949
1248-

19499 pop ago460
4see appendix C for a breakdown of baptisms by years e

rtsarts
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arrival glissoldclissoldolisGlisolls himselfsold baptized motoko narahara wife of fujinafujiyafu4iya karanara and

miyoshi satogbatog who had been taught the gospel by members among the occup-
ation forcesoforcesforcest

contacts at meetings multiplied and great interest was shown the
missionaries 9 hopeful that those desiring baptism might make their wishes
known announced that the new font would be ready novembervemberHo first and a
baptismal service would be held on the sixthosixthsixthor subsequently nine candidates
were prepared for baptism on that davedayedayaavodaj two of them were sons of old mem

2bers and one y matsuko matsumotomatsumotogMatsumo wastOg a contact from the old mission As

a young girl she had worked in the mission home and had been taught the
gospelgosdos butloell her parents had refused to let her join the church at last
her opportunity cameocamecaneocane

after the end of world war II11 the missionaries found a humbler

people a people more ready to listen to their teachings and many came to

hear themothem matthew cowley of the quorum of twelve 9 after a tour of the
mission in july 1949 estimated that 29002700 people had attended meetings

held in the various branches by the twentyseventwenty missionariesseven and it
would be the samesaune he said if the mission had 300 missionaries most

of the old problems still had to be faced many came out of curiosity
many to hear english or to gain some other advantagesadvantage but baptisms multi-
plied and by the time the mission was divided in 1955 it had a membership

4
of close to a thousandothousandthousandsthou Assandosanao in hawaii itlti was seen that the greatest
amount of good was accomplished among the younger people who were not yet
set in religious traditions and were looking for new religious ideas which

they hoped would offer them greater spiritual dividendsodividendsdividend
of great help in reactivating the mission were old members 9 about

fifty of whom were located throughout the countryocountrycoun thetryo nucleus of the
first sunday school in tokyo 9 at ogikubo0gikuboOgi organizedkubo in april was the
group being taught by fujikafujiya

9
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were sent to nagoya and a sunday school was begun in narumiharumi aided by tatsui
sato the following january missionaries were sent to takasaki and osaka
and were aided in each case by old members soon work was begun in sapporo

under like circumstances
the first missionaries to return took back with them all the liter-

ature which had been sent to hawaii when the mission was closed in 1924

this consisted mostly of a supply of the book of mormon and the articles
of faith which was soon exhausted two more editions of the book of mor

mon have been made and a revision is underway in order to bring the writ-
ten language more up to date this will be off the press shortly aldad will
be closely followed by first editions of the doctrine and covenants and
pearl of great price numerous tracts have been printed as well as new

editions of previously translated books

when the mission was divided in july 1955 and japan proper became

part of the northern farparyar east mission there were twentyseventwenty activeseven

branches three of which were being presided over by native members all
of these branches had building funds and eight owned buildings other
property has been purchased since twentyninetwenty nativenine members had filled
or were filling fullfuli timetine missions attendance at meetings during one

month was as follows

sacrament meeting 042

relief society 391

priesthood 259

mutual improvement association 198019980

sunday 4919school
primary 134819348

recent reports
matthew cowley speaking at conference in salt lake city october

1949 after his tour of japan the summer before stated

in japan we have one of the greatest opportunities for
missionary service I1 have ever heard of or read of in
the history of the church

fulltimefalltime

befbea oreoce

we have a marvelous
opportunity there the people will join the church

sato was a new convert baptized by servicemen in 1946
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2vinalavinalvinalvinai & mauss report of mission president

10

there if we give them the missionaries they want to
know the gospel

at the close of 1951 vinal go mauss then mission president re
portedportedsportends

there has been a splendid response from the me-
mbers in living the principles of the gospelgospelogospels it has
been most gratifying to see them change their ways and
customs in keeping the sabbath day holy and attending
their church services 0 there have been several reports
where young members have been instrumental in getting
their parents to stop the ageoldage customold of drinking
tea in the homeohomehimeo 0 0 with the expected peace treaty
coming into effect it is generally felt there will nat-
urally be considerable adjusting and a period of level-
ing off which may bring some difficultiesodifficultiesdifficult theiesoleso past
year has been a prosperous year for japan as a whole
and we have noticed it in the attitude of the people
there has developed that spirit of indifference which
always seems to come when there is an abundance of
material things

here a slight negative tone may be detected immediately after the
war the japanese were a very humbled nation and as such were in a condition
to be taught 0 with their recovery came back a greater degree of national
pride and independence heightened somewhat when a peace treaty was signed

with the united states in 1951191 initial interested contacts were a little
more difficult for the missionaries to make but there were no serious con-

sequences

reporting at the end of 195219529 mauss indicated that the response by

members in living gospel teachings was encouragingeneouraginge average attendance at
sacrament meeting was above 50 per centgcenta and 75 per cent of the priesthood
members were active in visiting nearly 200 homes of young members whose

parents were almost all of shinto or buddhist beliefs these parents felt
that their children were benefittedbene infitted only three homes did parents ex

press regret in permitting their child to join the churchchurchocharcho during the
year eleven full time local missionaries responded to mission calls the

cowley OT

mission annual
reportsre 19511951sdortsnorts po 28102819
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yarfar easteastoyast
this fact was emphasized by the visit of president and
sister joseph fielding smith in july and august of this
yearoyearbearo during their visit the boundaries of this mission
were expanded to included korea and the ryukyu islands
and the name was changed to the yartarparfar eastern mission
president smith dedicated the land of korea for the N
preaching of the gospel on august ay2y 1955 he alsodosgos

lytilationeong

first in the missionomissionmissionemiss theyiono were given financial aid from servicemensservicemen s

donationsdonationsodonation
the following is from the annual report for 19550

the church is making good progress in the ar

dedicated the land of okinawa e 0 on august 14114 1955
the growth and progress of the church in japan seems
striking indeed as I1 return after an absence of five
years and compare our position now with our position
at that timeotime although the number of branches is
approximately the same 9 they are organized and func-
tioning much more completely there are more good
leaders serving in the branches the church owns more
property and the meeting places in general have im-
proved our members generally have grown stronger in
faith and in works as their experience has increased
and their testimonies have congealedocongealedconge thealedo japanese
economy has made very good progress in the last five
years and the goods and services available to the mission-
aries have grown in number and improved in quality accord
inglysinglyoinglyangly the present position of the church in japan seems
all the more marvelous when I1 recall that not quite eight
years have elapsed since president edward lo10 clissold and
subsequently the missionaries arrived back in japan to
reopen the workowork 0 0 0

1I am not only greatly impressed with the progress
of the church since the reopening of the japanese mission
but I1 am also convinced that the opportunities for prose
latinglyting in japan korea and okinawa are rich and ripeoriperineo I1
hope to be able to send our first missionaries to korea
and okinawa within six months at the most the number of
missionaries that we are able to place in the field in
this mission now while the opportunities are so great will
have a direct bearing on the continued growth of the church
in korea and okinawao plans are underway to increase local
missionary activity throughout the mission and such activ-
ities should produce good results nevertheless 9 there
is a crying need for many more than the eightyfoureighty mission-
aries

four
now attempting to carry the gospel to the one hundred

1bid0ibidoebido 10
195201952
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eleven million people located in the northern far east
missionmissione

A destiny for japan
japan has been a leader in many things among the nations of the

yarparfar easteeastmastebast now she has become a stepping stone for the gospel of jesus
christ as taught by the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday to be

taken to her surrounding neighbors As this becomes a reality one may

read with significance the words of charles W penrose of the quorum of
the twelve uttered in 190219020 0

43

heber jo grant and his associates through gods
assistance have been successful in opening up the work
in the japanese empire and persons have been brought
to a knowledge of the truth and others are inquiring
we shall find I1 believe with all my heart that the
opening of the japanese mission will prove the key to
the entrance of the gospel to the orientoorient we will findind
that an influence will go out from japan into other
oriental nationsonationsnation the ice has been broken and the
barriers will be removed from the way and the gospel
will spread into other eastern nations 2

paul co andrus report of mission president yu mission annual
reports 1955

Q

chariescharlesoharles wo penrose address april 6 1902 conference reports
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SOME LATE statistics ON THE yarFARPAR EASTERN MISSIONS

since 1948 the farparyar eastern missions have had increasing success

with the year 1957 crowning all others the following information is quoted

from an article written by president paul 0 andrus of the northern far
east mission which was published in the february 1958 issue of the
missionary messenger 11V a mission publication

1957 was by far the most successful year in the
history of the mission in proselyting results 588
local converts 2 local children of record and 48 ameri-
cans in the armed forces were baptized making a total of
638 baptisms performed during the year of the 588 local
converts 447 were baptized in japan 101 in korea and 40
in okinawa

1957 was a very significant year in the field of
church literature and publications in japanese for the
first time in history all four of the standard works of
the church became available in the japanese language
8000 copies of the new translation of the book of mormon
were delivered to mission headquarters in june brother
tatsui sato has labored diligently since 1949 on translating
the standard works into japanese in december 3000 copies
of the doctrine & covenantscovenant pearipearl of great price were de-
livered and 2000 copies of a top quality leather bound
triple combination have also been delivered to the head-
quarters

there are approximately 1500 members of the
church with the american forces but only 133 of this
number have had their membership records transferred to this
mission not counting the members who are with the american
armed forces at the end of 1957 there were 1678 members in

a

spearl

0 0

excellent progress was made in raising building funds
during 1957 As of december 31 1957 the total of all the
building funds in the mission was 12128000y12128000 360 yen equal
one dollar J of this amount 551400095514000 was raised during
1957 of this total the local branches raised 4476000y41476000 and
the members of the church in the armed forces contributed
1038000y1038000 also during the year land was purchased by the

church in asahigawaAsah tokyoigawa south takasaki and seoul central
branches the church now owns land in 17 branches plus the
mission headquarters it is hoped that a good chapel can be
constructed in each branch during the next few years

total membership in this mission stood at 2035 at the
end of 1957 of this number 1902 are japanese koreans and
oklnawansokinawansOkinawa while 133 are in the yarfarpar east with the american
forces

s
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theselthesejcthesej local missionaries

I1inln the mission by way of compari-
son there were 57 priesthood ordinatiordinationsorbinati performed in 1956
and 26 priesthood ordinations performed in 1955 during 1958
it is planned to organize the priesthood into quorums for the
first time in the history of this mission

the statistics concerning marriage are also very inter-
esting A total of 50 members of the church were married
during 19571957s 17 male members and 33 female members of the
17 male members who married during the year 16 married me-
mbers of the church and only 1 married a nonmembernon ofmember the
33 female members who married during the year 18 2 married
members from outside this mission married members and 15
married non members

As the above statistics indicate 1957 was a year of
comparatively great growth and progress for the church in this
mission indications are that 1958 will be even more success-
ful

these comments and observationssare quoted dctaa

japan 17616 members in korea and 48 members in okinawa the
number of missionaries rose from 95 at the end of 1956 to
106 at the end of 1957 97 missionaries are from america or
hawaii and 9 are local fulltimefull missionariestime from branches
in japan

in japan as of december 31 1957 there were
1026 female members compared to 652 male members

during 1957
there were 107 men ordained to the office of deacon 44 to
the office of teacher 31 to the office of priest and 18 to
the office of elder for a total of 200 priesthood ordinations
performed during the year

a ietterletter from presi-
dent andrus dated march 8 1958

one statistic not included in my article is the total number
of local missionaries who have served since the reopening of
the mission to date including the 8 local japanese members
who are now serving as missionaries there have been a total
of 40 local missionaries of this total all were japanese
except one korean young man

0 a

more women have joined the church than have men and of
the 1902 local members 1101 58 are women while 801 42
are menemen 9

10 0 this
general tendency is also evidently true on okinawa where there
are now 34 71 female members and 14 29 male members how-
ever it is interesting to note that in korea far more men
join the church than do women and as of december 31 1957 there
were 135 770 male members as compared to 41 23 female me-
mbers

77
0 10

excellent priesthood growth took place throughout the
mission in 1957 and at the end of the year there were 371
local priesthood holders in the mission 64 elders 82
priests 67 teachers and 158 deacons
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break down to an even twenty elders and twenty sisters

it seems to me that the lord has set his hand to establish
his church very strongly in the par east in the next few years
there are 90 million japanese 25 million koreans and 1 million
Okinawaokinawans within the borders of this mission and as a general
rule they are friendly and receptive to our missionaries in
my opinion this constitutes one of the greatest if not the
greatest proselyting opportunities that has ever existed for
the restored church anywhere at any time results in 1957
were unprecedentedun andnrecedentedprecedented compared to the past years somewhat
amazing nevertheless I1 feel that the surface has only been
scratched in order to take advantage of this opportunity it
seems to me our greatest needs are 1 1 more missionaries and

2 adequate facilities the progress which the church can
make now and in the years in the immediate future appears to
be limited only by the ability of the church to supply mission-
aries and provide adequate facilities

another strong indication that the lord has set his hand
to establish his church in the far east Is found in the truly
remarkable progress being made in the southern yartarfar east
mission according to the monthly mission progress report
for december which just arrived in my office from salt lake
there were an average of 48 missionaries in the southern far
east mission during 1957 there were 521 converts baptized
during the year and 146 of these converts were baptized dur-
ing the month of december this makes an average of 10.9109
converts baptized per missionary during the year and places
the southern farpar east mission in first place among the 45
missions of the church in converts baptized per missionary
during the year

by comparison in the northern yarfarpar east mission there
were an average of 98 missionaries during the year with a
total of 588 local converts baptized for an average of 6.060
converts baptized per missionary during the year this places
this mission in 9thath place among the 45 missionsmiss
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APPENDIX A

part I1

ADDRESS TO THE GREAT kidAIDANDked progressive NATnae I1 OH OF JAPAN

in company with my associates sent to you from the headquarters of
the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday in salt lake city utah
as an apostle and minister of the most high god I1 salute you and invite
you to consider the important message which we bearbearo vewe do not come to
you for the purpose of trying to deprive you of any truth in which you
believe or any lihtlight that you have been privileged to enjoy we bring to
you greater light more truth and advanced knowledge which we offer you
freelyofreelyfreelyn we recognize you as the children of our common father the
creator of the universeuniverscouniv theersco spirit of man the intelligent ego is the
offspring of god therefore men and women of all races and kindreds and
tribes and tongues on the face of the earth are brothers and sisters 0 it
is 9 thengthentheno in the spirit of fraternity that we approach you desiring your
welfare now and hereafterohereafter our mission is one of dutyodutyautyo vewe have been com-
manded of god to proclaim his word and will to the worldoworldworldon it isls by his
divine authority that we act 9 and not in our name or for personal endsoendsencso
vewe entreat you to listen to our wordsowordsw

there have been in all ages some men inspired by the almighty for
the benefit of their own race and nationnatiouo the light they brought inaymay be
likened to the stars in the firmament 0 it was adapted to the times and
conditions when they appearedadpearedo they all looked forward to a period when
greater light and higher truth should be manifestmanifesto we declare to you
that this greater revelation has come and we have been commissioned from
on high to expound it to youoyouvoucouo the power and might and progress of nations
that are called christian proclaim the fact that there is something in
their faith which is grand and potent for goodogood but the division and con-
tention existing among the various sects into which they are separated
give proof that there is something among them that is wrongwrongs and which
tends to strife instead of union to war instead of peaceopeacepeacem the truth is
that jesus of nazerethhazerethitazerethiraHaITadra introducedzereth to the world the divine religion in-
tended to unite all mankind as one family and redeem the earth from evilo
error has crept in among his professed disciples and darkness has come
over the face of the worldyworldg and the pure light of heaven has been obscuredobscuredeobscure

the great eternal god in his infinite mercy has restored that
faith introduced by his son jesus christ who has reappeared and once
more organized his church on the earth and conferred authority upon his
chosen servants to proclaim the christian faith in all its early simplic-
ity attended by the same authority and poweropowerpoverpogero this is preparatory to
the consummation of all things 9 spoken of by the seers and sages and
poets and prophets of all the centuries from the beginning of timetimcotimeo the
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great eternal godsodood has spoken out of the heavens and opened up communic-
ation between him and his people he commands his children in every country
of every class and creed and position and color to turn from their evil
ways repent of their sins and approach to him in spirit also to be bap-
tized by immersion in water by one holding the authority from him for the
remission of their sins 9 with the promise that by the laying on of hands
of his deputed messenger the holy ghost shall be bestowed upon all persons
who thus obey his wordowordbordo this will constitute a new birth and open the
door of the kingdom of heaven to every obedient soulosoulsouiboulo

by his authority we turn the divine key which opens the kingdom of
heaven to the inhabitants of capanojapanojapan we say to them alig come to the
light which has been shed forth from the sun of righteousnessorighteousnessRighteous wenesSo offer
you blessings that are beyond priceopricepricco they are not of man nor do they
come by the power of man but they are from heaven where the true and
living god dwells and rules in majesty and gloriogloryoglory that which your
ancestors received which was good and which leads to do good was but as
the glimmering of the twilightytwilightotwilight we bring to you the truth in all its
effulgence direct from the great luminary of the dayoday gomecome to the
light and the truthgtruthtrutha and walk in the one way that leads to the divine
and eternal presenpresence then shall your souls be filled with peace and
love and joy 5 and you shall learn how to unite with the great and pure
of all nations and tribes 9 for the establishment of the grand empire of
righteousness on earth and hereafter you shall dwell with the just and
the redeemed in the immediate presence of our eternal father and your
glory and dominion shall be celestial and everlastingeeverlastingsever

your

lastinge

servant for christs sake

heber jo grant

part II11

OUTLINE OF A PRAYMPRAYER MEETING HELD IN THE WOODS NEAR YOKOHAMA SUNDAY

SEPTEMBERSEPTEMER lst9ist 19019 BY APOSTLE HEBER jo GRANT AND HIS COMPANION mission-
aries ELDERS LOUIS ao EELSCHKELSCH HORACE so ENSIGN AND ALMA oo00 TAYLOR

this being fast day we ate no breakfast but went out into the
woods about eleven oclock to hold a prayer meetingmeetingomeetingsmee aftertingo about a twenty
minutes walk from our rooms 9 we came to a secluded spot in a small grove
situated on the south slope of one of the rolling hills lying to the south
of yokohama and about midwaymid betweenway the foreign residences on the bluff
and the bayo
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broebro grant offered the
opening prayer which was followed with another prayer by broobrobrog kelschokelschkeisch
sang nowmowwow let us rejoice in the day of salvation M after which broobro ensign
continued in prayer and without changing from our kneeling position our
supplication was continued myself being mouth the principal features
of our prayers were expressions of thanksgiving and praise to god invo-
cations for strength to perform the duties that rested upon us as mission-
aries

ilg116

sitting down in a circle on the ground we opened our meeting by
singinggsin wegingg thank thee oh god for a prophet 0sinesing ing

n this land and also that the spirit of god would rest upon apostle
grant to the extent that he would be able to offer up an acceptable dedi-
catory prayer for the main object of our going into the woods was to
dedicate this land unto the lord for the proclamation of the gospel
after the four prayers had been offered upupyapy we sanggsang come come ye
saintsosaintssaintlo we again knelt in a circle and broobro grant offered up the dedica-
tory prayersprayeroprayerpraver

his tongue was loosed and the spirit rested mightily upon him so
much so that we felt the angels of god were near for our hearts burned
within us as the words fell from his lipslipse 1I never experienced such a
peaceful influence or heard such a powerful prayer beforebeforeo every word
penetrated into my very bones and I1 could have wept for jovojoyojoyjov the follow-
ing Is an outline of the prayer as I1 remember itoits

a an appeal unto the lord to hear the words that would be utter-
ed

b an expression of thanks for the preservation of our lives for
the testimony of the gospel which we had in our heartsheartso andamdaad for the great
blessing of being considered worthy in the eyes of the prophet of the lord
to go as messengers of life and salvation unto a people who had never
heard the gospel

c an entreaty for the forgiveness of our sins
d dedication of the land for the proclamation of the truth and

for the bringing to pass of the purposes of the lord concerning the gath-
ering of israel and the establishment of righteousness upon the earthoearth

e by the power of the priesthood and in the name of jesusy satan
was commanded to release his hold upon the minds of the people and rebuked
in his efforts to overcome the work of the lord in this landoland

f words of praise unto god for preserving the people of japan
from the power of the great and abominable churchchurchy and that he had blessed
them with sufficient knowledge to see the shallowness of the man made
christianity which was sought to be introduced among themthenuchenu

g petitioned the lord to touch the hearts of the people that
they might know that we were men of virtue honor and devotion and that
we had come among them to do them good that their minds might be directed
into channels of religious thought and their hearts prepared to recognize
the truth when it was declared unto them being even as sheepgsheepsheepy quick to
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recognize the voice of the shepherdoshepherdsshephe

h

rdo

thanks for the talents with which we had been blessed and a
dedication of them to the work of the lordolord

i1 A request that we be endowed with every qualification needed
in opening up this mission

j A prayer for the church and the priesthoodpriesthoodsPriest
k

hoods

A personal mention of thetle goodness of the lord in preserving
the life of apostle grant during the severe attack of sickness which he
had some years ago been called uponuron to pass through when he was given
up to die by nearly all his friendfriendsofriendsfriendson he felt that the lord had restored
him to come upon this missionomissionemiss

1 1

iono

thanks for the companions which he had for the integrity of
bro keischkelsch who had been in the mission field for the past ten years 9 but
was willing to come to this land and continue his labors for the salvation
of souls for the ready heart of brobroo ensign in responding cheerfully to
the call to go out and preach the gospel in spite of the fact that he had
but lately returned from a mission to colorado and for his youthful com-
panion even alma who in spite of his youth had been favored of the lord
with much intelligence and knowledge and a love for the truth which
caused him to accept joyfully the call to come to this land and devote
himself to the spread of truthotruth he asked his heavenly father to continue
in blessing me with further knowledge and power to use the same in right-
eousness 9 that I1 might become as alma of old full of the spirit and
powerful in the vordword of godogod

m words of gratitude for the love that we had for each other
and the unity which existed among uso

cn A request that the three nephites3stephitesyepNep wouldhites visit us and assist
us in our workowork

o0 spoke of the righteousness of lehi and of the great faith of
nephi in doing whatsoever the lord commanded himohim also spoke of those 9

who because of iniquity had been cut off from among the nephitesNep andhites
cursedcuricurt withaled3led a dark skin like unto the lamanitesLama theirnites brethren and said
we felt that throughroughthethl the lineage of those rebellious nephitesNep whohites joined
with the lamaniteslama thatnites the blood of lehllehi and nephi had been transmitted
unto the people of this land many of whom have the features and manners
of the american inidansoinidansIni askeddansodans the lord that if this were true that he
would not forget the integrity of his servants lehi and nephi and would
verify the promises made unto them concerning their descendants in the
last days upon this people for we felt that they were a worthy nationonationnations

after this dedicatory prayer had been offered up we sang the
timeelmeeime is yarfarpar spentospentshento following this broobro grant read the prayer offered
by postleapostlepostieIL orson hyde when upon the mtoato of olives dedicating the land
of palestine for the gathering and future home of the jewsjewsedewse broobro grant
brobrocbroo kelsch broobro ensign and myself spoke in the order named
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expressing the feelings of our hearts and telling of our love for each other
and our earnest desires and determination to labor with all the zeal which
we possessed for the success of the work of the lord in this landoland we then
sang 0 my fatherafatheropatherbather wu before dismissing we considered the advisability of
separating into twos and going into the interior of the countryocountrycouncoan wetryo all
seemed favorable to this movementomovementmovementsmove closingmento song god moves in a myster-
ious way 110 benediction was offered by brobroo ensignsensignoensign

this account was written by alma 0 taylor
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retirirejirienggongg presopres ensign bayedlayed his hands
upon me and set me apart to the work of translation
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APMDIXAPPENDIX B

THE HISTORY OF THE JAPANESE translation

OF THE BOOK OFor MORMON

alma oo00 taylorsTaylor personal account

on monday afternoon january 11 190491904 the second of a series of
priesthood meetings was held at mission headquarters 9 16 kasumigaoka
machi yotsuya tokyo presopres horace so ensign presidedopresidedpres allidedo the elders in
the mission were presentopresentcresentopre thesento principal subject discussed at this meeting
was the necessity for the preparation of another tractotracttracito after this sub-
ject had been disposed of prespreso ensign said that the time had come to be-
gin work on the translation of the book of mormonomormonmormino he asked all the
elders to devote their spare moments to this labor translating any part
of the booklook they desired and instructed them to preserve their translatranslay
tionsotionslionsoeions these translations he stated could be gathered together later
and be compared revised and finally made into a complete translation of
the wholeowholewhoiewholer

for several months I1 had fasted often and prayed much in the hope
that godG wouldod hasten the time and prepare the way for the translation of
this scripture so presopres ensigns remarks filled my heart with joy even
unto tears 0 my mind was immediately settled to find as much time as possi-
ble for the work on the translation

wednesday january 13th I1 went to my field in chiba citycityooltycilyo but it
being my duty to be in tokyo every sunday 9 I1 returned to headquarters sat-
urday night 0 the next monday I1 went back to my field and that night 9 being
alone in a little six mat room in the rear part of the makinoyamakintoyaMaki hotelnoya as
I1 sat crossleggedcross uponlegged a zabutonzabulon on the grassmatgrass floormat with a low native
table before me I1 made my first effort at the translation of the book of
mormonmormonomormino I1 began at the first of the title page believing that to start
at the very beginning was the proper courseocoursecoursed

on saturday july 16thl6thlath 1904104 in the forenoon a council meeting was
held at headquarters tokyo presided over by presopres ensignenslgho all the elders
in the mission took partopartperto A report of the work done by the elders since
january was eivenogivenogiven this report showed clearly that the first plan for the
translation of the book of mormon was not going to succeed so prespreso ensign
assigned the entire labor to me and instructed me to make itlt my principal
duty until the translation be accomplished or I1 released from the workowork

the following day just before retiring 9
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my fieldleid of labor had already been changed from chiba city to tokyo
and I1 was now located at headquartersheadquartersoHeadquarter I1 entered upon the translation work
with a vimrim and made good headway considering my weakness in the language
this practically marks the real beginning of the translation as I1 had only
done a few pages since january 18th and did these over again at this time

the release of presopres ensign and my appointment to succeed him in
directing the mission marked the beginning of hinderanceshinde torances the work of
translation as the duties of president called me often from my studiesstudiesestu
some

diese
of these calls kept me otherwise employed for fifteen twenty 9 thirty

or more days at a timetimco I1 took charge of the mission july 4thath 190501905

yotsotnot being skilled in the use of the characterscharactersycharac I1tersy considered it a
saving of time to make the first draft in roman lettersolettersletterioletiet beforeterso copying
any part of this into the characters I1 always went carefully over it
making all the changes I1 thought necessary 0 much time was required to
make this copy andganda after becoming president 9 I1 found that I1 needed all
the time possible for the translation alone so on july 30th 190591905 1I
called elder fredpred aoA cainecalneotine to assist me in the translation work and gave
him the job of copying my translation from roman letters into chinese
charactersocharacterscharac japaneseterso characters are adopted from chinese so it is
common to call them chinese charactersocharacterscharac histerso copy was always carefully
read and compared with the original elder caine reading the characters
while I1 followed the romanjiromandi romanjiromandiRo meansmanji roman letters manuscriptmanuscriptemanuscripts

at 9030930 AMlomo march 21st921stp 19061906 just one year and nine months from
the earnest beginning p I1 finished the translationtranslationctranslations by may 12th elder calnecaine
completed copying my manuscript and on may 30th the proof reading of his
copy was completedocompletedcomplecompie

promfrom

tedo

march 21st to may l4th14thlath 1906 1I took a restorest during this time
however I1 was always studying the condition of the translation and plan-
ning for the future I1 took a trip to hokkaido visiting the sendal and
sapporo mission fieldsofieldsfieldsa

I1 had not been in japan quite three years when the work of transla-
tion was entrusted to memeo the weakness of my early efforts 9 therefore
can easily be imaginedoimaginedimagine in one year and nine months my progress in the
language had been greatly assisted by the study the translation required
so that the merits of the first part of the translation were fewer and in-
ferior to those of the last partparto this condition determined me to revise
the translationotranslationtranslations the revision started on the evening of may l4thg14th 1906019m

the work of revision lasted almost without interruption till
december 6thath 190o19001907 in view of the time it took and the amount of labor
it required it would be more proper to call it a new translationtranslationotranslations indeed
a glance at the manuscripts shows that very little of the original transla-
tion remained the revision was made in the following manners first0 I1
read the translation itself and studied it from the standpoint of the
languagelanguagoolangu afterageoagOo making all the changes I1 considered necessary I1 compared
it with the english to see if I1 had violated the original meaning in any
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of the ehangesochangeschanehan thisgeso comparison often made further changes necessaryonecessarynecessar
after

yo
making these I1 again read the translation to judge of its smooth

nessnesso this reading finished my part of the work and the manuscript was
turned over to another to be copied as correctedocorrectedcorrect

those

edo

who acted as scribes IAill making this copy weres brobroo0 Yasubeyasubeie
chiba and messers hachiro mori he vswasvas baptized while engaged in this work
and takeshiro sakurabasakarabaosakuradaSakuSakarsawar broobrorabaabao chiba copied from the title page to the end
of 1st nephi th7thath chapter and at another time from 2nd nephisephigsephia 27th chap
terterytem to end of mosiah 1stist chapter still at another time he copied mosiah
4th 5th25th and 6th26th chapterschaptersochap mroamroterso mori copied from 1stist nephi 8thath chapter

to 2nd nephi 26th chapter and then from mosiah 27th chapter to end of
ether 9thath chapterschapterochapterchap mromramrotero sakurabasakuradaSaku copiedraba from mosiah 2nd to mosiah 23rd
chapter and then from ether loth chapter to the end of the bookobook mroamro

sakuradasakurabaSaku finishedraba the copy january 27th 190801908 the entire copy was care-
fully proof read by elder calnecaine and meome

the reason for making this copy is that my corrections and changes
of theoheahe first translation left the manuscript in almost an unreadable condi
tiontioiiotiofio in such a state it would have been impossible to get it reviewed and
criticized by a native scholar which it was my intention to doo

another very important part of this revision was the part performed
by elder calnecaineocainecainen on wednesday june 6thath 1906lo6p he was appointed to care-
fully read my work and compare it with the englishengiEngl thisisho reading and co-
mparison brought forth many valuable suggestions and discovered the omis-
sions I1T had unintentionally madeomadenadeo its good fruits proved its necessityonecessity
riderelder calnecaine completed this reading and comparison january 313 190801908 and
on thursday march 5thath 1908 while visiting the elders at kofu I1 finished
taking note of his suggestionsuggestionso

the translation now stood ready for its final criticism by some
native scholar this criticism was absolutely necessary for my japanese
was all too imperfect to produce a translation worthy of the approval and
respectful consideration of the publicopublic

here it may be proper to state that my writings have all been in
what is called gembunitchigembunitchiu which means a mixture of the colloquial and
the written stylesostylesstyless this being nearer the form of every day speech 9 I1 had
decided that for general interpretation by all classes gembunitchilgembunitchi was
the proper style for the book of mormon translationotranslationtranslations sorhornor was this decision
nademade without investigation consultation and earnest reflectionoreflectionreflectionsreflect I1ionolono sought
to adopt the style best calculated to serve the purposes of the lordolord and
again gembunitchiogembunitchi was in the line of my studies in japanesepjapanese and I1 felt
I1 would do better in it than in any other styleostylestylea still among the japanese
consulted there were many who insisted that the pure literary style
bunshobunshoubenshobun shouldshoshonshou be used

efforts to secure the services of a good critic were first made in
november 1906 when I1 approached mroamro kinza harai with the request for his
services feeling that our experiences with this gentleman in the past had
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proved his integrity and abilityoabilityabili abouttyo one month laterlatelitter a postal from him
came containingcontain hisng declination of the offeroffefooffero

the matter rested for six months but I1 was constantly pondering the
problem and experienced no small amount of regret that our circle of schol-
arly trustworthy friends was so limited on june 5thath 19091907 1I renewed my
request to amromro haraiharalhanal it1 was again made plain that he could not do the
work in time so through him I1 was introduced to mroamro zenshiro noguchihoguchi of
kobe cilyocityocityolty I1 went to kobe 375 miles9milesa having quite an experience with
washouts on the wayowayvay on kobe my negotiations for the services of mrhroahro
noguchi would have been a success if the features of the man had not sug-
gested dissipated habitshamtsohampso returningturningEe to tokyo I1 went immediately to
sendal 2lal21 miles and met mr genta suzuki the editor of the kahakukahoku
shimpochimpo and a sympathetic friend of the elders at sendalsendaie mroamro suzuki im-
pressed me as a good man but his work in the newspaper was of such a nature
that I1 feared the time and thought he would be able to give to the critic-
ism of the book of mormon would be too limited so without making a defi-
nite

defi-o

bargain with him I1 returned to tokyotokyoo at my request both mre noguchihoguchi
and mre suzukig by way of a sample of their work submitted criticisms of
my translation of I1 nephi chapter lo10 to my great surprise both criticisms
had changed the style from gembunitchi59gembunitchi to bunshobenshobun andsho this too in spite
of the fact that they had agreed with me that a good gembunitchi trans-
lation would be the bestobest in explanation of their acts they said that
all efforts at putting force and dignity into the translation as it stood
in gembunitchiogembunitchl had proved unsuccessful and they had therefore of necesfeces
sity turned to bunshobenshobun forsho satisfactionsatisfactionesatisfactions this brought up the serious
question of changing the style entirely from the beginning to the endoendenao
consultation prayer inquiry and thought anew on the subject resulted in
a decision for the changcochangeochange

it would appear that my work for the past three years was to be
swept away by this decision and the translation to be made anew but for-
tunately such was not its fateofatedateo the criticisms already given claimed
that my translation was nearer to bunshobunshoobenshobun thanshoshonshoO nzokugozokugo11 true colloquial
and it would be almost as easy a matter to change it into pure bunshobunshoubenshobun
as

shoshonshou
to perfect it in its gembunitchi formoform and toog it has developed

that there are only two or three men in all japan today whose gembutgembun
itchiaitchi writings truly merit public praise proving that gembunitchigembunitchi18 is
the most difficult style in which to write well yet simplyosimply whereas the
bunshobunshowbunshibun isshoshow not only powerful and briefbriefpbriefe but most writers are capable

of producing it because its rules are more definite than those for
gembunitchio 0

hownow as I1 had not made a special study of bunshobenshobun I1sho felt myself
quite unprepared to make the changes necessary to turn my translation
into the literary stylestylea thereforethereforooTherefor I1 decided to entrust this work to a
capable japanese feeling sure that with the review of the grammatical
rules for bunshobenshobun andsho a careful reading of the changed translation I1
could detect any and all violations of the meaning and have them rectified

having decided on the bunshobunshollbunshibun styleshosholtshollshott there was no necessity to go
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conditions

Jed

OJOF ASBBEMEHT

1le during the year of agreement hirigoro hirai shall not accept
any appointment or work outside of his service to the japan missionomissionmissioneMiss

2&

ionolono

the work which hikogorohirogoroHiro hiraigoro shall perform during the stated
period of one year shall be the criticism of alma oo00 taylors japanese
translation of the book of mormonomorynonemorminoMo herynone shall also perform any other labor
which shall grow out of the aforesaid criticism and which is necessary to
make it complete thorough and entirely satisfactory to his employeroemployeremployersemploy heero
shall also be expected to perform the work as provided for in section 70

30 the magnitude of the work in connection with the said criticism
is so great that it is estimated that although the best and most diligent
labor is placed upon ito it cannot be entirely and satisfactorily co-
mpleted in less tylantantynan seven monthsomonthsmontoso therefore the japan mission shall pay

meomej

hiraihiral0

oaitsofits
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outside of tokyo to get one capable to write it so I1 selected hikogorohirogoroHiro
hirai

goro
kinza giraishirais brother a teacher in vasedawasedabaseda universityuniversityo to do the

workworko the contract for his services was signed by him and me september ag2g

1907 at headquarters it may be worthwhile to state here that my reject-
ion of mre noguchihoguchi and selection of mrmroamro hirai caused the former to write a
very bittertitter letter to me and also one to mroamro hirai whom he thought had
come in and stolen the job away from himohim on the other hand mroamro suzuki of
sendal was very well satisfied with the selection of mroamro hirai and only
asked that five yen be paid him for the time he spent in preparing a sam-
ple of his work and in consulting with me

the contract with amromro hirai is here copiedocopied

a&hbemmt

the japan mission of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints hereby agrees to employ mr hikogorohirogoroHiro hiraigoro for one
year commencing september 9 1907 and ending september 89 190819080
tokyo 5 japanojapancapano

september 2 190719070
signed alma oo00 taylor
for the japan mission of the
church of jesus christ of
latterdaylatter saintsosaintssaintloday

AG KBEMEISTT

ip10 hikogorohirogoroHiro hiravyhiraiygoro hereby agree to devote all my time and
services during the year commencing september ag9g 19071907p and end-
ing september 8 19081908g to the japan mission of the church of
jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday under the direction of its
present president 9 alma oo00 taylor or any person who may
succeed him to this position or preside in his absencooabsenceabsen
tokyo

ceocoo
9 japan

september 29 19070
signed in japanese

hirai Is
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to hikogorohirogoroHiro hiraigoro thirtyfivethirty yenfive for a complete and satisfactory criticism
of each volume of the translation manuscriptmanuscrlpto

40 the number of said volumes shall be not less than twenty seven
nor more than thirtydthirtyo

5 in case a satisfactory and complete criticism of the whole trans-
lation is made in less than seven months hikogorohirogoroHiro hiraigoro shall remain in
the employ of the japan mission for the unexpired portion of the seven
months without paypayopavo

606 in case the criticism of the entire translation cannot be satis-
factorily and completely finished within seven months the japan mission
shall pay hikogorohirogoroHiro hiraigoro at the rate of one hundred and twentyfivetwenty yenfive
per month for the eighth ninth tenth eleventh and twelfth months in
addition to the regular fee of thirtyfivethirty yenfive per volume of the manuscriptmanuscrlpto

70 promfrom the close of the criticism of the entire translation pro-
viding of course that such completion is not earlier than the estimate
of seven months referred to in section 3 to the end of the year september
89 190819081 hikogorohirogoroHiro hiralhiraigoro shall continue in the employ of the japan mission
assisting in the work of printing publishing and advertising the criti-
cized translation or making any translation or criticism of translations
that the presiding officer of the japan mission shall direct and the japan
mission shall pay orogorohirogorootogoroHiroeiroelro hiralhiraigoro for his labor at the rate of one hundred
and twentyfivetwentyfivetwenty yenfive per monthmontho

80 provided no unforeseen and unavoidable obstacleobstacles such as sick-
ness accident etcogetcor is encountered the complete and satisfactory critic-
ism of the japanese translation of the book of mormon should be finished
within the year agreed upon hikogorohirogoroHiro hiralhiraigoro shall labor with diligence
using all his energy to complete the work within this time limitolimitdimito

909 in case after diligent honest and conscientious labor the
criticism is not completed in the year of agreement hikogorohirogoroHiro hiraihiralgoro shall
make a new agreement to devote his entire time to the criticism until it
is satisfactorily completed and shall ask no more than one hundred yen per
monthomonth

ioeloe the japan mission shall pay hikogorohirogoroHiro hiraigoro on the 25th of each
month the amount that is due for his work in accordance with the conditions
already statedstatedo

llo110iioilelie hikogorohirogoroHiro hiralhiraigoro shall be at liberty to rest on sundays 5 on all
the three great national holidays and shall be privileged to take a blewnewblevnevyew
yearns vacation beginning december 289 190igo and ending january 50 190801908
on no other days shall he rest without special permission of his employemployer

12012 inasmuch as hikogorohirogoroHiro hiralhiraigoro agrees to give his whole time to the
japan mission during the specified year he shall consider nothing less
than seven hours of actual labor an honest daysdayosdavs workoworkvorkovork

13013 in case at the expiration of the year agreed upon the book of
mormon translation having been completely criticized hikogorohirogoroHiro hiraigoro can-
not find an appointment or satisfactory work outside of the japan mission
the said mission shall agree at the request of hikogorohirogoroHiro hirai9goro to take
him into its literary service for any length of time within the limit of
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supplement to section lo10 but by mutual agreement between the japan
hissionmission and hikogorohirogoroHiro hirai5goro the latter shall be allowed to devote at the
rate of ten hours per week to the wasedabaseda university from september 1 5th5th9
190igo to october ist 1907190eigoe

second supplement to section lo10 by further mutual agreement between
the japan mission and hikogorohirogoroHiro hiraigoro the latter shall be permitted to de-
vote three hours on monday and three hours on wednesday of each week to
teaching in the wasedabaseda university from january 29 190819089 to may 31 1908

the first supplement to section 1 was added the day the agreement
was signedosigned the second supplement was added january 14 g 190801908

shortly after this an article appeared in the newspaper claiming
that hikogorohirogoroHiro hiraigoro had been frequenting a house of ill111liililiii fame and had with
money ransomed a harlot y taking her to his home as a second wife much to
the shame of the already brokenheartedbroken wifehearted of his youth this charge
made an investigation by me necessary I1 continued it for a long time
finding that the charge was absolutely unfoundedounfoundedunfound his vindication was
made and innocence proven by the facts presented in three articles in
the miyakomiyalbiyal newsHewsnewspapertaperpaper published at tokyo march 27y 31p and april istoist
but in these newspaper articles there were references to his connection
with wasedabaseda university whichgwhichwhicha if true made him a liar to me and upon
the strength of those falsehoods he had got supplement 2 added to thetho con
tractotracttracito I1 went to the university and found that mromramro hirai had never
severed his connection with the school but played sick to them as long as
he could and then lied to me to get to go backbackebacko I1 went immediately to
mr hirai with these charges and finding him ready to hide a lie with a
lie and not in a repentant moodgmooda signed the following note whereby our
agreement was dissolvedodissolveddissolve

tokyo japan
march 31 1908

we the undersigned do hereby mutually dissolve the agreement made
between us on september 29 190o19001907

signed alma oo00 taylortaylorotaylora for the church of
jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsosaintssaintloday

signedjjgned in japanese hiralhiraiohiraihirago hikogorohirogoroHiro sealgoro

nanernamerdaner

kicmic3.3isionislon hiralhirai
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five months from the close of the year of agreement and shall pay him at
the rate of one hundred yen per monthgmontag provided he gives his entire time
to the Missiomissiouomission

we the undersignedundersignerunder herebysigned approve and solemnly agree to carry out
faithfully each and all of the above conditionsoconditionscondition

tokyotokyop japanojapancapano
september 29 190igo

signed alma oe taylor
for the japan mission of the
church of jesus christ of
latterdaylatter saintsaintsday so

signed in japanese hirai c hikogorohirogoroelrohirHiroeiroodorogor0 seall
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1 received all the books and papers pertaining to the translation he
had in his possession and returnedreturn elder calnecaine accompanied me as witness
to the dissolving of the agreementsagreementoagreementagree thismento step was taken on the morning of
april ist although the note was written on the previous evenlngoevening

critical as such a step was and as far reaching as its consequences
may have appeared I1 felt and said 9 sad indeed am I1 over this outcome of
recent affairs 9 for I1 realize that the translation work will be more or
less belatedobelatedbelabeia buttedo thank god no sacred work need be destroyed because of
the wrongs of men the lord is able to accomplish his work in spite of
the default of men and inasmuch as the translation of this sacred volume
is godosgods work it willgwilla by his blessings prosper and speedily be accompaccompt
lishedolishedlishegodished

by the time of his dismissal mr hirai had reviewed and changed the
translation down to the end of 111IIIlii nephienephignephi 3rd chapter 9 and had also care-
fully read his work over onceonceoanceo

before leaving mromramro hirai 9 this much must be said of himhimo he could
sit at his table and work continually for more hours at a time than any
japanese with whom I1 had anything to do this made it possible for him
to cover so much ground in so short a time

mr hirai having failed to continue to the end it became necessary
to find some one to take his placeplaceoplacco I1 was anxious to get 9 if possible 9 one
of the best writers in japanojapancapano through mroamro iwanokiwanop a gentleman who helped
prepare our songs some years before I1 secured an introduction to mrmre
yujiro tsubouchi a famous writer and head of the department of literature
in the vasedawasedabaseda universltyouniversity he couldnt accept my offerooffer next I1 met ahrohro
kinnosuke natsumeifetsumcg a writer of fame but he also was not able to give the
time necessary to perform the workoworkvorkovork he recommended mromramro hirocharuhirocharaelroHiroeiro ikutacharuchara
a recent graduate of the imperial university and author of several books
which had been well received in literary circles 0 I1 visited mre ikuta who
said he could and would do the work if I1 considered him suitableosuitablesuitasulta ofbleo course
I1 didntodntodet know anything about his ability so I1 handed him two volumes of
the manuscript as already corrected by amromro hirai and requested him to read
them and make any changes he considered necessarynecessaryonecessar afteryo he had done this
I1 took these two volumes to messrs 0 tsubouchigtsubouchi iwano and kawai and with-
out telling anything about my connection with mroamro ikutaikata asked them to
read the books and give a criticism of the merits or demerits of the co-
mpositionposltlono when I1 went to hear their judgment I1 asked especially if the
composition had been improved by the changes which appeared in lead pencil
mrmro ikuta having used a pencil 0 the opinions of all three were that the

changes 9 in most cases 9 were improvementsimprovement s then in a manner not calculat-
ed to betray myself I1 asked about mromramro ikuta his ability and reputation
the answers were all complimentary to him 9 the three gentlemen having met
mroamro ikuta several times 0 I1 then asked if they thought that mromramro ikuta was
capable of producing a better work than the translation they had just been
readingsreadingoreadingrea thedingo reply was that the translation as it was didnt need to be
changed but that a man of mromramro ikutasikutaskutas ability might be able to improve it
just a littlellttlcc
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O0itlt july
29thg29th 190801908

AGREEMOTAGFMENT

we the undersignedundersignerunder dosigned hereby enter into agreement relative to the
book of mormon translation as follows

article la beginning august 1 1908 koji ikuta agrees to devote
at least five hours every day except sundays to the work of reviewing
correcting criticizing and consulting about the book of mormon transla-
tion under the direction of alma oo00 taylor president of the japan mission
of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday though he isls per-
mitted to perform this work at his own home he covenants to give his
time and energies in faithful obedience to his word of honor in this agree
mentoment

article lieile intn compensation the japan mission through its presi-
dent agrees to pay mre ikuta one hundred yen per month for his labor pro-
vided that labor is performed without irregularity and with due regard to
its sacredness and importanceimportanceoimport

signed

anceo

in japanese ikutalyuta hiroharu sealsea

signed

a

alma oe taylor
for the japan mission of the church of
jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsosaintssaintloday

tokyo japan
july 29 1908

the name kojlkojiyoji in the agreement is another pronunciation of the
characters with which his given name is writtenwrittenowrit

before

teno

speaking of mr ikutasskutas work on the translation I1 must tell
of my own review of mrmroamro giraishiraishirai0s workworkeworko all of his changes and criticisms
wereweiewene inserted in red ink right in my manuscripts and in red ink he added
the kana simple japanese characters which enable the less learned to
pronounce and understand the more difficult chinese characters to all
chinese characters in this condition I1 reviewed his work reading and
studying it carefully making a minute comparison with the bnglishoenglish until
april ist 1908 1I had consulted from time to time with mromramro hirai about his
work and had his mistakes correctedcorrectedecorrect byedoede the time he was dismissed I1 had
only progressed as far as the middle of volume 7 of the manuscript whereas
he had finished to the end of volume 200 so after his dismissal I1 contin-
ued to review his work making the corrections I1 considered necessaryonecessarynecessar
thus

yo
though the time from the dismissal of mr hirai to the employment of

mrmroamro ikutatwute was rather long I1 had all the work I1 could attend toatoo As soon
as I1T finished the review of a volume I1 had itlt copiedcoplcopi intendingi thated the
copy should be for the printersprintrin stersitersO use and afterwards preserved as the fin-
ished manuscript of the japanese book of mormon four natives took part
in making this copy up to the end of mromramro giraishiraishirai workOs that is to the end

work9worke
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my investigations of and experiments with mre ikuta decided me to
employ him the following agreement was drawn up and we signed
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of III111ililii nephi chapter 3 boosoobro aritatsuarimatsuAri kawanakatatsu copied from the title page
to I1 neheihehplnehpi 8188 while0 I1318 was visiting at sapporo

9 hokkaidoHok broobrokaido hachiro
mori copied from I1 nephi as8s 19 to end of I1 nephi chapter 210 then amromro
yoneji nakamurabfakamurap recommended by broobroiro mori copied from where brobrooiro mori left
off to the end of helaman chapter lo10 from helaman chapter 2 to end of
mromramro giraishiraishiralhirai workIs was copied by brooliro yisaburoeisaburo yugakugaokugakugal brobroo kuga did not fin-
ish the job until near the middle of augustoaugust

in making this copy the kana was not placed on the chinese characters
by any of the native scribes a the work of putting on the kana was given
entirely to elder calnecaine because he knows more about it than any ordinary
japanese elder caine and I1 proof read the copy to the end of enos and
from there on elder caine and the scribes did all the proof readingreadings

again reverting to mromramro ikuta0ikutasskutas the0 styles of writing in japan are
vastly differenthodifferentodiffer everyoneento has his own personalities and his likes and
dislikes hence the dismissal of mrmroamro hiralhirai and the employment of a new man
of a different school as it were gave rise to the necessity of having
the new man begin at the very first 9 for if such a course were not followed
the danger of having one style in the beginning and another in the end
would be too great to risk therefore mroamro ikuta was handed the beauti-
fully written copy of mromramro haralshiraishirals work and instructed to begin at the be-
ginning so that by the time he got to where mromramro hirai left off he would
become so accustomed to the style and already have changed it enough to
agree with his own idea of good and bad that he might continue from there
to the end without making the least riffle or leaving the slightest line
of demarcation between the part mroamro hirai touched and the part he did not
touch

mrmre ikuta began august 1 190801908 his changes and corrections to the
end of II11 nephi chapter 3 were all made in pencil again a review by me
was necessaryonecessarynecessar myyo review brought forth hundreds of questions all of which
I1 discussed with mr ikutaikata andaandp if not satisfied with his answers I1 dis-
cussed with others until the points were all cleared upoup I1 then erased
the changes and criticisms I1 could not accept and wrote in ink those I1
approved and copied the approved changes into the manuscript used by mroamro

chiralohiralohirai fortunately mrmroamro ikuta did not make enough changes in the manuscript
to make another copy necessarynecessaryonecessar

on

yo

janojanejan 13 19091909s mromramro ikuta finished his work as far as mrmroamro hirai
had gone and began immediately on the remaining part changing it from
gembunitchi to bunshoobunshobensho after making this change at my request he re-
read and criticized his own work from the beginning of III111lii nephi chapter
4 to the endoend

this work ended april 3 then read and criticized my transla-
tion of the table of contentsocontentsconten mytSo review of his work went along with as
much speed as care and deep study would allow 0 I1 could by no means keep
pace with him sog after arcmrc ikuta had finished he was often called to
consult about points and answer questions which my review of his work
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O0itlt ready for the printer this he did after he had written the
kana on all the chinese charactersocharacterscharac

the

terso

translation of the references that appear in the english text
was no small part of the workworkovork in the first place I1 considered it my

duty to determine whether or not the original references were correctocorrectcorrectorcor sorecto
I1T investigated every reference and the ink lines that appear in my english
book of mormon show that this investigation was sufficiently fruitful to
justify the hours required in making ito I1 then translated the references
as corrected first solving a feasible table of abbreviations for the names
of the various books my translation manuscript paper was so ruled that
the references belonging to each page could be easily inserted on that
tagepageopagepreeo

the last stroke in connection with the work was the preparation of
a table explaining the use of the references and various marks and signs
that were used here and there in the translationtranslationotranslations this done and the
characters for the title decided upon and all worries were overooveravero the
characters used in the title were written by mrmroamro chokubunCho hiranohiranookubun during
the time of the translation mission headquarters were moved twice firstdirst

ath7th
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broughtroughbrought upeup the final consultation with mr ikutaikata was held may ilg 19091909e
but still there were some points not settled because I1 could not feel sat-
isfied with mroamro ikutaosikutalsIkuta explanations and ideas

the reading by mroamro ikuta of the part of the translation criticized
by mroamro hirai gave that part the advantage of a double criticism I1 now
wanted a double criticism on the latter partparty so on may th I1 called on mr
kosaburo kawalkawaigkawaikawalig a writer and poet and left the latter part of the man-
uscript for him to readeread he finished this job june the 8thath and on that day
I1T listened to his suggestions two days later june loth at 12030l2s30o just
as the call for dinner came 9 I1 wrote the translation of the last reference
and took a long deep breath of relief which so naturally accompanies the
culmination of all great labors 9 and my heart throbbed strongly under the
indescribableindLe feelingsscribable of gratitude and joy which filled my soulsoulesouiesoui butbat
from the closed books there protruded here and there little slips of paper
with a reminder that a question was yet unsettled a criticism still un-
approved a pencil mark still unerasedouner theasedo last of these slips was thrown
into the waste paper basket july 4th24th 8th anniversary of the day I1 left
home and the manuscript finished to the endoend

here I1 have to introduce another helper mroamro hiroyuki namekawaSame whokawa
was employed yebfebefeb llgalg 19091909g to copy the manuscript from III111ili nephi chapter
4 to the end as changed from gembunitchi to bunshobensho by mr ikutaoikutaikutaro this
youngyounevoung man also acted as the only native assistant to the work of correct-
ing the printerprinters proof sheetsosheets

the work of brobroo yasubeieYasube chiba in carefully reading and making
suggestions on the completed manuscript before it went into the printers
hands is not to be overlookedooverlookedoverlook he began this work as soon as the first
volumes of the manuscript were ready and finished june 6thath 1909 elder
calnecaine was also requested to make a final reading of the manuscript before
declaring
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ssso

the 0first proof was always read aloud by mr hiroyuki kamekawanamekawa and
elder caine followed the reading with the printers manuscript in hand
while I1 followed with the manuscript from which the printers manuscript
was copied the references were also read at this time either elder
caine or mroamro namekawanameHame readwawakawa aloud from the proof sheets while one followed
with the printersprinter manuscript and I1 followed with the english text before
meome after this meadinsreadingreadins by three of us 9 either elder caine or I1 carefully
read them once alone before sending them backbackobacho the second proofs were
always read alone by mroamro namekawa first 9 then reviewed by either elder
caine or me to see if all the corrections in the first proofs had been
properly madeomade after this review either elder caine or I1 carefully read
the proofs through once moremoreo the third proofs were always read first by
mr namekawanamekHamename andkawawawa then comparedcom withnared the second proofs by elder caine or me
to see if any changes had been omitted or improperly madeo the fourth
fifthfifths sixth and seventh proofs were examined in the same manner as the
third proofso

usually the formsformsrformer which all consisted of sixteen pages eacheachqeacho were
approved on the fourth proof 9 but they frequently went to the fifth and
on three or four occasions to the sixth and seventhoseventhseventkoseven towardstho the last 9

some were so well done that the mark OKookoboko 0 was placed on the third proof 0

on september 30th 19091909s we completed the proof readingsreadingoreadingrea anddingo on
october 6thath twotvo bound copiescoples were rushed out for the purpose of filing
with the home departmentodepartmentdepartmentsDepart octobermento loth was the reported and advertizedadvertised
date of the publication but not till the next day 9 monday was the first
installment of 1000 copies delivered to headquarters 0 on the lath the
second thousand on the lth17thalth the third thousand on the 20th the fourth
thousand and on the 23rdg23rd 918 copies were deliveredodelivereddeliverdellver special binding
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to 87080 9 sendagaysendapaySenSend adagay machi tokyo 9 suburb 0 and then to 81 yakuojimae
machighachig ushigome ku tokyo oltycity the finalinalfinaiinai work being performed at the
latter placeplaceoplacco

THE STORY OF THE PRINTINGPRIITTISG ANDAID publication
I1 decided that the first edition of the japanese book of mormon

should consist of 5000 copies bound in good clothoclothcioth after spending
much time and applying for and comparing bids on this edition I1 selected
the shueishaShu daiichieisha koba because their bid was the lowest and as
printers they are known as one of the best equipped firms in tokyootokyo

the first few volumes of the manuscript were left at the print-
ers thursday janojanejan 28th 1909 and on febofebyeb 3rd a few sample sheets of the
type setting were sent for my examinationeexaminationexaminations I1 recommended many changes
the second sample came yebfebofeb 6thath and with one or two suggestionssuggestionspsuggestion approvedoapprovedprovedoap
the first form of proof sheets l616la16 pages arrived yebfebofeb loth and the labor
of proof reading began in earnestearnesto proof reading an ordinary book in
japanese is no small task but the japanese book of mormon with its verses
references g lines marks etcoetcecco proved to be an especially stupendous jobojob
it was performed as followfollowssfollowso
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for the remaining 0 copies having been ordered they were not all delivered
until friday novbtovobrovo 26th26the among these last are four copies one each for
the emperor and empressenyEnr oforess japan and one each for the crown prince and
princess 0 the copy for the emperor is in a beautiful deep cardinal red and
deepdeerdeeo violet morocco with specially drawn cover design of gold and silver
the copy for the crown prince was the same design in black morocco 0 the
copies for the empress and crown princess are in pure white morocco with
the same cover design in eoldgoldogold among the ordinary full morocco copies are
those intended for the heads of the different departments of the Ggovernmentovermiento

the main part of the book fills 94 pages the contents cover 26
pageshpagesopages the translation of the english title page fills both sides of one
sheet 0 the testimonies of the witnesses take a page each and the table of
explanations covers four pages in the end is a page required by law giv-
ing the names and addresses of printer publisher etcoetcecco two ribbons are
bound in each bookobook A printed book mark and a card advertising our other
literature are inserted in each volumeovolumevolumes the book is encased in a paper
cover on which the title and price is printedoprintedprin anothertedo narrow strip of
paper passes around the book to keep it sealed while in stockostock

by way of summarysummaryo0 it was just five years and nine months from the
day of the first appointment to the day of delivery of the first looo1000laoo
completed copieso the time from the day I1 was entrusted with the entire
work103loytoy tok the day the translation proper was completed was four years ten
months and twentyfourtwenty daysedaysfour the print ing 9 proof reading and binding of
the first edition excluding the 80 copies in special binding covered a
period of eight months and twentyfivetwenty dacsodaysodaysdavsfive the number of critics of my

work is five elder caine and four natives the number of scribes who
labored on the translation is eight elder caine and seven natives in
making the translation and reviews g I1 read the english text verse by verse
five times and after writing the romanjieomanjiromandi manuscript with my own handghanda I1
read the translation twice in romanjieomanjiromandi and seven times after it was copied
in the ideographsoideographsideographideography it has been read seven times by the criticsocriticscrit yonehonenoneicso of
these include proof readingsoreading four manuscripts 9 one in romanjieomanjiromandi and three
in the native characters have been requiredrequiredorequire

the romandieomanjiromanii manuscript consisted of twenty one hundred pageshpagesopages the
first character manuscript filled fourteen volumes and covered 2400 pageshpagesopages
the second character manuscript required 27 volumes and filled 3600 pages
while the last or printers manuscript filled 34 volumes and over 590005000
pageshpagesopages the reason for the increase in pages in the character manuscripts
is that each time wider spaces were left between the linesolinesiineslinero the last two
manuscripts are preserved intactointact all but samples of the first two were
destroyed as valueless 9 even as relicsorelics there are in the translation with-
out counting referencesreferencesyreference tablesy of contents 9 table of explanations and
testimonies 9 about 467000 characters not all different by any meansomeans
the fee for critics and scribes and incidental expenses connected with the
translation alone required a cash outlay of yen 2177.262p177o260217726 the printing
and publication of the first edition including special volumes for the
imperial family represents a cash outlay of yen 26l4o97o261409702614972614.97 yen 158889195880891588.89
was spent in advertisingadvertiadverta thesinp editionoeditioneditionsedit theionolono book is retailed at one yen
eachoeachg a liberal discount being allowed to all book stores
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lisiLISTLIOTlioe OPOF THOSE TO WHOM LEATHER BOUND COPIES OF THE BOOK OF MORMON WEREWEBE PRE-

SENTED the information is taken from taylors journal

imperial family
emperor
empress
crown prince
crown princess
prince iwakura

prime minister and members of the cabnetcamnetcabinet
marquis taro katsura prime minister and minister of finance
count jutaro komura minister of foreign affairs
viscount seiki terauchi minister of war
baron minoru saito minister of the navy
baron tosuke hirata minister of home affairs
baron kanetake obura minister of commerce and agriculture
baron shimpei gotoQ oto minister of communications
eitaro komatsubara minister of education
viscount choshokuChos okabehoku minister of justice

members of the privy council
prince aritomiaritomo yamagata president
count tsuzuntsuzen higashikuze vice president
marquis masayoshi matsukata
count shiki kabayamakatayama
viscount kuotei fukuoka
marquis takayuki sasaki
baron junjiro hamakawahawakawaHaw

viscount
akawa

michitakimichitaniMich kawaseitaki
viscount kuranosukekurauosukexurauosukeKurau kamidanakamiclanakamidaNaosuke
baron keisukkeisukikeisukekrisuk otorigotoril
baron ryuichi kuki1

baron seifu takahashi
viscount magoshichiroMago sugishichiro
marquis mosho hachisuka
viscount tomonasuketomonosukeTomona takashimaTakeaksuke
viscount

shima
miyoji ito

viscount kiyotsunakiyotsuraKiyo kingdakinodatsura
baron tokujiro nishieishi
viscount atsushi saisho viscount shuzo aoki
viscount kentaro kaneko baron heirokukeiroku tsuzuki
viscount kencho suematsu count keizo kagawa
viscount keigo kiyomurakiyoura viscount watanawatanabe be
baron kameo nam bu count sogo dokyuokyu
baron hisayukihirayukiHira katoyuki baron shinken makino

12ne ri0 al F
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junjioro

nambu
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APPENDIX 0

TABLE 1 MISSIOHMISSION statistics 190119241901192401901igol 192419240
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TABLE 2 MISSIOHMISSION statistics JAPANESE 193719431937 194819571948195701948 1957195701943
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1937
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0
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1956 8 of these local full time
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notenotes from 193719431937 the1943 mission in hawaii retained the title japanese
mission but was then changed to the central pacific missionMiss theionolono
figures from 1948 on are of the work in japan
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caloaloai0 ne

823368230682236

riverdalebiverdaleverdalerivendaleBiRi utah
salt lake city utah
ogden utah

alvillecoalvilleCo utah
benchbenchy idaho
emmett idaho

salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
pleasant view utah

date of
arrival
p1201p112101

81201
81201
81201
71702
71702
71702
71702
71702
71702
71702
71702
71702
1105111105

1105111105

1105111105

62905
62905
8230682006
121406
1214061214o6121406
72607
72607
92807
92807
101207
101207
112308waw1william samuel ellis

missionaries 190119241901

address

1924

salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake oltycity utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
american fork utah
american fork utah
stoste george utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
ephraim utah
north ogden utah
sandy utah
logan utah
richfieldklchKichrich utahfield
smithfield utah
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APPENDIX E3

name

heberheher jeJ grant

louis ao kelsch
horace so ensign
alma 0 taylor
augusta W rantgrantG

mary wo ensign
joseph to featherstone
marie se featherstoneatherstoneTe

erestuserastuserastu L jarvis
john wo stoker
sanford W hedges
preapredfredyrea A calnecaine
mary grant judd
justus burt seely
john lo10 chadwick

william R fairbournyairFair
daniel

bourntourn
po woodland

james andersonandersen
john henry roskelley
joseph henry stimpson

joseph preston cutler
moroni stewart marriott
elliot campcant bellbeil taylor
charles willard hubbard

warren ellis harris
elbert duncan thomas

edna barkerfarker thomas
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name

jay glairclair jensjensenen heperheber
walter william steed jrjno

melvin frank barton
robert henry barton
james scowcrofscowcroft
thomas lester chipman

ezra leroy andersenanderson
heber grant ivins
james albert miller
henry roland emmett

lloyd oscar ivielvie
leonard elsworth harrington
alvin bo hintze
ether spackman

james leo hatch
arthur frank crowther

arthur cutler
edwin john ailenalienallenlilenklienkilen jr
amasa we clark
edwin anthon bennion

blair hoh1ha stringham
george alberalteralbertkibert turnertamertumertaher
john

lagolego
vernonvemon

idaho

adams logan

harold
utah

kingsford franklin
charles

idaho

ralph saltamott lake
joseph

city
henry

utah
stimpson riverdaleriverdalcsrivendaleRi

mary

utahverdale
eo riverdaleverdalerivendaleRistimpsonstimps utah

hinckley utah
hinckley utah
richmondsichmondg utah
flogauslogauslogan utah
venice

on

lafayette cox lee
pearl mo lee
joseph ray stoddard
valentine william palmer

varsall lee cowley

lillian lo10 broadbent

address
he ber city utah
syracuse utah
waysvillekaysvilleKays utahville
waysvillekaysvilleKays utahville
ogden utah
american forkeforkg utah
salem idaho

salt lake city utah
murray 9 utah
dee oregon

salina utah
american fork utah
murray 9 utah
lewiston utah
panguitchpanguitchy utah
provoproto utah
salt lake city utah
salt lake city utah
rexburgrextmrggredburg idaho

logan utah
provo utah

utah
ogden utah

datedat of
arrival
112308
62809
62809
62809
71510
71510
112310
112310
112310

21911
111011
111011
5912
5912
111312
111312
111312
61913
61913
61913
122313
122313
3714
3714
31115
31115111115
11251511125115

11251511125115

31816
31816
31816
111416
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W

E

M

L

e

3 1816

Scowcrof t

Rexburg
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Py8 vr

nameeanenane

bryan le wright

albert raybay olpin01

myrimyrl

olnoindin
L bodily

owen mcgary

joseph sterling pyne

louring arthur whittaker
ao howard jens en

deloss watson holley
irwin todd hicken
lloyd oscar ivie
bioranoraniora

yroyraro 5 moomam0
7 yr

mam1miltonmfltonolton boB taylor
lewis ho moore

address
ogden utah
pleasant grove utah
fairviewtairviewg idaho

shelley idaho
provoprovogfrovog utah

clevillecirclevilleCir utah
brigham utah
slatervilleSlat utaherville
heberheher city utah
salina utah
waysvillekaysvilleKays utahville
wellsville utah
ogden utah
ogden utah
henefer utah
springviliespringvilleSpring 9vilieville utah
springvilleSpring utahville
ogden utah
ogden utah
brigham utah
brigham utah
brigham utah
brigham utah
ordervilledervilleOr utah
murray utah
harrisvilleEarris utahville
salt lake city utah
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date of
arrival
111416
111416
4817
4817
122117
122117
52020
52020
52020
21121
21121
32221
32221
32221
32221
6621
6621
71122
71122
71122
71122
71122
71122
12722
12722
12722
62623

length of mission
8 vrevr1

blamires ivie
ernestemest boB woodward

william ervin davies
aldo stephens
orlando fowierpowlerfowleryowler

hilton alexander robertson
hazel metcalf bertsonrobertsonEo

to wallace browning

louise meadows browning

william lamont glover

sylviasylvisvlvia petersen glover

elwood le christensen
arva bo christensen
rulon esplin
vinalonalonai G mauss

inyr
7 yroyraro 11 moo

6 yroyraro 6 yroyraro 11 moo

5 yroyraro 5 yoyr 11 oo00mo

4 yr 4 yryroaro 11 moo

3 y 3 yr 11 mo1 moo

2 yryrdyno 2 yryroaro 11 moo
1 yryroaro 1 yryroaro 11 moo

less than 1 yroyraro

no of 0missionaries
1
1
1
5

19
24
19
13

5

average length of mission
3 yr 3 mo

two served 2 missions totaling
11 yroyraro 6 moemoo and 7 yr 1 moo

4s ap7p and 6 missionaries re-
spectively left without co-
mpleting missions because of
the closingclosings

dat e

L

A jensen

F

ca

L

B

vi

H
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mo

mo mo
mo
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mo
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morlmoriooka

sapporo 19061924192419063- 1

toyohiratoyohl
tene
asahikawaAsa
yochomachiYoch

hikawa

iwanaiiwanari
omachi

muroranburoran
otaru

osaka 191119241211122419111211

tsuruhashiTsuru

19241224

ikeda
hashi

onomachionomichiOn

kofu

omachi

190719221907

isawa

1922

visitimisitiong
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miscellaneous

addresses of thetlletile four mission headquarters in tokyo 1902192461902 19246

190219081902 noo1908 16 easumigakesumigaEasu okamachiokawachiOkmiga jurakudurakuamachi banchi
yotsuya ku moved here from the metropole hotel

190819091908 1909

noo 8 tsunohazu yodobachi shinjukuShinju
the following is a list of places where missionary work was carried

on at one time or another sunday schools were established in most of themthemethemo
the list is very likely incomplete but included for what interest it may
haveohavehaleo all places cannot be located on available maps and in one or two
instances names may be a subdivision of a larger place they are listed
undlerunder the conference titiestitles
tokyo

0

190119241901

yokohama

1924

asagaya
chiba
hojo
munakatapunakatafunalkatPu
nagohago

anawatanakata

nagano
napyetsubfapyetsunaoNap
nakano

yetsu

chickurachikurachil
sendal

1

choshi

cura

shizuoka
okawa
boshubloshu
miyakamuraMiyamiyaklam
mito

kamuraura

morioka

MI soellSCELTANZOUS

no

no

no yakuojlmaemachi9

no 87

3l

ra

ku

192219241922 1924 ku

noo 870 sendagayamachi one mile west of the
previous headquarters

1909192190919221909 1921922 noo 81 yakuojimaemachi ichigayaIchi ushigomegaya ku
A rayeay olpin when visiting japan in 1953 looked
up the site of this mission home and found that it
had been razed to make way for an apartment build-
ing but the surroundings still looked the same
ushigome is now apparently changed to shinjukuShinju
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APPENDIXAPPWDIX OFG

ACQUIRING A MISSION HOME IN JAPAN 1948

after several days of endless driving all over tokyo in search of a
house for rent or sale all to no avail I1 went for rest and relaxation to
visit my former acquaintances in meguro the seijiro hayakawasHaya sennosukekawas
hayakawa whom I1 had met casually on the street when I1 was here at the close
of the war and with whom I1 was best acquainted was in kobe but his family
seemed glad to see me and I1 spent anau hour visiting with them in the
course of our conversation I1 told them of my fruitless search for living
quarters in tokyo mr hayakawaRaya assuredkawakava me there was little possibility
of success he did however offer to help as did his soninlawson mrin
seiji

law
abe

A few days later mr seijiro hayakawa came to the hotel to tell me
that mr abe had spoken to his friend mr kawasoeyaldaKalwayasda thesoe business advisor of
prince takamatsu and that he had arranged for me to meet mr kawasoe the
next day saturday march 20 1948 saturday afternoon mr hayakawa mr
abeate and I1 drove out to prince takamatsus official residence and visited
with mr kawasoe amid the elegant surroundings of the mansion mr kawasoe
listened to the story of our housing needs and promised to help As the
first possibilities he gave us the addresses of two burned out buildings
which he understood were for sale upon leaving the mansion we three
drove immediately to the nearest address in alabuazabu and examined the skeleton
of a once palatial residence in a very nice neighborhood opposite a park
I1 was impressed immediately with the possibilities of the place but with-
held comment we then drove to the other place nearer town but found it
in a completely burned out area and far too large for our needs on our
way back to meguro we passed the first house again and I1 expressed inter-
est in it and asked where we could get further information mr abe offer-
ed to inquire of mr kawasoe and let me know

the following monday mr abe reported that the property was for
sale by an agent named kodera and that mr kawasoe would see him think-
ing to save time I1 asked mr abe to see mr kodera himself this he did
and informed me that the property was for sale for 12000000001.200000000 at 200
yen to the dollar the realistic but not the legal rate of exchange the
property would cost around 1000000 this seemed reasonableea enoughsonable and
I1 requested mr abe to look into the possibility of obtaining an option to
purchase after explaining what an option was not hearing from abe for
two or three days I1 decided to bring my friend mr fujio nakano a former
banker into the picture I1 took him to the hayakawa home and after an
hours talk we decided to press mrmroamro kodera for some promise that the prop-
erty would not be sold to anyone else while mr nakano and I1 looked into
the matter of raising two million yen before doing anything in this
direction I1 decided to get some expert opinion on the present state of the
building and some idea of the cost of restorationrestorationo

re ij 1
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perienperlences ill buy the property in mr nakanos name and have him borrow
two million yen from the bank then he can lease the property to the church
and we can go ahead with the restoration through boekibobki cho and in time to
get a deed from mr nakanonakanoonakanodo

I1 was seeing mr nakano almost daily and mentioned the idea to him
that afternoon he was not too enthusiastic but agreed to speak to a
bankerbalikerbanwer friendf

As

ri
I1
end

analyzed the scheme it seemed feasible the bank would have
only a fifty per cent loan after the repairs were finished mr nakano
would be safe with the title vested in him and a fifty per cent margin for
security and the church would be safe with a long term lease and an option
to buy

the next day while waiting for colonel ryder I1 explained the reason

oughough inspection of the buildingsbuildingobuildingbuilbull theydingo all pronounced the skeleton in goodfood
condition and the house very well constructed as evidenced by the little
damage done by three direct bomb hits

the following monday I1 started out to get the answers to three
questions would SOAPSCAP supreme commander allied powers regulations per-
mit us to buy the property could we buy it with a favorable exchange rate
through boekibobki cho the japanese Govemmentgovernment

periperl ence
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meanwhile I1 followed every lead and rumor concerning available
housingshousingohousinghou onesingo prospect brought me in touch with a mr john sekiya whose
sistersisters house we went out to see in ichikawa on march 26th I1 was attract-
ed to mr sekiya and accepted his kind offer to assist me further the
next day I1 was delightfully surprised to find that mr nakanoskanosHa good
friend an officer in the contracting company recommended by mr kawasoe
was this same mr sekiya that afternoon mr nakanohakanohadano mr sekiya a number
of architects and engineers from his firm and brothers paul merrill and
guyouyguv hart members of the church here with the army engineers made a thor-
ough

foreign board of trade could
we also finance the repairs through boekibobki cho captain koob in glg1G l1 GHQ

thought we could purchase it and suggested that I1 write a letter to SCAP

through his office mr kodakikodaka an official of boeklboekibobki cho explained that
thethisthiethle property could not be acquired through his organization but that they
would handle the repairs at about 200 yen to the dollar

with high hopes of depositing 1000000 in the national city bank
of hewnew york in tokyo and having the bank lend the mission two million yen
I1 went in to see the manager mr lo10 wo chamberlain he was sympathetic
said the legal rate was not realistic and that he hoped it would be changed
soon but regretted that the bank could not lend yen at all nor recognize
any transaction outside the legal exchange rate he expressed doubt that
foreigners could buy property and suggested that I1 talk with GHQ again

outside the bank I1 met dro paul mavormayormayermaver prominent in missionary activ-
ities he told me he had seen a directive authorizing missionaries to buy
property and told me to see someone in the ESS section I1 went direct to
colonel ryder the deputy chief of the section who scratched his head for
awhile and asked me to come back for an answer the next day

As I1 left his office I1 thoughtthoughts even if the answer is yes where will
I1 get the yen then came the bright mea born of many years of mortgage ex-
periencesperiences

ilwent L W
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ghagea

ergert mr kuroda mr
kodera the owners agent had another prospect for the house and wanted to
know how matters were proceeding up to this time mr nakano had refused
to commit himself on the question of an option and had steadfastly refused
to reveal the name of the owner of the property I1 explained that I1 was
making some headway but was unwilling to continue unless mr kodera and the
owner would sign a letter to the effect that the property would be held for
us for at least thirty days mromramro abe and amromro kuroda went back to see mr
kodera and I1 sent a 128word128 messageword to salt lake

the following day mr nakano said he had spoken to our mutual
friend mr sekiya who was well acquainted at the hypothec bank where we
could probably get the loan in a fewrewrev days

the brethren answered promptly authorizing the purchase or lease of
the property and advising that the funds had been cabledcabied

but now mr abe and mromramro kuroda came back with the story that the
owner was thinking of turning the property over to his firm as a recreation
club house for his employees A meeting was to be held to determine this
the following monday and we would have an answer on tuesday

when mr sekiya arrived to give me a japanese lesson the next even-
ing he reported that the hypothec bank was not making loans to foreigners
I1 decided to try the bank of tokyo without the benefit of an introduction
or a go between the english speaking vice president was very polite but
couldnt quite understand my going in without references or an introduction
he thought his bank could do nothing in the matter without some word from
ghqghagea

gweenetweene

bank9banka
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for my call to his administrative officer mr M H galifehalifehalifcalif he had handled
the same problem for other missionaries and knew all about it there was
no directive specially allowing missionaries to buy property he said buthut
missionaries had purposely been left unmentioned in a directive restricting
others from purchasing property thereby leaving them free to act

things were now at a point where some authority from salt lake should
hebe obtained while I1 was turning over in my mind the contents of a wire to
the brethren mr abe called on me with an interpretinterpreter

finance section
before I1 could follow this through mr nakano had talked to his

brother who was a personal friend of the videpresidentvicepresidentvicevide ofpresident the hypothec
bank although not an active officer in the institution we saw this
officer mroamro tanaka a dapper looking fellow in striped trousers and
black coat but quartered in a rundown office

in two days he had cleared the way to the head of the loan depart-
ment and went with us to see him before this man would discuss the case
he also required some word from the GHQGHOG financeHQ section fortunately
some of my old service friends were still in finance and one of them mr
L smith called mr ono liaison officer of the bank recommending the
church as a responsible institution mr ono passed the word on to the
loan chief who talked with us at length finally we learned that the bank
was restricted to certain loans by the bank of japan and permission to
make this loan would have to be tainedobtainedbained from them ten minutes later we
were at the bank of japan and told the whole story again A board meeting
the next day would consider the case and advise the hypothec bank
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1

two days after the planned meeting at which the owner of the prop-
erty was to decide about selling I1 called mr abe and informed him that
permission had been obtained to buy the place and that the money was onoilorlori the
way the owner had not notified him of his decision I1 thought it was
time I1 learned the nainenameneineneme of the owner of the property armed only with the
property address and my imperfect japanese I1 started out two hours later
after a tour of the diet building and the minato ku building I1 arrived at
the alabuazabu ward office I1 found the owner to be hachiro shimizu and that
he had purchased the property only the previous october 1941947

now to put some little pressure on mr kodera I1 called in mr abe
and mr kuroda and insisted upon seeing mr kodera whom I1 hadnhaan met up to
this time we found him in Mshis office in our conversation I1 mentioned
the owners name and mr kodera was surprised A telephone call to mr
shimizu then brought out the fact that the story of a meeting concerned only
his employees he agreed to see us the next morning

I1 liked mr shimizu right away and was sure we could do business
with him in fact after much praying over this matter I1 felt we would
eventually get the property no matter what the obstacles mr shimizu still
wanted only two million yen I1 was afraid the price had gone up he was
holding off however because of the tax problem and would go right ahead
if I1 would support him in a plan to report a sale of only 500000y500000 to the
tax office this being out of the question I1 searched for another solution
and suggested that he actually sell us the property for 500000y500000 but that
instead of taking the yen he leave the equivalent 10000 in the bank
until he could take it out in dollars being in the automobile business
and in need of foreign credit he liked this idea and left to think it over

two days latersbaters messrs kuroda kodera shimizu suzuki mr shi-
mizu clerk nakano and I1 had another long session we finally agreed
that mr shimizu would deed the property to the church free of encumbrances
and that the church would give him a letter agreeing to pay him 10000 or
the then equivalent in yen when the law permitted we talked of titles
and transfer procedures and I1 left with mr kodera the corporate name of
the church

at this juncture mr nakano left town for a few days and I1 called
on mr kei kurosawa to assist me he came to the hotel the next morning
as I1 was going over the blue prints submitted by the G igosho contractors
the kajima gunl mr sekiyaskiyassukiyasSe firm was also working up some plans mroamro

kurosawa and I1 went to see about registering the church as a corporation
in japan through the ministry of education we learned the requirements
and went to the nihonbashihihonbashiNihon officebashi of the tokyo local court of justice A

quick perusal of the application form indicated that a lawyer was needed
mr kurosawa sent me with his office man mr rakasatakasa to mr rakasatakasa
brother a real estate expert in about ten minutes I1 was a forgotten on-
looker in the corner of his office and our business was being discussed by
half a dozen men including two who came in off the streets

the next day I1 sought out my own lawyer a mr yamamoto whom I1 had
met in connection with another piece of property he thought the matter
fairly simple it then occurred to me that the church might have been reg-
istered when it was here before in the course of the day mr yamamoto

hadnt
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checked this and found no record
on my return to his office I1 found him working on a constitution of

the corporation of the president of the church the lawyer explained that
some sort of organization of the church had to be effected in japan before
we could hold property there was no such thing as registering the corpor-
ation of the president existing in utah I1 then decided to incorporate the
japanese mission and changed the constitution accordingly

it occurred to me to check the proposed contract with the property
against GHQ regulation this proved to be a good idea although the result
was disappointdisappointingodisappointing I1 learned that no mention may be made in any transaction
of foreign money values the only solution to this was to make an agree-
ment in which the sale price of the property would be mutually determined
at a future date

mr shimizu seemed undaunted by my report that we couldnt give him
a letter promising to pay the equivalent of 10000 he said he had decided
to let us have the property and that the word of the church through me was
security enough for him

on april 19th in company with mromramro yamamoto I1 made the rounds of the
japanese government offices having to do with the registration of the
mission as a corporation the process usually takes ten days but to amromro
yamamotosmamotosYa great surprise the officials decided to give our application
immediate attention and promised to have our certificate of registration
ready by the following dayodaydavodav this was almost imperative as we were to sign
the papers covering the transfer of the property the following day and I1
feared some legal complications if the title papers were dated prior to
our registration as a legal entityoentity

on april 20th the certificate of registration was issued and mr
yamamoto and I1 went immediately to mr shimizusShi officemizus where we signed
the papers deeding the property to the church I1 gave mr shimizu one
thousand yen the equivalent of 2000 and a deposit slip showing
100000010900000109000.00 credited to a special account in the national city bank of new

york and my word that the money would be held there by the church subject
to his order we left his office with all the signed papers and I1 ma-
rveled at the trust and kindness of the man mr yamamoto remarked he had
never seen anything like this piece of business in all his experiencexperience 1

the title papers were next registered and we were ready at last to
accept one of the contractorscontractors9 bids and authorize him to proceed with the
workvork the G igosho company submitted a bid of 495000000y495000000 and the kajima
gumicumi agreed to do the sainesame job for 270000000y270000000 on april 24th I1 signed
a copy of the yajimakajima ghimigumichimicumi estimate1 and told them to proceed with the work
they agreed to have the servants quarters over the garage completed in
three weeks in order that I1 might have a place in which to live when my

privileges with the occupation forces expired

it was necessary that the contractor have permission from boekibobki cho
to proceed and boekibobki cho asked that the mission obtain letters from the
occupation authorities releasing the materials etc there followed the
usual round of conferences with SCAP officials whose approval moved the
project along
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the first materials were delivered on may 1stist and the workmen
started that day several friends warned me that I1 should place no reli
ance in the promise of the contractor to finish the small house in three
weeks but by dint of much urging and the oft repeated threat that they
would be responsible for my health if I1 were forced to sleep in the park
the work was rushed along

during this time materials for the big house were being assembled
and the superintendents and engineers were selected they came to me in a
body one day and told me of the japanese custom of having an opening cere-
mony for the workoworkvork this they called an oharaioharahOh aarai which was usually per-
formed by a shinto priest

when I1 fully understood the purpose and nature of the ceremony I1
suggested that we have one but that I1 be permitted to offer the prayer for
godsgoods blessing upon the work instead of that of a shinto priest they
wanted to think this over

the following day I1 was advised that they were agreeable to a
christian prayeroprayerprayers they changed the name of the function however to
kikoshikiKik aoshiki

it was held on the south side of the building on may 19th at 3003200otoo0500
pop m john sekiya who had helped me prepare a speech and the prayer in
japanese acted as master of ceremonies I1 spoke first in japanese and
then said a few words in english mr chojiro kuriyama a member of the
church and a member of the diet also said a few words on behalf of the
church mr sekiya then called upon amromro shimizu the former owner of the
property and upon mrmroamro kajimaka aima vice president of kajima gumigumiofumiocumi the cere-
mony closed with my offering the following prayersprayer

ten ni mashimasumashi warmasu era no chichi yo honjitsuhon sihonnihonjitsu ni deki masu
anata no kyokaikyosai no hombuhombs no kikoshikikik nioshiki atari watakushitakushiwa domo shosuchosu no mono
ga kokoirokoyokowokoir nioko atsumarimashitaatsumarimashitao anata no michimkimichibikimichiaki ni yori erabaretaera toshibareta wo

ataerareatae korerare wo kau koto wo yurushi tamae shi koto wo wansha itashimasu
chichi yo takushiwatakushiwa domo ni shinsetsunaotsuna tomodachitomohachitomtor woodachi atae takushiwatakushiwawatakbatak tachiushi
no shigetoshigoto wo tasukerutasuke koto wo wansha itashimasuitashimasuo mata kono tochi no mochi
nushi ga shinsetsushintetsushin desetsu atta koto wo hansha itashimasuitashimasuo chichi yo honjitsuhon
koko

jitsu
ni atsumatakatsumataats hitomtoltobitoumata no kyoryokujoryokuk no seishin wo wansha itashimasu

chichich yoichi anata no shukufukushukufulkiashuku gag&DFDfuku konoF shigetoshigoto no susumu aida tomo ni aru
koto wo inori masuo hatarakuHata hiraku to to kantoku suru hi to ni megumi wo

kudasai mata kono koji ni kankel suru hito ga kokoro no hitosu ni shite
shigetoshigoto wo shikari to mata jozujoau ni tsukurutsukuro yo ni inorimasuoinorimasuinori kokomasumasUo ni hata
raku hito no ue ni keea to wazawaiwazaltiai no okoranu yo ni inorimasuinori dokamasu onoono
ga kami no mamorlmamori wo kanzurkaczur koto wo hatarakuHata monoraku ni yorokomyorokobiyoro gakobikobl arioarlarloari
kore ni yotte delcitadekita yujo ga itsu made no tsuzuku koto wo inorimasuinori matamasu
takushiwatakushiwaljakushiwa domo wa tokito chikara wo kono shigetoshigoto no kansel ni hasagesasage nanjihanji
no shigetoshigoto ga kono tochi no kakuritsukakumitsukaku sarenritsu koto wo inorimasuoinorimasuinori anatamasUomasu no
taku betsubatsu no megumi ga watakushitakushiwa domo to tomo nlni aru koto woewoo lesuiesutesu kiri
suto no na ninl yotte amen

our father in heaven a few of us are gathered here today for the
ground breaking ceremony of the mission headquarters in japan we thank
theaetheetheme for permitting us to buy this piece of ground which was selected by
thy guidance
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we are grateful for the many kind friends gained and for their help-
ing us in our work we are also grateful that the owner of this land was
kind and cooperative with uso

we are grateful for the people who are gathered here today and for
they spirit which permeates this choice spot

our father we pray that thy blessings will be with us while this
work goes onoone grant thy blessings to the workers and the supervisors and
we prayoray that the people connected with this construction will work harmon-
iously and build strong and skillfully may there be no misfortune or in-
jury to the workers may the individuals feel thy protection may the
men at work have happiness and may the friendships derived from these
labors continue forever may we offer our time and efforts willingly for
the completion of this work and by their efforts may this mission be es-
tablished

we pray that they special blessings may attend us always in the
name of jesus christ amen

there were about sixty people at the kikoshikikoshillkigoshiKiKikokoshiyoshishill the members were
brother and sister fujio nara brother kuriyama sister miyoshi sato
marjorie thompson george jordan james H11 martin and kent acomboacomb A num-
ber of friends were there including fujio nakano and mr reijibeiji abe both
of whom had been very helpful in obtaining the property the remainder of
the group consisted of kajima officials and workmen we served ice cream
to all which was a great treat to many of the japanese and the affair end-
ed with everyone in the highest of spirits the restoration of the house
had officially begun and the headquarters of the japanese mission were fin-
ally in the course of construction

I1 have not the patience to write nor would the reader have the inter-
est to read about the details of construction through the hot summer months
living on the grounds I1 was in constant touch with the work there were
delays in getting materials such as hardwood for floors and plumbing su-
pplies from honolulu differences cropped up in methods of construction
such as in the laying of sub floors some work had to be rejected such
as the surface of the roofroofo there were many minor changes in the plans as
the work progressed through it all however there was the best of feel-
ing and cooperation I1 couldnt ask to work with finer men than mr wata-
nabe the supervising architect mr kamikawakamizawaKam theizawa construction superintend-
ent and mr shibuya his assistant

the finished product doesnt measure up to the best standards of
construction which we expect in america the job is well done however
and considering the difficulties encountered in occupied japan I1 think the
men of the contracting firm merit commendation

A little farewell party was held at the mission home on thursday
afternoon elov embervember 18th for mr shibuya and mr yokichi who were to be
transferred to another job the next day

the landscape gardening firm of fuji ueki gardening1 co ltd was
employed on october l6tho16thlatho mroamromr suzuki its foreman was also very easy to
work with and under his direction the once wildernesslikewilderness yardlike became a
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veritable paradise
the final jo b of the contract the hanging of the front gates and

the last bit of planting and pruning were finished most significantly on
thanksgiving day november 25 1948 it was thanksgiving day indeed to us
who had watched the progress of the restoration and now have the privilege
of enjoying the comfort and beauty of the mission home our heartfelt
gratitude goes up to our heavenly father for his many blessings manifest
from the beginning to the endendo

signed edw L clissold
mission president

december 5 1948

job
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by the end of the last century japan having made such remarkable
progress was attracting attention throughout the worldworlds about this time
thethenthea authorities of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday were
moved to open a mission there subsequently heber J grant of the council
of the twelve apostles was chosen to undertake the task and taking with
him three companions landed in that country august 12 1901 the news of

their coming had preceded them and they found it difficult to get a foot-
hold facing opposition principally from other christian missionaries

progress was slow the mormon missionaries had no knowledge of the
people language customs food etc everything had to be learnedlearnleann theede

second group of elders came the following year and a few kept coming each
year or so to keep a force of twelve to fifteen in the fieldefields

within two years of the opening they felt that they had enough of

thethea language to engage in more active work so left tokyo and established
themselves in cities across honshu the main work was done in tokyo

sendal sapporoSap kofuporo and osaka and smaller surrounding places
strongly sensing the need of translated material as soon as they

possibly could which was between the second and third year after arrival
they began to do this themselves with the aid of native critics they

started with pamphlets some of which they composed to suit the particular
needs while others were translated from published english pamphlets sev-

eral books were translated the most important being the book of mormon

which took nearly six years
conversions were slow the message was difficult for the japanese

to accept between 1901 and 1924 166 baptisms were performed and thirteen
of this number left the church during that period growing antiorientalanti
feeling

oriental
in america particularly on the west coast did not help matters

japan was a proud nation and resented the slaps given her by the united
states this reached a height in 1924 when a law was passed making imm-

igration impossible for orientals to this country conditions became worse

for the missionaries and they received instruction to close the mission in
july books and records were moved to honolulu and salt lake oltycity

force fifteen fleid

book
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many of the members were faithful and were sad at the prospect of
having the missionaries leave they did the best they could to keep mee-
tings going but gradually all activity ceased occasionally there was

some contact of members by someone from utah who was traveling that way

in 1937 work was begun in hawaii among the japanese there and a
degree of success with the young people was accomplished in 1948 the work

was reopened in japan and the prospect looked different among a humbled

people other things too helped make a different situation church me-
mbers among the occupation forces aided with time and money missionaries
who already knew the language came from hawaii old faithful members

helped reactivate various branches and a greater number of missionaries
were sent baptisms multiplied from the first there are now well over a
thousand members and the mission is spreading to outlying areas

andthe
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